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ABSTRACT 

 

This doctoral research focuses on the second shift - the invisible work of home and 
childcare primarily carried out by women on top of their paid employment. Hidden 
in plain sight and veiled by familiarity and insignificance, the second shift is largely 
absent from representations of home and family.  

 

Sociological studies on the second shift are numerous and considered in this thesis 
yet, given that the lack of visibility is perhaps the biggest problem, there is a paucity 
of visual art attempting to address it. I observe that the insistent distinction made 
between private and public masks both a comprehensive inequality and the excuse 
for failing to address it. Recognising that gendered differences extend beyond the 
individual to the structural creates space to press for change. I conducted fieldwork 
to forge connections and raise consciousness by recognising, hearing and seeing 
what women do, and how they feel, about the second shift; the personal is political. 

 

My art practice examines these ordinary, familiar experiences of home and the 
everyday. I use photography to observe what is overlooked in the habitual mode of 
daily life. The resulting artwork illuminates the details of quotidian practices of 
housework and family care, and a quiet anger at what is taken for granted.  

 

I conclude by considering art as a means of resistance, looking for what is omitted 
in representation, paying attention to what seems unworthy of noticing at all, and  
showing our ways of making do and getting by. The accompanying practice resulted 
in a body of photographs which was published in a photobook in 2019 and will be 
shown in a series of international exhibitions in 2020. This artwork aims to make the 
second shift and its attendant emotional affects visible and this representation is my 
contribution to knowledge.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

‘I hate housework! You make the beds, you do the dishes – 
and six months later you have to start all over again.’1 

 

My research focuses on The Second Shift2, the hidden shift of housework and 
childcare primarily carried out by women on top of their paid employment. It is 
physical, mental and emotional labour which demands effort, skill and time but is 
unpaid, unaccounted for, unequally distributed and largely unrecognised. This 
experience of performing two work shifts daily, one during their ‘leisure’ hours, is 
that of the majority of working women. It also implies a hierarchy: that some people's 
time matters more than others. I probe the changed, potentially more fraught 
relationship with home that accompanies the transition to motherhood and is 
inclined to remain after the return to paid work outside the home. Hidden in plain 
sight and veiled by familiarity and insignificance, the second shift is largely absent 
from representations of home and family. This work is an attempt to recognise the 
complexity and value of this invisible work; it is also a call for resistance to the 
capitalist, patriarchal and aesthetic systems which ignore it.  

 

My art practice examines the ordinary, familiar experiences of home and the 
everyday. I use photography to help me observe what is so easily hidden in the 
habitual mode of daily life. Photography has, for me, a relationship with the real 
which facilitates a closer reading of the concealed significance of details, gestures, 
ways of doing, and in-between moments where nothing much seems to be 
happening. A readily-available medium, accessible to almost everyone and which 
crosses boundaries between art and life, photography is an apposite art form with 
which to research this most prosaic of subjects. As an artist I work slowly, using 
reading of theory and wider culture with reflective writing to feed my artistic 
practice. I tend to set out with a sense of the character for the research project but 
without any clear idea of what the finished body of work will consist. I have learned 
to trust that the iterative process of artmaking, theoretical engagement and 
reflection will produce a resonant and layered result. I began this PhD angry at the 
burden of the second shift, at its gendering and low value but mostly at its invisibility. 

 
1 Joan Rivers cited in Hollis (2016) p88 
2 The term was coined by Arlie Hochschild in her book The Second Shift: Working Parents and the 
Revolution at Home first published in 1989 by Viking Penguin 
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Sociological studies on the second shift are numerous and considered in this thesis 
yet, given that the lack of visibility is perhaps the biggest problem, there is a paucity 
of visual art3 attempting to address it. I look for ways of representing the work of 
women in the home and pushing back against gendered expectations which leave 
women responsible for the lion’s share of childcare and housework4. I consider art 
as potential means of resistance, by looking for what is omitted in representation, by 
paying attention to what seems unworthy of noticing at all, and by seeking out and 
showing our ways of making do and getting by. The practice of this PhD aims to make 
the second shift and its attendant emotional affect visible and this representation is 
my contribution to knowledge.  

 

This thesis gathers together cultural and theoretical work on the three main areas 
underpinning the second shift: the home, the everyday and women’s work. I argue 
that the second shift is gendered labour and that this is a structural problem 
produced by biased and discriminatory systems which are materially rather than 
ideologically motivated. They oppress women in order to exploit their reproductive, 
sexual, domestic and care labour. Stephen Johnstone describes Annette Messager’s 
text pieces from the 1970s as shining ‘an ambiguous half-light on the hidden language 
that underpins the most quotidian of activities, those of washing the dishes, opening 
the post’5. It is my intention to create a body of images that does this. This takes the 
form of depicting elements of the claustrophobia and conflict hidden within the 
tranquil haven of home, the signs of toil and activity which hint at the labour of the 
second shift, and using dirt, disgust and disorder to jolt the visual vocabulary of 
home out of its reliance on clichés of softness, comfort and ease.  

 

In Chapter 1 I explain my background as an artist and how my evolving practice 
brought me to investigate the second shift. I outline the design of the methodology, 
taking a feminist approach to questions of knowledge and methods of asking them. 
The methodology was designed to look for and capture detail in the midst of the 
daily work of home, both my own and others’, operating with a light touch. I asked 
other working mothers about their experiences of the second shift and received 
words and images in response which spoke of care, frustration, ingenuity, anger, love 
and resignation. The research ethics were difficult to negotiate and I found there was 
a clear aversion by the university’s ethics committees to research in the private 
domain of the home. The chapter also identifies the patchiness of knowledge and 
representation around the second shift which contribute to its invisibility. 

 
3 Colberg (2020) 
4 ONS (2018c) 
5 Johnstone (2008) p21 
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Chapter 2 examines home as a place, idea and experience deeply resonant with 
meaning, a site of complex human practices. Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of 
Space provides an understanding of the rich significance of the home space and 
how it is embedded in the imagination, both shaping us and shaped by us. Home, 
however, is also diminished by simplistic views which place it on the wrong side of a 
world carved into binaries: private and public, feminine and masculine, leisure and 
work, trivial and important, soft and hard, stasis and progress, safety and danger. 
Works by Charlotte Perkins Gilman and Anna Fox attest to difficulty for women in 
the supposed sanctuary of the home, suggesting instead the threat in the 
unheimlich. Further problematic dichotomies emerge in Martin Heidegger, Hannah 
Arendt and Simone de Beauvoir’s interpretations of feminine maintenance and 
preservation labour which position it as inferior to more ‘masculine’ work of 
construction and progress.  

 

Chapter 3 considers the everyday as a universal mode of experience - the routine, 
banal and familiar - yet one which is slippery and evasive when looked at directly. I 
look at the French post-war quotidian theorists including writer Georges Perec 
whose call to ‘question your teaspoons’ points to the significance hidden in the 
utterly prosaic. Photography is discussed as being a medium whose contradictions 
mirror those of the quotidian. I trace the history of photography’s relationship with 
the everyday and with depictions of home and argue that it is a problematic but 
ultimately apt means to investigate the close and familiar. I examine the role of habit 
and time in producing the difficulty of looking at the everyday and domestic, 
particularly in the inadequacy of clock time measurement as a tool of understanding 
what women do in the home. Rita Felski extends this further, offering a feminist 
approach to time. Arlie Hochschild notes the differing relationship with time between 
men and women in the home, the gendered distribution of chores and how these 
contribute to burdening women with the second shift. 

 

In Chapter 4 I begin to look for ways of pushing back against this burden. I discuss 
Michel de Certeau’s idea of tactical resistance within the everyday and see the 
quotidian resourcefulness in Richard Wentworth and Vladimir Arkhipov’s work as 
illustrating this. I look at playfulness and disobedience in the work of Fischli & Weiss 
and Yoko Ono and discuss a tiny act of disruption in my practice. I examine the 
difficulty of paying attention to the ordinary and familiar and use everyday 
aesthetics as a means of attending to it. Uta Barth’s work on boredom and the 
perceptual invisibility of home, and Laura Letinsky’s sidestepping of the optimal 
state, show alternative ways of considering what is right in front of us. The Japanese 
aesthetic of wabi-sabi offers an antidote to western aesthetics’ denigration of the 
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private, repetitive, mundane and ephemeral; it is an aesthetics concerned with 
function. For Jacques Rancière on the other hand, aesthetics is associated with 
politics. His idea of the distribution of the sensible underlines that what can be 
recognised as meaningful is influenced - ‘policed’ - by dominant orders which decide 
what is visible and what is not. John Cage, John Dewey and Allan Kaprow suggest 
ways of blurring boundaries between art and everyday life to open up what can be 
encountered as art and challenge what is omitted. 

 

Chapter 5 is a deeper investigation into the work of home. It uses sociological studies 
(Ann Oakley, R.S. Cowan, Elizabeth Shove, Sarah Pink, Karen Davies, Judy Wajcman, 
Bittman et al, Duncombe & Marsden) into women’s domestic labour to build a picture 
of the extent of the difficulty for women in combining their paid and unpaid work in 
biased and discriminatory systems which portray work-life conflict as a women’s 
issue. I consider the effort and thought that goes into a chore such as laundry. I look 
at the emotional affect of work that offers little appreciation or recognition in return 
and present the responses of my participants to questions of cleaning and the 
mental labour. Motherwork is shown to be deeply problematic (even within some 
elements of feminism) and conflicting for women, with diminishment of their social, 
relationship and economic value. I discuss the contributions of writers Adrienne 
Rich, Rachel Cusk and Leïla Slimani and artists including Rineke Dijkstra, Mary Kelly 
and Bobby Baker to the representations of this difficulty.  

 

In Chapter 6 I question ideas and judgments about dirt, generally understood as 
concerned with hygiene, appearance and order. I focus on Mary Douglas’ definition 
of dirt as matter out of place and look closely at my own beliefs and practices and 
the underlying principles and experiences behind them. Disgust is considered with 
its association with women’s bodies and women’s work as well as Jean-Paul Sartre’s 
idea of the slimy with its moral connotations. I explain the video work I made and 
discuss the potential of disorder and ambiguity for producing danger and power.  

 

Throughout the thesis I include images from my practice that demonstrate what I 
was thinking about and discovering as I worked. The intention is to represent the 
integrative and iterative process of reading, writing, reflecting and making in my 
visual practice as research. I discuss modes of dissemination of the work, its impact 
and reception in the conclusion. I also contextualise the wider practice through 
teaching, publication and talks, and point to future research and practice developing 
from this project. The complete body of images can be seen in the submitted 
photobook: The Second Shift. 
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY 

 

BACKGROUND 

 
‘What a mother experiences as “personal troubles of milieu” 

are closely connected to “public issues of social structure”.’6 

 

As the sociologist Ann Oakley points out, ‘none of us is a disinterested observer in 
this world’7, and I am certainly not an objective bystander of the second shift. I am 
a full-time lecturer, part-time researcher and mother with two ravenous, unruly 
teenagers. I started researching home in the late 2000s, as the exhaustion and 
delirium of mothering babies and toddlers gave way to bewilderment and frustration 
at the gendering of my time and opportunities in ways I had not been prepared for. 
In my mixed-gender state school, girls went on to study engineering, medicine and 
law in the same proportions as the boys did. Thinking the feminist battle had been 
won in the 1970s, we had set out with expectations of equality. Where did all the 
promises of parity go? Of shared parenting? If we had still managed to retain the 
belief in gender equality in the workforce, parenthood rapidly revealed it to be an 
illusion. Wrestling with an individual sense of difficulty and failure, it is easy to 
overlook the role that social structure plays in producing this impossible situation. 
The small, daily struggles I experience are not mine alone; the personal is very much 
political. 

 

I made previous work Domestic Drift8 when my children were small and I was utterly 
frazzled by the seemingly relentless demands of motherhood, the job and 
housework. Wishing for things to be easier, neater, sunnier, more appealing - actually, 
just done - left me struggling to reconcile my everyday life with my expectations of 
happy family snaps, beautiful homes and Kodak moments. The work became 
anchored in the home, in this claustrophobic, often strained and always, for me, busy 
setting. I felt that I needed home to be clean, tidy and pleasing to be experienced 
properly. The fabled leisure hours when it was all finished would be the appropriate 

 
6 Hays (1996) p2 
7 Oakley (2005) p59 
8 Domestic Drift 2009-2011; https://www.claregallagher.co.uk/domestic-drift 
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point at which to take it in, with all signs of mess and effort gone. However, the idea 
of home being the refuge from work, the place you put your feet up and crack open 
a cold beer was laughable and I found little or no time that matched my imagined 
version in which to look at it. The ordinary state certainly didn't seem to deserve 
recording for posterity. However, by trying to avoid looking at home and family as a 
work-in-progress I realised though that I wasn’t really seeing much of it at all - neither 
the dirty washing and mischievous children, nor the kind gestures and playful 
constructions.  

 

This was the time that ‘mommy bloggers’9 were emerging onto an internet rapidly 
becoming the go-to resource for information, and particularly so for a generation of 
new mothers who had been raised to strive for success10. And, while they were 
making home and mothering more visible, these bloggers depicted homes that didn’t 
resemble my life in the dark, gloomy Northern Irish winter or my wild, messy family. 
Their lives appeared bright and colourful, their days filled with crafting, making and 
growing. These visions of home-life were usually produced by stay-at-home mothers 
whose cheerful ease was frequently, and understatedly, underpinned by religions 
that celebrated motherhood and home, such as Mormonism. Their positivity and 
rapidly-growing audiences also made them very appealing to advertisers and helped 
convert their visions of home-life into a valuable commodity. Looking back, these 
blogs embedded on-brand messages long before ‘influencers’ became a term and 
before there was an acknowledgement of the transactional relationships between 
bloggers and companies. At the time, however, I felt like I, my home, my family didn’t 
measure up. 

 

I was influenced by Guy Debord’s Theory of The Dérive which sets out the means of 
overcoming the negative effects of what he termed psychogeography, the effect of 
place on state of mind. While Debord was primarily concerned with exploring the 
urban environment in order to reclaim it from political, habitual and geographical 
stagnation, I felt that in these respects the dérive could equally apply to home. With 
its ‘constant currents, fixed points and vortexes’11 - the kitchen triangle is a very apt 
example - the domestic environment in particular is the locus for very powerful 
psychogeography. The relationship with home established through the work of 
mothering can be one of seemingly unremitting purpose, duty and utility, making it 
especially difficult to see beyond repetitive chores, relentless mess and challenging 
behaviour. Debord’s directions seemed a particularly appropriate place to start 
interrogating that position:  

 
9 Soulemama, NieNie were conspicuous examples in the 2000s 
10 Asher (2012) 
11 Debord in Harrison & Wood (1997) p696 
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In a dérive, one or more persons during a certain period drop their usual motives for 
movement and action, their relations, their work and leisure activities, and let 
themselves be drawn by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find 
there.12 

With much of domestic life a quintessentially adventure-free area, this kind of 
unstructured activity permits it to be experienced afresh, in ‘a reflection of life – life 
is a kind of disorder, freedom is a kind of disorder’13.  

 

I began to face the impossibility of getting everything done and of having things just 
right. Instead I focused on the non-moments, the difficult bits, the things that either 
barely registered amidst the busyness or were distinctly unappealing. To confront 
this tension between expectations and reality I started photographing exactly what 
was in front of me in order to see it clearly and begin to appreciate it more fully, with 
equanimity rather than dissatisfaction. I also stopped looking for moments that 
spoke of our received ideas about children and motherhood - such as gentle, passive 
mothers and angelic children - and discovered instead the in-between moments that 
revealed something of the ambiguity and ephemerality of family life. I found 
photography effective at revealing what was right in front of me that I was oblivious 
to in the rush to get it all done. While this seems obvious in the retelling, the 
conventions of the camera and the photograph often lure us towards the 

 
12 Debord in Harrison & Wood (1997) p696 
13 De Certeau et al. (1998) p255 
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spectacular, the special, the performative.  

 

Some images were particularly illuminating, clarifying and distilling the experience of 
home which so often felt murky and hectic. Making the image of the two penguins 
was especially instructive: after a long day at work and a commute which got me 
home well after the children’s bedtime, I tiptoed into their room to find what looked 
like an explosion of toys strewn across the floor. I set the camera14 down in the only 
bare spot I could stand on and, looking down through the viewfinder, turned the 
focusing wheel until something became sharp. Out of what seemed completely 
chaotic a vision emerged of imagination, construction and meaning. As saccharine 
as it sounds, I saw the two penguins conversing, like my two sons. I realised that the 
mess I felt that I was at war with, that I saw as a problem and was in such a hurry to 
remedy, could be viewed instead as a creative process. Mess was not the senseless 
and infuriating ’noise’ I had understood it to be; rather, it was rich with under-
examined significance. 

 

The image of the dandelions has become less descriptive and more bittersweet. At 
the time, I had gone into the kitchen to see breakfast cereal thrown all around the 
room. Furious, I sent the children into the garden and retreated to the bathroom to 

 
14 Bronica SQ with waist-level viewfinder 
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feel guilty about shouting. A few minutes later I was calmer and ready to begin the 
clear-up. Returning to the kitchen, I found the kitchen roll set up as an improvised 
vase, filled with dandelions, and the children giggling in the garden. I interpreted this 
as an apology at the time; more recently, I have come to see it as highlighting the 
value of the ephemeral and prosaic. Without having photographed this, it would have 
been forgotten. It pains me to think of all the other moments that have been lost, 
evaporated through time because they didn’t meet the ‘photographable’ criteria. 

 

Domestic Drift seemed to resonate with other working mothers and struck a 
poignant chord particularly with those whose children were grown up. Many felt that 
it was the ordinary moments that they recognised the most, yet it was also these 
which had vanished in the scramble of daily life, undocumented. Many were angry 
too and the same issues came up again and again: the substantial hidden work they 
did, the ingenuity they employed, the lack of acknowledgment for it and the pressure 
they felt under to maintain standards in both their professional and family lives. They 
asked the same questions too: what to do about it, how to point at all of this daily 
expenditure of time, thought and effort and say ‘here lies value’? How to reconcile 
the work that we put into keeping things looking the same with the beliefs we hold 
about progress? How to resist the expectations that the second shift is women’s 
responsibility? The Second Shift therefore considers the omission of women’s 
domestic labour from the picture of home. It aims to make visible what has been 
considered invisible - or unseeable. 

 

Jacques Rancière’s idea of the ‘distribution of the sensible’,15 in which marginalised 
perspectives and activities are rendered mute and invisible, is a significant influence 
on this project. By investigating how we make meaning through domestic activities 
and our ways of doing them, by seeing rich significance where there has traditionally 
been meaningless background noise, I am trying to find ways to effect ‘dislocations’ 
in what is perceptible and comprehensible about home. A dislocation in the 
distribution of the sensible occurs when people, things or experiences gain an 
audience or presence and become noticeable. Furthermore, in pursuing a study of 
quotidian experience through art it is relevant to address the role of western 
aesthetics as a traditional guide in distinguishing between what counts as ‘an 
experience’ and what doesn’t: ‘art is the paradigmatic example of a phenomenon that 
is supposed to be something special and not ordinary or everyday’16. How, then, 
might art be used to make everyday domestic practices visible and sensible? How to 
show the thought, work and know-how that goes on behind the scenes, as well as 
the conflicted feelings and difficulty that go into this hidden, second shift?  

 
15 Rancière (2006) 
16 Haapala in Light & Smith (2005) p40 
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‘There is never enough time for an artist to make art. Families 
make the most persistent demands on our time and cause the 
greatest guilt when that time is not given. Yet our family 
histories and relationships shape who we are and the art we 
make. Because artists, more so than other professionals, must 
integrate their whole selves to make good art, who better than 
artists, the traditional antennae of society, to lead us into 
second stage feminism, into a world where we can be both 
mothers and daughters, wives, lovers and friends, and 
professionals?’17 

 
 
Related output: 

Gallagher, Clare (2019) “The Second Shift: Clare Gallagher discusses her photographic 
research focusing on the burden of domestic labour for working women” Visual Artists 
Ireland News Sept-Oct Issue 

 
 

METHODOLOGY 

 
‘One has to situate oneself within ‘real activity’ as such, that is, 
in the practical relation to the world, the preoccupied, active 
presence in the world through which the world imposes its 
presence, with its urgencies, its things to be said and done, 
things made to be said, which directly govern words and deeds 
without ever unfolding as spectacle.’18 

 
The project was designed within a constructivist paradigm of enquiry, based on an 
understanding that the experience of home is subjective and personal, with 
hermeneutic and dialectic methodologies. It is distinct from the scientific and 
mathematical analysis traditionally aimed for which transcribe ‘mundane practices 
and knowledges into a more organised, systematic and implicitly superior discursive 

 
17 Apgar (1982) 
18 Bourdieu (1990) p52 
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form19’. Bronislaw Malinowski argues that many textures of practice and affect are 
omitted from traditional anthropological examination, calling for paying attention to 
these ‘imponderabilia of actual life’20. A prime concern for me was for the role of 
subjective experience in creating meaning in women’s everyday lives. I looked for 
ways to draw together this micro-ethnographical detail with understanding of how 
power relations structure our practices and lived reality, with the overall aim of 
seeking out the potential for resistance. 

 

In identifying problems with the power structures and value systems which denigrate 
women’s work in the home, it follows that traditional methods for looking at these 
areas might also be inadequate or flawed.  Michael Gardiner’s critique of these was 
constructive in clarifying what I needed to avoid, particularly the ‘pretence to 
objectivity, scholarly detachment and non-partisanship’21 which they promote. 
Oakley similarly takes aim at ‘the mythology of “hygienic” research with its 
accompanying mystification of the researcher and the researched as objective 
instruments of data production’22. She calls for a feminist methodology which 
recognises the value of the researcher as subjective, for whom ‘personal 
involvement is more than a dangerous bias – it is the condition under which people 
come to know each other and to admit others into their lives’23. Julia Long also points 
to feminism’s challenge to beliefs in objectivity and how it situates the researcher. 
This resonated with me and helped me understand my position:  

All knowledge production is historically and socially contingent, situated within sets 
of power relationships, particularly that of its relationship to the subject(s) of its 
research, and is inevitably informed by underlying values, assumptions and 
investments. Like any researcher I write from a particular situated position, in a 
particular relationship to my research topic and research participants.24 

Caroline Criado Perez considers the significance of what research looks for and what 
it omits. She asks, ‘is women’s unpaid work undervalued because we don’t see it – or 
is it invisible because we don’t value it?’25. She sets out a case for a feminist 
epistemology, arguing that questions of knowledge point to male bias with 
consequences for women, that the gaps in knowledge, interest and representation 
correspond with a gap in what is valued and made visible.  

 

Gardiner notes that quotidian theorists, especially Michel de Certeau, Agnes Heller 
and D.E. Smith, depict social science as ‘a hegemonic enterprise’ whose ‘usurpation 

 
19 Smith (1987) p5 
20 Malinowski (2014) 
21 Gardiner (2000) p4 
22 Oakley (1985) p58 
23 Oakley (1985) p58 
24 Long (2012) Introduction 
25 Criado Perez (2019) p78 
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and devaluation of “minor”, non-specialised knowledges is accomplished by isolating 
practices from their everyday, intersubjective context and treating them as pure 
“facts” or “datum”’26. The reinforcement of a hierarchy, with specialised, 
hyperintellectualised27 knowledge and voices implied as superior, concretises the 
sense of an ‘expertocracy’28. Elaine Showalter points to the omission of women and 
their activities through ‘the sterile narcissism of male scholarship and… its patriarchal 
methodolatry’29. bell hooks30 also condemns the disparity between the prosaic 
subject matter of the everyday and the way its discourse is usually situated in 
rarefied academia and couched in specialised language. This echoes Michel 
Foucault’s power-knowledge argument31 in which knowledge and power are linked 
inextricably and mutually, with knowledge an exercise of power and power a function 
of knowledge. Instead of isolating practices and researcher from their context, the 
work which emerges from this research examines and represents these practices 
and their affects within an everyday domestic environment. It employs the everyday 
mediums of photography and video and uses common language as much as possible.  

My fascination with the familiar and everyday comes, I think, from growing up in 
Northern Ireland during the Troubles. While much of the outside world was 
acquainted with the images of warring sides, gunmen, bombs and balaclavas, it was 
the day-to-day reality of gnawing anxiety, loaded language and hushed tones that 
has had the most lasting effect on me. It is difficult to comprehend now the extent 
to which we studiously avoided confronting the elephant in the room. It was too 
awful to talk about, too dangerous, too tedious and too much a reminder of how 
helpless we were. Head down, mouth shut. In some ways, this method of dealing with 
threat by internalising it and avoiding confrontation has parallels with how we learn 
to manage the difficulties of home life.  

 

This study centres on the everyday practices of home and their emotional affects 
which are usually overlooked in representation of domestic life. Theodore Schatzki 
describes a practice as essentially a cluster of ‘doings and sayings’32 which 
‘establishes a tissue of co-existence among its participants’33 while Andreas Reckwitz 
defines it as:  

a routinised type of behaviour which consists of several elements, interconnected 
to one another: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their 
use, a background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of 

 
26 Gardiner (2000) pp11-12 
27 Reckwitz (2002) p258 
28 Gorz (1993) 
29 Showalter (1981) p181 
30 hooks (1989) p78 
31 Foucault (1978) 
32 Schatzki (1996) p83 
33 Schatzki (1996) p172 
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emotion and motivational knowledge.34  

Gillian Rose relates practice to consistency in modes of acting, thinking and feeling, 
significant because ‘it is through practices that social relations and institutions 
happen, and through practices that subject positions and identities are performed’35. 
Practices in this project include the activities, chores, behaviour, know-how and 
shortcuts that characterise work in the home but are mostly invisible to the outside 
world. They might be the skills and effort developed through necessity, or through 
observation of a parent, the creativity with which to make something work better or 
to develop systems, or judgments about housework, such as deciding how much dirt 
is too much and what actions this leads to. Emotional affects relating to these 
practices include feelings of pride, disgust, frustration, anger, resentment and 
satisfaction. 

 

The study of home suggests the necessity of a multidisciplinary approach since 
‘home is a subject so fundamental that it is the province of no single sphere of 
enquiry’36. It might encompass sociology, anthropology, psychology, human 
geography, history, philosophy and architecture. Despite this, Shelley Mallet37 argues 
that little work has been done so far to draw these strands together. National 
research traditions also influence approaches to home. The UK has a distinct focus 
on the sociological through material culture, the Mass Observation38 project and its 
offshoot of life writing, while the USA emphasises environmental psychology and 
consumer studies. These different disciplines also hint at various resonances. For 
example, home when considered as space concerns architecture and geography, 
while seeing it through the prism of place puts it into the domain of anthropology, 
sociology, community, family, identity and belonging. I therefore read across a 
number of disciplines, primarily quotidian theory and aesthetics, and looked at 
philosophy, anthropology and feminism, to consider how time, taboo and attention 
coalesce into the means of examining the difficulty of representing women’s work in 
the home.  

 

I also look at some of the more complex issues around housework, particularly 
attitudes and responses to dirt which are frequently written off as simply affairs of 
hygiene, and women’s conflicted feelings towards home, identity, leisure and work. 
Rebecca Solnit says, ‘everyone is influenced by those things that precede formal 
education, that come out of the blue and out of everyday life. Those excluded 

 
34 Reckwitz (2002) p249 
35 Rose (2010) p18 
36 Hollis (2016) p4 
37 Mallet (2004) p64 
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influences I call the grandmothers’39. In some ways this project interrogates those 
‘grandmothers’ and their lasting impact: the roots of those ways in which women 
have been nurtured and cultured over time into paying attention, acting, caring, 
noticing cues, responding to situations and prioritising their time and effort.  

 

As a practice-based research project, the methodology was designed to consider 
the doing and thinking of home through theoretical research, fieldwork and art 
practice. As well as reading from a diverse range of theoretical sources, I visited the 
Mass Observation archive, invited other working mothers to participate by providing 
their observations in words and/or images and I continued to develop my own art 
practice using photography and video. Each of these methods provided material 
which, when evaluated and reflected upon, pointed to paths for further questioning 
and the research developed through this iterative process.   

 
‘She sometimes gets the urge to stop older women in the street 
and say, how did you do it, how did you live through it?’40 

 

Karen Davies’ study of women and time41 was particularly helpful in considering 
women’s experiences in research. While taking women to be ‘active subjects’, she 
also assumes ‘that a woman’s consciousness, decisions and actions are not made 
freely. Rather they are shaped by an individual’s prior experiences and present 
situation, existing dominant ideologies as well as the social relations of oppression 
and exploitation’42. This helped lead me towards framing the research around these 
constraints and seeking out my participants’ ways of both managing them and 
challenging them.  

 

Everyday life is not an isolated activity - we all have an everyday, even if it is 
constituted differently for each of us. It touches on many other topics: politics, 
material culture, economics, family, architecture, design, health and so on. The 
everyday, considered in terms of women’s experience, suits a broad, interdisciplinary 
approach rather than a narrow enquiry within one discipline. It is concerned more 
with making connections, with a wide range of issues and ideas hovering around 
experiences of the work of home and family. I am by no means an economist, for 
example, but the prevailing economic system relies on and profits from the second 
shift so it seems relevant to touch on this as one aspect among many. Whilst I take 
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a broad, idiosyncratic approach, I have focused more on discourses which address 
the material and social conditions of the ordinary, subjective experiences of 
everyday life rather than those which explore a psychoanalytic subjectivity. The 
research is anchored to my home and with a lighter touch to the homes of my 
participants, located in Northern Ireland in the wake of the Troubles.  

 
‘Women’s domestic labour is ignored by family photography:  

it is not photographable.’43 

 
 
 
 

PRACTICE 

 

In my art practice I use photography in an attempt to find ways to reveal those 
unnoticed and unvalued moments in ordinary everyday experience that might 
otherwise slip quietly past. The camera is not however a straightforward and 
unproblematic medium for examining and revealing the ambiguity and elusiveness of 
the everyday. I set out with some initial questions about its role: how can 
photography make visible what is invisible due to indifference and familiarity? 
Perhaps, if inattentional blindness occurs as a result of being focused elsewhere, as 
Eviatar Zerubavel suggests44, then might photography be both a problem and a 
solution? The camera functions as a ‘sort of pointing device’45, reflecting and 
exacerbating the tendency to orient our focus in one direction and on one thing, as 
in the distinction between figure and ground. However, maybe its indexicality also 
extends our visual reach to include detail we had not noticed at the time and had 
not intended to record at all. Is women’s domestic labour really ‘not photographable’ 
or does the camera actually afford us the chance to really see it?  

 

Beyond questions about the validity and function of the medium, I also thought 
carefully about the character and resonance of my photographic work. My art 
practice tends to work in quiet and poetic ways, an approach which requires a lot of 
time to develop, as well as trust that the poetics will emerge in the process. 
Contemplating this sense of poetics, I kept returning to ambiguity as a quietly 
disruptive force. It resists easy categorisation and labelling, offering instead 
questions and doubt. Becky Beasley describes ambiguity as ‘a politically resistant 
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and ethical position’46 which produces both vigilance and slipperiness in the face of 
power systems. Ambiguity and quietness might make it harder for work to be 
labelled, compartmentalised and sidelined.   

 
 

ETHICS 

 
‘Motherhood is considered to be a precious, almost sacrosanct 
state, and as a result the mother-artist figure generates anxiety 
- especially when she involves her own children in work - 
because she is assumed to have abrogated her parental 
responsibility.’47 
 

This project involved a long, arduous and quite painful process to get ethical approval 
to proceed with the fieldwork and practice. From drafting the application to the 
Faculty Research Governance Filter Committee, answering reviewers’ questions, 
amending material, representing my research in person to the University Research 
Ethics Committee, making further amendments, to being granted permission took 
fully eight months. Risks were identified around my use of adult respondents in the 
fieldwork and the inclusion of photographs of my children in my art practice. In 
particular, the committee needed substantial and repeated reassurance that male 
partners would not be identified in material provided by female participants.  

 

The issue of my children in photographs was raised in terms of the 
‘untrustworthiness’ of a mother using her own children in research. I set out to 
photograph around my own domestic practices at home which occasionally 
included my children and their activities. Their use of ordinary overlooked materials, 
their attachment to each other and their activities in relation to the structure of 
home supported the principal themes for the research and practice. Their presence, 
as figures or traces, in the photographic work was unavoidable but also fragmentary 
and obscured. However, since neither parent was unconnected to the researcher it 
was put to me that there was no-one who could provide proper, objective consent. 
The spectre of photographer Sally Mann, whose images of her naked children 
caused enduring controversy, was raised a number of times as a warning about 
women photographing their children. After rebutting their suggestions of 
photographing other people’s children (not my everyday experience), having other 
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people photograph mine (not their everyday experience) and of pixelating any 
images that included my children (they would not be shown in ways which could 
identify them), I was able to proceed with photographing at home. 

 

This was a difficult, frustrating and at times upsetting experience. The University 
Research Ethics Committee voiced fundamental reservations about the validity of 
art as research which was a position reasonable enough to them, a panel whose field 
of experience and primary focus were to oversee research in the life and health 
sciences. The system, I felt, was not designed to assess risk in research that was 
outside the panel’s fields of knowledge and so it took a stance of assessing whether 
the subject matter was even valid as research. More personally, they questioned my 
integrity to conduct myself properly as both a mother and a researcher. At the same 
time, they were uninterested in what I - and my children - considered the more 
pertinent ethical issues in showing images of them.  

 

I think it is worth examining the committee’s challenges more carefully. These 
concerned: 1) the legitimacy of art practice as research; 2) the question of whether 
my home and children (my personal experience) were a legitimate subject matter for 
art and research; 3) whether as a mother-artist I could manage the ethical 
dimensions of the work; and 4) how women speaking about the experience of 
domestic labour is perceived as presenting a threat to male partners. These 
challenges suggested that neither my methods nor subject matter were viable. This 
points to a serious issue - if the ‘privacy’ of the home is seen as sacrosanct, then 
women are prevented from speaking about their actual experiences of domestic 
oppression.   

Billions of women must be out there on this seven-billion-person planet being told 
that they are not reliable witnesses to their own lives, that the truth is not their 
property.48 

Privacy is used to conceal the real conditions of women’s lives, silencing the personal 
and denigrating difficult realities with admonishments of triviality. Privacy in the 
home is related to power structure. 
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I have photographed my sons as part of an art practice concerned with home since 
they were three and five and shared small numbers of images online and in print as 
well as mixed with snapshots on my social media. Issues of their privacy have always 
been an important consideration in terms of their rights to their own image, their 
own data and their anonymity. I don’t give their names or identify their dates of birth 
by announcing birthdays. Our town is never used as a location nor our street or 
house exterior shown. I don’t depict my children in their school uniforms. I don’t 
show their faces in ways which would render them recognisable. I don’t show them 
naked or in ways which might cause them embarrassment either now or at a later 
point. As they get older I involve them more and more in the discussion around the 
content and use of their image, talking to them about their and my thoughts about 
particular photographs and explaining my reasons for wanting to use them, allowing 
them to veto ones they aren’t happy with, returning to them from time to time to 
check that they still consent to images being used and removing ones on occasion.  

 

Negotiating with my sons, now 15 and 13, and respecting their wishes has been an 
important element in ensuring their assent to the research is current and 
understanding what their concerns might be.  

 

As teenagers, one of the ways they have created space for themselves and distance 
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between them and me is by containing themselves more. Their thoughts, feelings 
and impulses are less readily accessible to me, hidden behind a wall of teenage 
insouciance and incomprehensible cultural references. Having photographed them 
in my practice albeit in slight, partial and insubstantial ways for a decade I notice how 
differently they respond to my photographic gaze as time passes. Once largely 
oblivious to the camera, they now more often present a front, sometimes striking the 
pose du jour and sometimes shielding themselves and permitting an oblique 
rendering. I see this as a kind of playfulness, a toying with me, with my attention and 
intentions. It is also an exercise in control as they decide on how much they conceal 
or reveal of their presence. 

 

 

FIELDWORK 

 

The Mass Observation archive was an important early resource in ascertaining the 
potential successes and downfalls of examining the everyday. It was also valuable in 
guiding my development of directives around aspects of home and housework, 
particularly in recognising the limitations of time-use surveys in accounting for 
women’s time at home. Perhaps most usefully, it supplied a precedent for embracing 
a range of material of varying quantity and depth in a democratic and open-armed 
way.  

 

The Mass Observation is a diverse, multivocal, democratic collection of writing 
begun in 1937 that aims to give people their own voices with which to speak of their 
experience rather than have them mediated through academia or the media. At its 
core lies a preoccupation with how history is created in ordinary people’s 
experiences, and it seeks to understand and record those histories by asking people 
about them. Founded by anthropologist Tom Harrisson, filmmaker Humphrey 
Jennings, and poet Charles Madge, it arose out of Harrisson’s experience of 
observing exotic tribes and, on returning home, noticing  

how little we know of our next door neighbour and his habits; how little we know of 
ourselves. Of conditions of life and thought in another class or district, our ignorance 
is complete. The anthropology of ourselves is still only a dream.49 

However, the early project still retained an air of the upper class examining ‘lower’ 
classes like specimens of primitive ‘otherness’ (‘a race apart’50, wrote Harrisson). This 
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resulted from their use of surveillance, secretly recording, filming and photographing 
the working classes; the perspective, editing and authorship remained the observers’ 
producing the effect of a ‘colonial-bourgeois gaze’51. Other methods included 
collecting ephemera, responses to directives and questionnaires, observers’ reports 
and diaries. The original founders drifted away from the project in the early 1950s as 
it evolved into a solely market research organisation and closed shortly after.  

 

The Mass Observation Project was resurrected in 1981 at the University of Sussex 
and continues today through first-person testimony alone, with a greater emphasis 
on diaries and thematic directives. Photographs appear occasionally in the 
responses, usually snapshots made by the volunteers of the everyday as they see it. 
In 2013 the Photographers’ Gallery curated an exhibition of images from the project, 
examining it as an archive both of the times and of the individuals who contributed 
to it. The curators also set photographic directives throughout the exhibition’s 
duration, on topics such as breakfasts and funerals. As a resource for study of the 
voices and experiences of the everyday it is unique; it is however a massive, 
unwieldy archive of uncoded material that is often illegible and always 
idiosyncratic52. Highmore describes the Mass Observation as lingering between two 
extremes, that of ‘an unmanaged accumulation of singularities’ and ‘a constrictive 
order that transforms the wildness of the archive into tamed narratives’53. ‘The 
function of Mass Observation is to get written down the unwritten laws and to make 
the invisible forces visible.’54 

 

Their methods included collecting ephemera, responses to directives and 
questionnaires, observers’ reports, photographs and diaries. Recent activity includes 
collecting the day-diaries of its observers and issuing directives concerning plastic, 
loneliness, sex education and protest. The Mass Observation is particularly 
interesting as a project of quotidian study in its traversal of disciplines, from social 
science and ethnography to life writing and photography. Stephen Johnstone feels 
that researching the everyday demands ‘an interdisciplinary openness, a willingness 
to blur creatively the traditional research methods and protocols of disciplines such 
as philosophy, anthropology and sociology’55. 

 

My visit to the archive enabled me to see firsthand what some of its difficulties and 
successes were and how they might direct this research project. Examining 
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responses to the autumn 1983 directive Housework and Maintenance helped clarify 
the issues raised, such as the shortcomings of time-based accounts of housework 
which take too long to complete and fail to represent multitasking and mental labour. 
Far more interesting and telling were commentaries which revealed the ways 
respondents imposed meaning and order on their reality by constructing their own 
subjective lifeworlds. These were quite idiosyncratic accounts, interpreted and 
responded to as suited people, so that some were fascinated, urgent, emotional 
while others were curt, dispassionate, precise. Some respondents included 
ephemera and other materials they thought relevant, such as wallpaper, fabric 
samples or sketches. In giving ordinary people voice to speak of their everyday lives, 
the Mass Observation reads as resistance to hegemony, countering the domination 
of authority and institution in the mass media presented as neutral, factual 
representations of reality. This idea of gathering information through a number of 
methods was useful to the construction of my research activity rather than to my 
means of representation. The voices and textures gained from the fieldwork primarily 
supported the research and my practice remained a selective viewpoint.  

 
‘Crap boxes and shit chairs’56 

 
A bricolage of various methods was used to draw information from and through 
different senses, addressing the difficulty in articulating or even noticing everyday 
home practices because they are barely ‘sensible’. Along with my own photography, 
I talked with other working mothers about their practices at home. I was interested 
in the participants’ habits and methods, their purposeful actions and movements and 
their interventions in the domestic setting in response to various internalised and 
externalised prompts and stimuli. These included judgements about dirt and 
cleanliness, their ideas of completion and how they managed the competing 
demands on their limited time. I set out to be a sympathetic conversant, not without 
bias, with an understanding of the difficulties, and eager to hear and see more of 
how they did things and how they thought about them.  

 

It became clear that my participants were becoming increasingly overburdened 
during the period of the research with the majority taking on extra duties at work, 
studying on top of work or having more children. It felt unfair and unreasonable to 
subject them to unnecessarily rigorous and time-consuming57 protocols designed 
for entirely different kinds of research, as well as ironic given the subject matter. 
Instead of in-depth recorded interviews which were difficult to negotiate and 
somewhat intimidating, I found that less-formal conversations with participants 
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provided useful information and ideas. These were conversations undertaken in the 
spirit of sharing experiences, following a more feminist methodology that rejected 
‘textbook’ notions of non-contamination and objectivity58. These were needed to 
establish a non-judgmental allegiance and a half-joking acknowledgement of our fear 
of the social worker discovering our squalor. These helped cultivate a two-way 
dialogue and support the emerging discourse on home practices, initially by focusing 
on rendering them more noticeable. Most of the participants were bemused at first 
that anyone would research the hidden work of home but quickly became 
enthusiastic and engaged easily with the idea, happy to discuss what is ordinarily 
assumed to be easy and effortless, or even not to take place at all, and given little 
thought. This was an acknowledgment of their effort, expertise and ingenuity, and a 
recognition of the existence of their second shift.  

 

Inspired by Mass Observation, I also gave my participants a directive, designed to be 
as untaxing as possible. This aimed to reveal practices which are right in front of us 
but only on the periphery of attention. I asked participants to take photographs of 
things they noticed around their homes on their phones as simply as possible. 
Photographs provide ‘not just more but different insights into social phenomena, 
which research methods relying on oral, aural or written data cannot provide’59. They 
witness ‘how much of lived experience is invested not in words, narratives or 
knowledges but in routines and practices that evade the languages designed to name 
them’60. Rose notes the usefulness of photographs in research because ‘they can 
carry or evoke three things – information, affect and reflection – particularly well’61. 
It is difficult to see through assumptions and habit but the indexicality of the camera 
helps, recording what you notice (and find interesting and important) as well as what 
you don’t, helping to overcome deficits in our attention. Photography has an ability 
‘to capture fleeting and secret moments whose images paralyse the associative 
mechanisms in the beholder’62, overcoming cultural hierarchies, understandings and 
intentions. Cameraphones in particular make directives reasonable for busy people 
to accomplish in the midst of activity. As well as the immediacy of capture and 
communication, the phone is unceremonious and omnipresent.   

 

To start with I proposed turning towards things that provoked strong feelings as a 
way of pushing through familiarity, asking what do you find disgusting? What 
frustrates you or makes you angry? What do you feel proud of or happy with? What 
do you worry about others seeing, what do you feel judged about? I also asked 
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participants about their relationship with time: what seems to take up your time? 
What do you not have time for? What is non-negotiable? What strategies do you 
employ when you run out of time or energy? Do you multitask? Clutter was an 
engaging topic and one which elicited interesting responses to the Mass Observation 
housework directive. Particularly illuminating were those which itemised the clutter 
and the stories behind each object, how it got there, and the emotional affects it 
aroused, such as the guilt induced by the photograph of a child waiting to be framed. 
I asked participants, what kind of clutter collects in your home? Where does it 
collect? How does it get there? What do you do about clutter? Several things came 
up in responses, firstly that clutter consists of small things, by themselves not worth 
the effort of putting away or too fiddly to find a home for. Secondly, that it quickly 
becomes a blind spot, disappearing into a fog of familiarity. It also seemed to wash 
up on surfaces and into corners, like a tidal flotsam and jetsam, apparently by itself. 
We idly wondered if people exist who don't have clutter.  

 

I asked about the mental work of home and family: besides the time and physical 
effort of housework and childcare, what things do you need to think about? How do 
you manage the demands - with lists, calendars, post-its, spreadsheets, apps, or in 
your head? Most of the participants expressed resentment of the headspace 
required for work that others seemed oblivious to the existence of. Finally, I asked 
them when they had had enough. What is your tipping point? When do you stop? 
What do you let slide? What do you do to gloss over it? One relegated the work to 
mental categories: done, to do, and can’t do anything about, to signal to herself to 
give up. Some relied on ready meals or had an extra huge laundry basket. One left 
the vacuum cleaner in sight as though interrupted, another got a cleaner. Most had 
a junk cupboard, drawer, car boot or entire room. One participant told me about her 
‘crap boxes and shit chairs’. The former were containers left on the stairs to collect 
up family members’ things that was too small to warrant a trip upstairs by themselves. 
The latter were the two extra chairs around the dining table upon which the stuff of 
family life, school letters, drawings, bills etc, could be piled up and then tucked, 
invisibly under the table.  

 

I accepted whatever words and images subsequently came my way, ranging from 
coping strategies, the embarrassing unmanageability kept hidden from outside eyes, 
the hidden joy and pride of doing something well, to the hurt and guilt about the 
failure to do it all and the rage and frustration at the expectation of it. The responses 
helped inform my thinking and direct my attention as I researched and photographed 
and some of these are dotted throughout this thesis. 

CG: ‘What threatens you?’  
DE: ‘Home does.’ 
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Gallagher, C. (2017) “The Second Shift - A Photographic Investigation into the Work of 
Home” (Keynote) Visualising the Home Conference, University of Cumbria, Carlisle 

 
 

THE GAP 

 

This research project is set in the domestic and the everyday and attends to the 
unpaid work of care and home through photography, a medium whose associations 
with the vernacular and functional have rendered it of low value in art. Many 
characteristics of the subject relegate it to the category of unnoticed and 
unexamined. It is mundane, familiar, routine, trivial, obvious. Persistent hierarchies of 
value - whether aesthetic, economic, of gender or space - determine those 
experiences, settings, activities and even people who are worthy of attention and 
those that fade into the background, as noise, the blur at the edges of our focused 
attention.  

 

In examining the everyday it is useful to first define it, but this is not as easy as it 
seems. The quotidian is amorphous, hidden in plain sight and more easily defined by 
what it is not. It is not remarkable, in the sense of being something that can be 
remarked upon, because there is usually nothing to say about it. It is not experienced 
as discrete encounters but instead as an undistinguished continuum. It is what we 
are habituated to, perceptible only through effort, since our minds are attuned63 to 
what is surprising or strange. It is the endotic rather than the exotic. It is devoid of 
spectacle. 

 

Valuing the apparent rather than the obscure fuels the fragmentation of everyday 
life. It creates an impression that those parts of life lived away from the more public, 
visible arenas of street, workplace and media are unproductive and insignificant. The 
result of this triviality barrier is that the most ordinary, familiar parts of daily life, 
while seeming the most present and obvious, are often disconnected from sensory 
perceptions and conscious thoughts. Why do we ignore this big part of our 
experience, that which occurs at home on a daily basis? How can we reconcile this 
‘contradictory and fractured, even schizophrenic’64 nature of lived experience? How 
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can the fragments that are discarded be reclaimed? 

 

The everyday is complex terrain. It is always there, readily and universally available; 
surely it is so obvious that it needs no unveiling? And yet it is also shrouded in haze, 
our sense of it dulled by familiarity and habit. It may induce a feeling of comfort in 
simple rituals or of imprisonment in tedious routine. Ambivalence is a central 
experience of everydayness but that quality also means it is difficult to define, depict 
and study. While the ordinary and unremarkable constitute the fabric of much of life, 
attention is lured away from the quotidian toward the dramatic and novel. The pull 
of the spectacular serves to separate reality from appearance, privileging the 
extraordinary over the mundane.65  

 

My theoretical framework for this research is largely derived from French quotidian 
theorists of the 20th century: Henri Lefebvre, Michel de Certeau, Georges Perec and 
Jacques Rancière. They share a common belief in the inherent significance of 
ordinary voices, practices and activities. They ask, conceptually and 
methodologically, how can we notice and appreciate the ordinary? How can we 
attend to the non-moments with their absence of spectacle, while retaining their 
essential everydayness? Most importantly, if our value systems denigrate quotidian 
experience, where can we find the potential for resistance to them within the 
everyday?   

 

A number of problems emerge rapidly when setting out to examine the everyday. 
The thorough habituation we develop in response to repeated activity and familiar 
sights makes it difficult to regard them attentively and critically. ‘The most travelled 
journey can become the dead weight of boredom, the most inhabited space a 
prison, the most repeated action an oppressive routine.’66 The everyday is repetitive 
and rhythmic, its potential for numbing monotony summed up in the somnolent 
French rhyming expression ‘métro, boulot, dodo’ (commute, work, sleep).  

 

Phenomenologists suggest that we tend to experience the everyday as an unbroken 
stream of duration, or durée,67 within which nothing stands out defined or separate, 
unless we encounter an extra-ordinary circumstance or make a special effort to pay 
attention. The everyday resists measurement and systematic analysis and is perhaps 
more suited instead to the poetic and fragmented. Clucas notes that the ‘mercurial 
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instability, “the inexhaustible, irrecusable, constantly unfinished” nature of everyday 
reality means it “always escapes forms and structures”’68.  

 

While our everyday experience is easy to locate since it is always there within easy 
reach, it is difficult to grasp before it slips back into the fog of taken-for-granted 
familiarity. It is resistant to attempts at studying it, exhibiting ‘tendencies towards 
passive consumerism and an inward-looking, unreflective and routinised form’69. 
Even as researcher of the everyday, the everyday itself threatens to overwhelm the 
project with its seemingly relentless motions and habits. And, since we all know our 
everyday experience so well, why does it need studying? Furthermore if, as Michael 
Sheringham suggests, ‘quotidienneté70 dissolves (into statistics, properties, data) 
when the everyday is made an object of scrutiny’71, does the act of examination alter 
its fundamental quality of ‘everydayness’? Maurice Blanchot goes further and 
proposes that the everyday defies investigation: 

The daily always sends us back to that inapparent and nonetheless unhidden part of 
existence: insignificant because always before what signifies it; silent, but with a 
silence that has already dissipated as soon as we keep still in order to hear it, and 
that we hear better in idle chatter, in that unspeaking speech that is the soft human 
murmuring in us and around us.72 

 

Elizabeth Shove suggests that the ‘slicing of academic debate reveals a 
contemporary preoccupation with the explicit, the visible and the dramatic’73. Her 
concern is that an academic tendency to pursue topics which ‘sparkle and spike the 
interest of research funders, the media, the public and fellow academics’ might lead 
to the ‘unwitting elaboration of lopsided conceptual frameworks’74. Rita Felski notes 
this unevenness of attention, ‘struck by how many recent books mention everyday 
life in the title and how few list everyday life in the index’75. Michael Hviid Jacobsen 
suggests that the everyday has been neglected as a worthy subject of study because 
of an over-emphasis on measurement and testing. He also lays the blame at the 
hands of what he terms ‘big-scale sociology’ such as Marxism and structuralism to 
the detriment of ‘small-scale sociology’76. 

 

While the everyday has been largely overlooked in favour of the spectacular, 
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dramatic and novel, the quotidian theorists considered here for the most part ignore 
the domestic in their writing. Dominated by the dynamics of the street and public 
spaces and the freedom of the flâneur77, their discourse tends towards an emphasis 
on a masculine experience of the everyday and a reinforcement of the dualisms that 
privilege it over the private, repetitive, habitual, unpaid practices of the home 
traditionally carried out by women78. Maurice Blanchot makes this distinction 
explicit, saying ‘the everyday is not at home in our dwelling-places... It is in the street 
– if it is anywhere’79. This echoes André Breton’s claim that the street is ‘the only valid 
field of experience’80. In approaching the study of everyday life, therefore, the 
question might be asked: are there some aspects of it that are simply too mundane, 
too ordinary? And, if so, what criteria distinguish the ‘interesting quotidian’ from its 
uninteresting counterpart? 

 

Aspects of daily life which are the most ordinary and mundane, particularly those 
usually consigned to the female realm, such as domestic chores and caring activities, 
have tended to be ignored. At the heart of the difficulty of examining everyday 
domestic practices is the widely-held dualistic81 perspective which sets public and 
private, selfish and selfless82, progressive83 and cyclical, masculine and feminine as 
diametric oppositions. Separating these elements leads towards a simplistic and 
inadequate understanding of the complexity of the daily, suggesting that each side 
is neatly compartmentalised. Home, domestic routines and family therefore tend to 
represent the appropriate sphere of women while those who situate the everyday in 
the public arena of street and workplace suggest a masculine interpretation: ‘its hero 
is not the housewife but the flâneur’84. Dissecting these apparently straightforward 
distinctions of public and private reveals more intricate meanings.  

The concepts public and private can refer eg to physical locations, experiential 
realities, symbolic meanings, rule-governed boundaries and interpersonal 
relationships. In sociology, ‘public’ can be and has been used as a shorthand term 
for: paid work, productive work, workplace, men, institutions, political, outside, 
unfamiliar. ‘Private’ correspondingly can denote: unpaid work, domestic work, home, 
women, familiar.85  

Home operates as a supposed intersection in a larger number of dichotomies, 
distinguishing between journey and arrival, between leisure86 and effort, between 
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inertia87 and evolution.  

 

The trivialisation of home is widespread, occurring throughout much of our cultural 
and academic discourse. Masculine values prevail: ‘this is an important book, the 
critic assumes, because it deals with war. This is an insignificant book because it 
deals with the feelings of women in a drawing-room.’88 John Rennie Short points out 
this as a ‘strange paradox’ and suggests that the inattention to home results in ‘a 
lopsided understanding of the world… we have much more work on the workplace 
than the homeplace.’89 For example, what we consider dirty, how we respond to dirt 
and how we clean are among our commonest experiences of daily life but are 
relatively unexamined. An overly simplistic idea of the woman’s place in the home 
neglects to consider the complex ways in which everyday domestic practices 
develop and evolve, as well as their contexts. ‘The home, what it is, what it means, 
and how it is experienced, does not just happen.’90 

 

Paradoxes about home endure. Most women work outside the home (70% of women 
and 79% of men are in employment according to ONS91 in 2016), including most 
women with children. And yet, even for a woman working outside the home, ‘if she 
is in a heterosexual relationship, she is still assumed to be, and usually is, the primary 
caregiver, as well as the person responsible for the housework’92. There are of course 
men who bear the load of the second shift, and recent studies93 on same-sex 
couples’ and housework show that chores are shared more equally and influenced 
by a principle of fairness. However, in this study I focus on the extent of the problem 
for women who, for various reasons explored here, are assumed to be ‘naturally’ 
responsible for the work of home. While feminism has made significant strides 
towards achieving equal pay for equal work, when it comes to motherhood the 
reality of domestic worklife can clash startlingly with expectations. Unpaid and 
unpensioned, the message is clear that women's work in the home is not only never 
done but is not in fact ‘work’. Even the Women and Equality Unit of the UK 
government suggested that women who stay at home to look after children under 
two years of age were not contributing to the economy94. ‘The process by which 
society reproduces its own human capital with appropriate socialisation and 
education, has simply been written out of the picture.’95 
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With women’s employment outside the home has come a hidden, extra, unpaid shift 
instead of the hoped-for levelling of housework and care96. It has produced ‘a 
multiplication of demands rather than a resolution to domestic drudgery’97. A number 
of writers98 point out this frustrating problem in which successes at narrowing the 
gender wage gap did not necessarily result in new ideas about who should do the 
housework. Arlie Hochschild’s99 study of working families and housework identified 
crucial and sometimes surprising issues influencing the allocation of domestic duties, 
from tradition to ego to guilt to gender expectations.  

 

Most women therefore have a double burden100 of both working inside and outside 
the home, with a second shift to work in their mornings, evenings and weekends, 
time usually considered free for leisure. This reduction of spare time suggests that 
working women who also carry out the lion’s share of childcare and housework might 
think of their time differently to people who don’t. What effect does the second shift 
have on their decision making and how they prioritise? How do busy women use 
their time? How does the work get done? How do they manage? Do they alter their 
expectations of equality, co-operation, cleanliness? Do they neglect certain types 
of tasks? Do they find ways to save time and effort in order to claw back leisure?  

 

Katrine Marçal remarks that most accounts of GDP ignore the contributions made 
to the economy by raising, feeding, cleaning and clothing families in order for them 
to participate in the workforce. She notes that, while ‘the fruits of male labour could 
be stacked in piles and measured in money’101, women’s unpaid care and housework 
is less tangible, making its measurement in the prevailing economic paradigm 
difficult. Considered not just awkward but also unnecessary to consider, little effort 
has been put into finding ways of measuring the contributions made by unpaid care 
and housework. While women’s work in the home supports the reproduction of 
human capital - and of capitalism as an economic system - this labour is neglected102 
in economic theory. ‘Women’s work is a natural resource that we don’t think we need 
to account for, because we assume it will always be there. It’s considered an invisible, 
indelible infrastructure.’103 In 2016, however, the Office for National Statistics released 
its first Household Satellite Report104 to do so, with a subsequent report in 2018. It 
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assessed the value of home-based care and chores as worth over £1.24 trillion to 
the UK economy annually. If this was included in the figures for GDP, home 
production would currently make up 63% of the total (it isn’t).  

 

The mundane maintenance activities of home - the routine work of social 
reproduction, of cooking, cleaning and of caring for children - might be seen as 
servants of patriarchy, maintaining the hierarchy of gender. The long hours put into 
tasks which are unevenly apportioned, considered economically valueless, absent 
from traditional theoretical discourse, and hidden from view unless done badly, gives 
housework the potential to be a particularly fraught and emotionally affective 
domain. 

The work of ‘housekeeping’, for instance, which is still mostly invisible as a public 
form of labour, is not regulated by buzzers and klaxons. Nor is it rewarded by 
piecework rates of pay (or any pay at all for that matter). The tempo isn’t set in 
advance and the end of the working day isn’t usually marked by a cold beer. And it 
is precisely the amorphousness of its temporality, and the impossibility of being 
finished with it, that has characterised its deflating qualities105 

 

Even feminism commonly associates equality with escape from the traps of home 
and mothering, in the arguments put forward by Mary Wollstonecraft, Betty Friedan 
and Shulamith Firestone. There is a surprising paucity of work dedicated to 
examining the subjects thoroughly, with Andrea Liss writing as recently as 2009 of 
‘the lacuna of the mother within feminist theory’106. Amber Kinser speculates that to 
many feminists ‘there had been enough talk about women and the domestic realm 
and women weren’t getting any freer’107. Iris Marion Young goes further, suggesting 
that an inadvertent result of second wave feminism’s endeavour to ‘rescue’ women 
from what it characterised as the debasement of domesticity has been the 
trivialisation of women’s domestic experiences108. In her essay For an Art Against the 
Mythology of Everyday Life, Martha Rosler discusses this maintenance labour and 
its lack of attendant ‘cultural cachet’: 

If feminism seeks to liberate women from this arbitrarily allocated reproductive and 
repetitive siphoning off of their time and creativity, there still remains the question 
of how will that maintenance get done?109  

 
For Simone de Beauvoir, ‘repetition is a sign of woman’s enslavement in the ordinary, 
her association with immanence rather than transcendence. Unable to create or 
invent, she remains imprisoned within the remorseless routine of cyclical time’110. 
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Felski111 emphasises this temporality at the heart of the everyday, with its repetition 
and diurnal rhythms, requiring an engagement with the flow or durée of quotidian 
time. If the everyday is what we do every day, then attending to it means 
contemplating time as a cyclical rather than linear form. The transition of repetitive 
action from comforting to burdensome is described by Sylvia Plath’s narrator in The 
Bell Jar, whose mental breakdown is made externally apparent by her unwillingness 
to wash her hair or change her clothes. ‘It seemed silly to wash one day when I would 
only have to wash again the next. It made me tired just to think of it.’112 Repetitive, 
unseen and unpaid, these properties are key to rendering the daily experience of 
home invisible and unvalued. 

 

Visualising and representing the home in cultural discourse would seem to present a 
solution to the sense of futility and claustrophobia engendered by repetitive, 
mundane tasks mostly carried out without notice or reward. Since at least the mid-
19th century, however, the art world has largely set itself in diametric opposition to 
the domestic, a tendency exemplified by the rise of the flâneur113, the Baudelairean 
figure who curses the time he must spend at home. The Vorticist painter Wyndham 
Lewis and architect le Corbusier also voice strong distaste for the home. Lewis 
describes ‘a wretched vegetable home existence’ which reduces the modern man to 
‘an invalid bag of mediocre nerves, a silly child’114.  

 

Le Corbusier’s writing reads in parts as a tirade against domestic life, presenting his 
aim of designing for ‘big business men’ about whom he complains that ‘away from 
their businesses, in their own homes, everything seems to contradict their real 
existence – rooms too small, a conglomeration of useless and disparate objects... our 
industrial friends seem sheepish and shrivelled like tigers in a cage’115. His own house 
designs constitute a backward step in terms of functionality, sacrificing comfort and 
usability for the sake of the ‘look’, with tiny upstairs kitchens, expanses of glass and 
pristine white concrete to maintain.  

 

Rejection of home life recurs throughout the avant-garde. It can be seen in the 
Impressionists’ and Cubists’ spurning of domestic settings in favour of cafés, 
brothels, theatres and bars, in André Breton’s claim of ‘the street…the only valid field 
of experience’116, and in the militaristic term avant-garde itself with its suggestion of 
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glorious, virile battles fought far from home. Colin Painter presents this as an 
Odyssean dualism, opposing the ‘heroic mission against Penelope’s domestic 
stasis’117, with the former representing excitement, masculinity and innovation and the 
latter’s connotations of femininity, convention and safety/cosiness as its antithesis. 

 

The result of this valiant quest is an art with the shock of the new that will jolt us out 
of our familiar, homely habits, so much so that ‘in the eyes of the avant-garde, being 
undomestic came to serve as a guarantee of being art’118. The art critic Tom Lubbock 
goes further: ‘I could say that the whole point of the modern work of art is that it 
does not fit into the world. It takes a stand against the daily run of life… It is essentially 
undomesticated and the last place you should find it is in a home.’119 As far as 
motherhood and art goes, there are still expectations that these are mutually 
exclusive domains. A recent pronouncement by Tracey Emin cites her childlessness 
as evidence of her dedication to art and declares that ‘there are good artists with 
children: they are called men‘120. These expectations that art and home should be 
separate are remarkably persistent, despite the efforts of groups such as the 
Hackney Flashers and Womanhouse.  

 
‘There is no more sombre enemy of good art than the pram in 
the hall.’121 

 

Peter Galassi suggests that photography is further implicated in the denigration of 
the domestic. He notes the preponderance of ‘how I got the picture’ stories, in which 
tales of wild encounters and averted disasters imply a rarity and specialness in the 
image. They rarely speak about the ordinary and familiar, ‘where no precipice yawned 
and no bullets flew’122. The downplaying of home led him to describe the domestic 
scene as a ‘terra incognita’123, in need of exploration and study. Furthermore, the 
domestic with its cycles of repetitive, mundane activities tends to be viewed as 
incompatible with progression, characterised with linear time: ‘the vocabulary of 
modernity is a vocabulary of anti-home’124.  

 

Debord’s thesis on consumer culture, The Society of the Spectacle, proposes that 
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the image-world fragments ordinary life. It encourages vicarious experience, 
stimulates material desire and determines the demands placed upon reality. By 
identifying all life with appearances, ‘all that once was directly lived has become 
mere representation.’125 Sontag goes further: ‘Despite the illusion of giving 
understanding, what seeing through photographs really invites is an acquisitive 
relation to the world that nourishes aesthetic awareness and promotes emotional 
detachment.’126 Does this emphasis on appearance lead photography to contribute 
to the spectacular image and the denigration of the ordinary? If, in the spectacular 
society, ‘that which appears is good, that which is good appears’127, then the question 
remains: what happens to that which does not appear? How might we represent the 
invisible while resisting this myth of goodness and appearance?  

 

It is perhaps the early sociologist Georg Simmel who offers the simplest and most 
convincing explanation for the denigration of both the everyday and the photograph. 
In his treatise on value, The Philosophy of Money, he argues that  

people create value by making objects, separating themselves from those objects, 
and then seeking to overcome the ‘distance, obstacles, difficulties’. The greater the 
difficulty of obtaining an object, the greater its value.  The general principle is that 
the value of things comes from the ability of people to distance themselves properly 
from objects. Things that are too close, too easily obtained, are not very valuable.128  

 

This inattention to home suggests that Pierre Bourdieu’s idea of social silences, the 
way that parts of life and experience are ignored in the cultural conscious, might be 
relevant to this enquiry. Bourdieu says that ‘when it comes to influencing a cognitive 
map, what matters is not merely what is publicly discussed, but also what is not 
mentioned in public – either because it is deemed impolite, taboo, boring or simply 
because it is taken completely for granted’129. Kinser directs this back at  

the sexist status quo, which gives men and their lives greater authority, resources 
and status. Women’s lives and the activities in which they engage – such as mothering 
– are less interesting, less important and less worthy of economic, political, religious 
and historical attention and support.130 

 

It is this social silence, whether through explicit strategies or less knowingly through 
an effort to conform to social expectations and ideology, that enables structures like 
the society of the spectacle and the second shift to survive. In this way, political, 
ideological and cultural hegemony persists, not only by controlling the means of 
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production but by manipulating the cultural discourse. It naturalises the status quo. 
‘What is essential goes without saying because it comes without saying: the tradition 
is silent, not least about itself as a tradition.’131 

 

However, while Bourdieu argues for the necessity of attending to practical activity132, 
and in his book Distinction he closely examines food practices and preferences, 
Luce Giard points out that he remains silent on the more specifically feminine 
activities around food such as its preparation and cooking133. The difficulty of paying 
attention to the actual work of home is put starkly by Rose when she says that even 
snapshot photographs of home and family life ignore women’s domestic labour 
because ‘it is not photographable’.134  

 

The second shift seems mired in obscurity, its low social status and mundane nature 
shrouding it in social silence. Furthermore, it is not only silent but invisible, hidden 
quite literally from view by its overwhelming familiarity.  

What is most familiar to us attains a kind of invisibility. Vision is short-circuited by 
familiarity, recognition requires just a few habitual clues rather than attentive looking, 
and our everyday world, with its relationships, rituals and routines, its well-worn 
environments, becomes second nature to us.135  

The camera is implicated in this, its selective attention editing the world into narrow 
slivers. Shining this photographic spotlight of focus on some things however tends 
to leave the rest in darkness. ‘Attention is essentially a zero-sum game: if we pay 
more attention to one place, object or event, we necessarily pay less attention to 
others.’136 
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CHAPTER 2: HOME 
 

Home, sweet home. 
Home is where the heart is.      
A man's home is his castle.      
Home is where the heart can laugh without shyness. Home is where the heart's tears 
can dry at their own pace. 
Home, the spot of earth supremely blest, a dearer, sweeter spot than all the rest. 
He is happiest, be he king or peasant, who finds peace in his home. 
You can never go home again, but the truth is you can never leave home, so it's all 
right. 
Where we love is home, home that our feet may leave, but not our hearts. 
A house is made of walls and beams; a home is built with love and dreams. 
You could walk out of the house, but you always returned home. 
If you know you're going home, the journey is never too hard. 
Good food and a warm kitchen are what make a house a home. 
The home is the centre and circumference, the start and the finish, of most of our 
lives.      
A man travels the world over in search of what he needs and returns home to find 
it.      
A good home must be made, not bought. 
My home is not a place, it is people. 
Home is a place you grow up wanting to leave and grow old wanting to get back to.      
Home is the place where, when you have to go there, they have to take you in.      
Home interprets heaven. Home is heaven for beginners.      
Home is one's birthplace, ratified by memory. 
The home is the chief school of human virtues. 
There is no place more delightful than one's own fireside.      
Have nothing in your houses that you do not know to be useful or believe to be 
beautiful.      
The home should be the treasure chest of living.      
Charity begins at home. 
The home is not the one tame place in the world of adventure. It is the one wild place 
in the world of rules and set tasks. 
We shape our dwellings, and afterwards our dwellings shape us.    
Home is where love resides, memories are created, friends always belong, and 
laughter never ends. 
A house is made of bricks and beams. A home is made of hopes and dreams. 
There’s no place like home. 
Home is where one starts from. 
The ache for home lives in all of us. 
There is nothing like staying at home for real comfort. 
Love begins at home. 
Home is the nicest word there is. 
 
   
Home n.  
1. The place or a place where one lives: have you no home to go to?  
2. a house or other dwelling.  
3. a family or other group living in a house or other place.  
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4. a person’s country, city, esp. viewed as a birthplace, a residence during one’s early 
years, or a place dear to one.  
5. the environment or habitat of a person or animal.  
6. the place where something is invented, founded or developed: the US is the home 
of baseball.  
7.a. a building or organisation set up to care for orphans, the aged etc b. an informal 
name for a mental home.  
12. a home from home a place other than one’s own home where one can be at ease.  
14. at home in, on, or with. familiar or conversant with.  
25. bring home to. a. to make clear to. b. to place the blame on137  

 
 

‘My house is diaphanous, but it is not glass. It is more of the 
nature of vapour. Its walls contract and expand as I desire. At 
times I draw them close about me like protective armour... But 
at others, I let the walls of my house blossom out in their own 
space, which is infinitely extensible. It is both cell and world.’138 

 

Home is a subject close to all of us, however we interpret it and feel about it. Much 
of life is lived there, with expectations that it is the place we find love and comfort. 
Home, after all, is where the heart is. ‘The image of a serene home haunts our 
collective and individual imaginations.’139 More than just the place we eat and sleep, 
home also suggests belonging and a place of origin. It is ‘a fixed point in space, a firm 
position from which we “proceed” (whether every day or over larger periods of time) 
and to which we return’140. The term nostalgia reflects some of the emotional affect 
of this connection. Combined from the Greek words nostos (return home) and algia 
(pain, longing), it was coined by a doctor who noted a sickening in Swiss soldiers 
missing their Alpine homes141. We talk about making a home, being at home, making 
yourself at home, or feeling at home, all common phrases that are resonant with 
meaning and whose presence or absence are felt deeply. ‘Home is often idealised. 
What isn’t? But it is idealised more often than other places.’142 

 

Where we live is a signifier of our social status and community, as well as a statistical 
predictor143 of health, longevity, education, political views and habits. Anthony King, 
an urban theorist, lists the social functions of our buildings, noting that they 

support relationships, provide shelter, express social divisions, permit hierarchies, 
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house institutions, enable the expression of status and authority, embody property 
relations; spatially, they establish place, define distance, enclose space, differentiate 
area; culturally, they store sentiment, symbolise meaning, express identity; politically, 
they symbolise power, represent authority, become an arena for conflict, or a 
political resource144.  

In our early years we become socialised into the world primarily through the home. 
‘Where is your home?’ asks Mary Douglas, arguing that home is ‘always a localisable 
idea’. The space of home may be neither large nor fixed, ‘but space there must be, 
for home starts by bringing some space under control’145. Perhaps it is this sense of 
exerting control by putting a stamp on something, arranging things just so, putting up 
a favourite picture, that is key to ‘making a home’. Gaston Bachelard elaborates on 
this idea in The Poetics of Space with his recurring depictions of home as nest, 
constructed around us by our actions as a bird builds to meet its own needs. Like a 
chrysalis146, he says the home is ‘built by and for the body, taking form from the 
inside, like a shell, in an intimacy that works physically’147. 

 

Home may be understood as a ‘container of social processes’ which are structured 
and enacted daily: ’it is where space becomes place and where family relations, and 
gendered and class identities are negotiated, contested and transformed’148. It is also 
the site where our most intense emotions are experienced, both negative and 
positive. ‘The house, in this respect, simply is society, is history, is life itself in all its 
contradictions and confusions of pain and sorrow, joy and fulfilment.’149 As a space 
which is to some extent flexible and under our control, home also offers 
opportunities to alter spaces through decoration, organisation and furnishings, 
which further creates the possibilities of managing these emotions.   

Emotional regulation in spaces may operate through visual (e.g. via items of decor), 
auditory (e.g. via music played on the stereo), tactile (e.g. via the materials used in 
furniture), olfactory (e.g. via fragrances emitted by candles), ambient (e.g. via the 
temperature and humidity), and social (e.g. by arranging a space to induce social 
interactions) channels.150 

Home is often set in opposition to modernity, since it is seen to represent stasis, 
conservatism, dullness, the safe option and stagnation151. Agnes Heller152 and Doreen 
Massey153 take this notion of home as fixed and static and interpret it more positively. 
They position it as anchor, depicting it as a place essential to have and to know in 
order to permit adventures into instability, revolution, the avant-garde. In this sense 
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home fits our experience not only of a space but a place. Massey argues that place 
is ‘formed out of the particular set of social relations which interact at a particular 
location’. The identity of a place is ‘always formed by the juxtaposition and co-
presence there of particular sets of social relations and by the effects which that 
juxtaposition and co-presence produce’154. Space becomes place in home, made 
meaningful by the living that happens within it. ‘A house that has been experienced 
is not an inert box. Inhabited space transcends geometrical space’.155  

 
‘A house constitutes a body of images that give mankind proofs 
or illusions of stability.’156 

 
A consideration of the experience of home as space and place is further extended 
by incorporating its function in time. Home is characterised by rhythms and routines, 
patterns of coming and going, of eating and sleeping, daily cycles of housework and 
carework, seasonal changes, and longer schedules of decoration and refurbishment. 
Jean-François Lyotard brings these elements together in his notion of the domus, 
describing it as ‘a mode of space, time and body under the regime (of) nature. A state 
of mind, of perception, of memory confined to its limits, but where the universe was 
represented’157. The ‘temporal regime of the domus is rhythm and rhyme’, one which 
forms ‘a poetry determined by the seasons, cultivation and memory’158. 

 
For Mallett, the diverse and often contradictory ideas about home expressed across 
the wide array of disciplines leave questions unanswered about whether home ‘is (a) 
place(s), (a) space(s), feeling(s), practices, and/or an active state of being in the 
world’159. She identifies common references across the literature to journeying, the 
self, family, gender and sanctuary, a point followed up on by Graham, Gosling & Travis 
who note that these ideas and associations are ‘all, to varying degrees, rooted in 
psychological processes’160. In their research into home as ‘psychic state’161, they 
questioned people on the ambiences they desired in an ideal home. For all, however, 
that we might wish our home to feel inviting (95%162 of respondents) and to be a place 
of relaxation (70%), it is often a problematic place. Like the everyday, home is shaped 
by contradictions, persistent assumptions and power struggles. For all that it may be 
a haven of warmth and security to some, ‘it is alternatively a site of 
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disenfranchisement, abuse and fulfilment with which women have historically been 
expected to identify’163.  

 
‘Home can be insecure, disorderly, ugly, impersonal and hard 
work.’164 

 
Home is not, of course, the opposite of work and nor has it ever been. While the idea 
of home is often that of the tranquil haven, with pleasant images of security and 
warmth, home is also a place for ‘the creation and operation of inequitable relations 
that can be expressed in psychological tensions and violence’165. Sarah F. Berk 
describes it as a ‘gender factory’166 and casual use of common terms such as ‘master’ 
bedroom emphasise how entrenched this is in the home. Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s 
novella The Yellow Wallpaper devastatingly sets out the consequences of assuming 
that home is both a soothing sanctuary and a woman’s rightful sphere. The 
protagonist is confined to bed after suffering ‘a temporary nervous depression – a 
slight hysterical tendency’167 following childbirth. Her husband is a doctor, making him 
a doubly authoritarian figure capable of overruling her attempts to choose her own 
circumstances, and her anxiety at new motherhood fits his beliefs that women are 
weak creatures. He sees evidence of ‘hysteria’, at the time commonly thought to 
arise from too much education, and correspondingly seeks to diminish her 
intellectual stimulation. While the narrator wishes to tend to her child, to read and 
be useful, he objects and advises complete rest and isolation from activities. 
Deprived of stimulation, she looks and looks at the wallpaper around her, developing 
an obsession with it. She begins to see women trapped in the pattern before 
descending into psychosis and eventually believes herself to be in it: 

For outside you have to creep on the ground, and everything is green instead of 
yellow. But here I can creep smoothly on the floor, and my shoulder just fits in that 
long smooch around the wall, so I cannot lose my way.168 

 
Constriction and confinement are depicted in Anna Fox’s photobook My Mother’s 
Cupboards and My Father’s Words. A tiny book of translucent paper with a delicate 
pink cover, it contains visually elegant cursive text, so small it is hard to read the 
words without peering, and stark frontally-lit colour images: visual impressions which 
are contradicted on closer inspection. The photographs show the careful stacking 
and tidy ordering of the cupboards’ contents carried out by Fox’s mother, alternating 
with her father’s harsh criticisms, the tones and words of which veer from risible to 
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vicious and cutting. Her mother’s repressed frustration and hurt can be read as 
contained tightly in the cupboards, photographed so close they feel claustrophobic 
and airless and whose neatness seems an attempt to suppress the unmanageability 
of the attacks and resultant emotions. The photographs speak of the pain concealed 
behind closed doors, a reminder that opening cupboards and drawers in someone 
else’s home is an unacceptable intrusion and crosses an invisible line into deeply 
private space. The emerging sense of threat recalls the unheimlich or unhomely, 
Freud’s idea of the uncanny, containing simultaneously comfort and familiarity, as of 
home, with threat and insecurity. Fox’s book unsettles as its apparent sweetness and 
docility give way to darkness and a sense of homelessness, disrupting the neat visual 
binary. The expectation that home is a place of safety and tranquillity is undermined 
by the uncanny substitute. Though appearing like home, it is shifted slightly in ‘a 
perverse deformation of our relationship to the familiar. The familiar reappears to us 
as a defamiliarised place’169. The unheimlich evokes a sense of unsettlement and 
disturbance along with a feeling of alienation from the home and even the world. 
‘Estrangement and unhomeliness have emerged as the intellectual watchwords of 
our century, given periodic material and political force by the resurgence of 
homelessness itself, a homelessness generated sometimes by war, sometimes by the 
unequal distribution of wealth.’170 

Anna Fox My Mother’s Cupboards and My Father’s Words 

 

Maria Przybylska’s series Here I am at Home171 considers the alienation from home in 
an age in which the sharp delineation between homeowners and renters reveals the 
deep gulf between cultural expectations of home as a source of stability, and the 
experiences of many who will never experience home in that way. She draws on her 
own life as a renter with a child, desperate to feel settled but living in eleven homes 
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in ten years and enduring several evictions as tenancies end or increasing rents 
become impossible. Her photographs reveal her views of her transient homes as 
alien and problematic. Her feelings of temporariness and insecurity emerge through 
the oddness and threat of defamiliarised objects amidst the familiar backdrops of 
the domestic setting. The ironic title of the work underlines the difficulty of such 
precarious living in creating a fixed point from which identity and activities can be 
anchored. Here I Am at Home belies the simplistic idealisation of home as cosy 
retreat from the world: ‘ordered, where the world outside is chaotic; personal, where 
the world is generic; private, where the world is public’.172  

 

Witold Rybyczynski observes the similarity of words for home in English, German, 
Danish, Swedish, Dutch, Icelandic and Norwegian, with all originating in the Old Norse 
heima173. Distinctions may be seen when synonyms and their etymologies are 
considered, such as ‘house’ which derives from the Old English hus meaning ‘to hide’ 
and relating to ‘hut’, ‘huddle’ and ‘hoard’. Domus by contrast comes from Latin and 
produces words like ‘domicile’, ‘dominion’, ‘domesticate’ and ‘dominate’. These 
drastically different senses - the former of vulnerability and shelter and the latter of 
power and possession - might be interpreted as reflections of their geographic 
origins in a cold and exposed north or an expanding southern empire174. However, 
even for those that share a resemblance, terms used for home in various languages 
are not mere interchangeable equivalents for each other but have subtleties and 
nuances, or responsibility for signifying particular aspects. In Dutch, for example, 
huis both sounds like and describes ‘house’, or the physical home/dwelling place. 
Thuis175 is used to refer to a sense of being ‘at home’, or a state of mind, of ‘feeling at 
home’.  
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      Maria Przybylska Here I am at Home 

 
 

‘And though home is a name, a word, it is a strong one; stronger 
than magician ever spoke, or spirit answered to, in strongest 
conjuration.’176 

 
Dualism is embedded in much of our cultural discourse about home, and our 
expectations and representations of it too. It is also a contributor to the difficulties 
we might experience with it. A dichotomic understanding of home really only 
emerged during the industrial revolution, as a result of the enormous sweeping 
changes which took place, influencing the movement, habitation and congregation 
of people and the displacement of work from the domestic and homemade to the 
factory and mechanisation. Before the 1880s work and living spaces were usually the 
same and, outside the very young or infirm, all members of the family were expected 
to contribute to the family economy (the word itself derives from the Greek oikos 
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meaning home). 

 

These changes to the kinds of labour people undertook and the dramatic shifts in 
the urban population also had consequential effects on what was meant by 
workplace, workforce and work itself177. The emergence of the factory system - 
along with growing concern about the impact of labour on children in the workforce 
- produced a backlash against the inclusion of children. Once protective legislation 
was enforced to exclude them from paid employment, children were understood 
differently: as dependents, with rights to education. Categorising them as dependent 
implied a reliance on others for the care, learning and socialisation needed to 
develop them into an appropriate adult workforce. With women paid less than men 
and the pressing issue of who would care for children, economic concerns resulted 
in their consequent exclusion from paid employment and growing association with 
housework and childcare. In this gendered separation of home and workplace 
activities, ‘the social was seen to be split into public and private activities and 
concerns, with men associated with the former and women with the latter’178. The 
public world of men was one of work, business and politics, while the private world 
of women encompassed childcare and housework. Each group was socially validated 
in relation to their sphere, leading to social stigmas for transgressing these and 
making it problematic for women to join the paid labour and for men to take care of 
the home179.  

 

The diminution of women in public life and their relegation to the home was not, 
however, only a matter of expediency brought about by the industrial revolution. This 
sense of women and men fitting into their respective, rightful places tapped into 
persistent ideas in which logic and culture were coded as masculine, and emotion 
and nature as feminine. It joined up with older, essentialist ways of thinking about 
gender, and with bodily taboos such as those around menstruation and childbirth180 
whereby ‘the messiness of women’s bodies was supposed to make them incapable 
of the reason needed for “proper” political debate’181. This ‘ideology of the separate 
spheres’182 produced a two-tier comprehension of work, gender and place. A ‘virulent 
combination of morality and economics’183, it imbued the home with spiritual 
characteristics, enabling the work of home and care to be represented as a vocation 
rather than a type of labour. In this vision of a divided world, the home became ‘the 
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place where a man could return after a hard day in the cold, impersonal, wage-
earning world. Sink down into a woman’s soft kingdom of emotion, morality, 
sensuality and finely crocheted lace curtains’184. This cult of domesticity served as 
scaffolding to the capitalist system, providing a refuge from work for the man of the 
house where he could be restored and renewed for the following day. Through the 
socialisation and early education of children, it also produced human capital to fuel 
successive workforces.  

 
‘Lounge sounds too posh, don’t have time to lounge.’185  

 

Furthermore, while the outside world might be harsh and competitive, positioning 
home as its antonym facilitated the acceptance of this situation. Home was 
designated as the container for ‘the very values that society must be seen to uphold, 
such as empathy, caring and nurturance; values which are, in fact, incompatible with 
a capitalist economy’186. Christopher Reed notes that the values and concerns 
inherent within this idea of domesticity - those focusing on privacy, family, comfort 
and separation from the workplace - make it a notion particular to the modern era. 
‘Domesticity in sum is a specifically modern phenomenon, a product of the 
confluence of capitalist economics, breakthroughs in technology and Enlightenment 
notions of individuality’187. Cowan argues that ‘industrialisation is conceived as being 
not just outside the home but virtually in opposition to it’188 with home cast as the 
cosy retreat from a cutthroat world, the place ‘where the heart is’. The resulting myth 
of home as sanctuary and refuge created deceptive images of warmth, comfort and 
ease which neglected the reality of hard, physical graft to produce them. Along with 
the deep gendering of this toil, the illusion of the restful, soothing haven required 
that the signs of effort be rendered invisible189. In the novels of Jane Austen, 
strenuous efforts are made to emphasise idleness to keep up the social appearance 
of an apparently leisured existence190.  

 

However, while the workplace might be seen as a dog-eat-dog world, it is also 
depicted as dynamic and progressive. Home on the other hand is portrayed as a 
sphere of stasis, of the cyclical, repetitive, emotional and soft. Rita Felski considers 
the disparity between these opposing views: 

The vocabulary of modernity is a vocabulary of anti-home. It celebrates mobility, 
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movement, exile, boundary crossing. It speaks enthusiastically about movement out 
into the world but is silent about the return home. Its preferred location is the city 
street, the site of random encounters, unexpected events, multiplicity and 
difference… the city as the ‘place of mystery, the site of the unexpected, full of 
agitations and ferments’. This chaotic ferment is in tune with the spirit of the critic, 
described as a restless analyst, constantly on the move. Home, by contrast, is the 
space of familiarity, dullness, stasis. The longing for home, the desire to attach 
oneself to a familiar space, is seen by most theorists of modernity as a regressive 
desire.191  

This dualistic representation posits home as the antithesis of all that is modern, 
progressive, exciting, dynamic and valuable. Even circles which purport to embrace 
the ordinary and day-to-day worlds to which the domestic might be considered 
central, such as everyday life theory, denigrate it. Michel de Certeau for example 
dedicates The Practice of Everyday Life to ‘the ordinary man. To a common hero, a 
ubiquitous character, walking in countless thousands on the streets’192. Mike 
Featherstone refers more critically to this distinction of the heroic, describing the 
‘heroic life’ as one ‘of danger, violence and the courting of risk whereas everyday life 
is the sphere of women, reproduction and care’193.  

 
‘We make our homes. Not necessarily by constructing them, 
although some people do that. We build the intimate shell of 
our lives by the organisation and furnishing of the space in 
which we live. How we function as persons is linked to how we 
make ourselves at home. We need time to make our dwelling 
into a home.... Our residence is where we live, but our home is 
how we live.’194 

 
In his essay “Building Dwelling Thinking” Martin Heidegger argues for a dualist 
understanding of building, distinguishing between two definitions of the term. In the 
first, building refers to the process of constructing things such as ships and temples 
and in the second it relates to cultivation and preservation. The latter he describes 
in the sense ‘to cherish and protect, to preserve and care for, specifically to till the 
soil, to cultivate the vine’195. While he begins by setting out a dual definition which 
encompasses both preservation and construction, Heidegger soon abandons196 the 
former and turns his attention only to the latter. He dismisses the value of 
preservation, saying ‘building in the sense of preserving and nurturing is not making 
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anything’197. Iris Marion Young is critical of this perceptual ’male bias’, pointing out the 
implicit gendering of construction and preservation and noting that ‘much of the 
unnoticed labour of women is this basic activity of meaning maintenance’198. 

 

Hannah Arendt takes a similarly dichotomic approach to the interpretation of work, 
splitting it between what she terms labour and work. She explains work as relating to 
construction, founding, achieving and progressing. It has a linear movement forward 
and its results make history. Labour, by contrast, is concerned with the maintenance 
of those heroic monuments and human achievements. It is unimportant, occupied 
with sustaining life not making history.  

Labour consists in the grinding activity of doing what is necessary to meet needs 
and maintain life. Its temporality is repetitive and cyclical because the products of 
labour are always consumed by the needs of life, and thus they leave no lasting 
monuments.199 

The activities of labour take place in the private spheres of the home and family and 
concern the biological necessities of consumption and reproduction. They create 
nothing permanent, only meals that must be provided again and clean laundry that 
gets dirty. While work produces the ’human artefact’200 - buildings, objects, art, 
literature, science and public institutions that aim to extend our reach and outlive 
our existence - labour is stuck in the satisfaction of daily needs. For Arendt, the 
domination of basic necessity precludes freedom and self-actualisation and 
associates labour and the labourer with slavery. This relegation to the biological and 
animal is anti-feminist since this hierarchical distinction between work and labour 
and their location in the private or public denigrates motherhood and family as 
slavery and outside of freedom. 

 

De Beauvoir also situates housework inferior to the realms of creation or production. 
Instead she equates it with stasis and erasure: ‘cleaning is getting rid of dirt, tidying 
up is eliminating disorder’201. Her distinction centres around the differences between 
immanence and transcendence. Transcendence is expressive, creative, 
individualistic, open to possibility. It is oriented to the future through the production 
of projects which transcend our temporal and spatial limitations, as Arendt’s human 
artefacts do. The traditionally female work of home however falls under immanence 
for de Beauvoir. She considers it oppressive and overwhelmingly negative; it exists 
simply to support the transcendence of others (men and children). Housework is 
merely maintenance of life not the creation of history. ‘The temporality of 
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immanence is cyclical, repetitive… a time with no future and no goals’202. De Beauvoir 
interprets it in an entirely negative way as essential but menial and boring. To her, 
Young notes, ‘the bare acts of cleaning bathrooms, sweeping floors, and changing 
diapers are merely instrumental; though necessary, they cannot be invested with 
creativity or individuality’.203 

 

Preserving the status quo, maintaining the current state, regardless of the toil 
required to achieve it, is thus denigrated as a form of making a home. Further 
distinctions can be found within the home that reflect gendering of chores and 
corresponding variations in value and difficulty. Allan & Crow contend that men’s 
jobs around the home such as small repairs or mowing grass are generally irregular 
or one-off tasks unlike women’s domestic chores which are required on a daily basis. 
Furthermore, they suggest the lack of transferability between partners: ‘when his 
wife is absent or ill he may take on some of ‘her’ workload, yet the responsibility 
remains hers, for almost any work a male breadwinner does at home is beyond the 
call of duty’204. In a similar way, Sarah Pink presents the work of home maintenance 
as a dualist enterprise divided between housework and home creativity, such as 
painting and wallpapering. She also distinguishes between them on the basis of their 
frequency of repetition and the visibility of their results. Home decoration, for 
example, is an extra-ordinary activity, carried out infrequently and aiming at 
changing and improving the environment, usually to recognisable difference. It is 
therefore a task for which labour is required only rarely and upon completion may 
be noticed and remarked upon. Housework on the other hand involves tasks 
performed repetitively on a daily basis and whose aim is to unremarkably and 
invisibly maintain equilibrium205.   

 
‘Few tasks are more like the torture of Sisyphus than 
housework, with its endless repetition. The clean becomes 
soiled, the soiled is made clean, over and over, day after day. 
The housewife wears herself out marking time: she makes 
nothing, simply perpetuates the present.’206  

 
Ideas about maintenance and construction are carried out in response to polarised 
requirements, drives and values and are distributed on these lines. Home is 
demonstrably not just highly gendered as a space but is subject to dualistic thinking 
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in many ways. 

Dominant cultural assumptions that give men’s lives primary importance are rooted 
in the practice of splitting concepts in two (creating a binary) and then heralding and 
celebrating one side of the binary while denigrating and disempowering the other 
(creating a hierarchy). A binary split of human phenomena not only oversimplifies the 
complexity of human societies and causes us to miss or ignore multiple possibilities 
for how we might think and live, but it also invites a hierarchical placing.207 

The consistent devaluation of the work of home throughout these perspectives 
continues the silencing of women’s efforts and experiences. It ignores the role of 
homemaking practices in making meaning in our lives by creating homes that 
address our needs, facilitate our work and public lives and nurture those we love. 
The slogan ‘the personal is political’208 reveals the contrivance of the distinction 
between public and private. It foregrounds the necessity and importance of women’s 
work at home in permitting and sustaining that done in the public world. Feminism 
has long taken aim at the oversimplification of home as tranquil haven away from 
work. It has also taken issue with utopian, dreamy representations, as with ‘the 
masculine premise of Bachelard’s blindness to ‘the suffocating house and the sick 
home’209. Second wave feminism, beginning with Friedan, emphasised that ’home is 
a prison, a trap, a straitjacket’210 and promoted the necessity of leaving home. While 
Felski points out that the feminist antagonism to home has only intensified with 
ardent discourse on migrations, nomads and boundaries, feminism still underlines 
the difficulty of home by highlighting the inherent patriarchalism of society and 
disrupting the slick symmetries which denigrate it.  

 

Home can be difficult for women trying to balance the often-contradictory 
pressures imposed by gender ideologies and expectations about family life211. There 
is a tension between the public and private needs of home, between on the one 
hand presenting the family as respectable and well-functioning and on the other 
establishing a relaxed and relaxing ‘backstage’ where one can be off-guard. In the 
home we create space that meets our requirements for privacy and individuality 
while at the same time constructing narratives about togetherness and family as 
cohesive unit. Home is the site of our closest, most intimate relationships where we 
attempt to forge partnerships which match up to our notional ideals but it is also 
where most women experience gender inequality in the allocation of housework and 
childcare. bell hooks suggests that the history of home has very different meanings 
for African-American women and men. She defines the ‘homeplace’ as a profoundly 
significant site of resistance to the denigration and erasure of identity through 
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cultural domination: 

Historically, African-American people believed that the construction of a homeplace, 
however fragile and tenuous (the slave hut, the wooden shack) had a radical political 
dimension. Despite the brutal reality of racial apartheid, of domination, one’s 
homeplace was the one site where one could freely confront the issue of 
humanisation, where one could resist212.   

 
Home resonates with political charge. It is a location which situates both subjection 
and resistance: ‘a site in which female identity is always on the point of formation 
and yet also always on the point of dissolution’213. The maintenance and preservation 
work, so belittled by Heidegger, Arendt and de Beauvoir as trivial and cyclical, might 
also be viewed as the maintenance and preservation of meaningful things and 
narratives which express identity and build a sense of our own histories. Seen in this 
light, making and maintaining a home is a fundamental and invaluable practice.  

The home is a social edifice that embodies meanings, values, and attributes that 
reflect the differing beliefs and experiences of its builders. Occupying a central but 
undervalued place within societies that endorse patriarchal values both formally and 
informally, the home provides a place within which identities and boundaries are 
learned, perpetuated, and challenged. It is both safe and dangerous, perpetual and 
evolving.214 

To women, home might be equally a site of servitude and submission as much as a 
place in which they might demonstrate skill, knowledge and expertise in domestic 
management and the care of others. Felski points to home’s essential familiarity and 
routine as neither innate nor static but constructed repeatedly through the work and 
effort of women. She suggests that, in the domestic everyday, women acquire 
strength and find value, developing a realistic sense of how the world really works 
and ‘the messy, chaotic, embodied realities of life’215.   

 

Home is not just difficult however. It developed out of our impulses for shelter and 
identity216 and is one of our most significant sites for making and storing meaning, 
memory and identity. Home represents ‘the exercise of control over space’ and the 
creation of ‘a domestic arena that in a myriad personal, yet ephemeral, ways reflects 
your choices, experiences and relationships’217. Young echoes this sense of home, 
acknowledging how home might at least locate, if not fix, identity in a physical 
space218. Home enables individuation through the connection of body, self, material 
habits and behaviours. It functions as both a container and a showcase for the things 
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which matter to a person, through their connection to memory, place or people. It 
houses the objects they need and use: the items which facilitate the activities in 
their day-to-day life and help support their routines. The practices and structures of 
home might be described as the material ‘life supports’ which facilitate other 
activities, as in the cleaning, resting and nourishing which allow the worklife, 
education and earning that produce our public identity. ‘Home is not only a locus of 
memory and sociability but it is in a sense also one complex artefact of material ‘life 
supports’ structuring home life’.219 

 
‘The ache for home lives in all of us, the safe place where we 
can go as we are and not be questioned.’220 

 

A person’s values and priorities are demonstrated in the choices they have made 
regarding the objects there: the materials, amount and arrangement of them, as well 
as the decisions about what is displayed or hidden. ‘A home is much more than a 
shelter; it is a world in which a person can create a material environment that 
embodies what he or she considers significant.’221 Even where things have been 
inherited or turned up by chance, such as castoff furniture donated for a first home, 
they stay through acts of appropriation. Since home and its objects are personally 
meaningful, they help preserve and build the narrative of ourselves: a materialisation 
of identity. ‘Dwelling in the world means we are located among objects, artefacts, 
rituals and practices that configure who we are in our particularity.’222 Furthermore, 
along with the material objects, housework and home creativity function together to 
creatively and performatively alter the sensory experience of the home. The 
embodied actions of cleaning and neatening, as well as the concern for the aesthetic 
encounter whether visual, tactile or olfactory, all constitute processes of 
representation by which we construct self. They may also function as means of 
expressing our agreement with, or rejection of, the norm. Indeed, ‘housework and 
home creativity can be seen as actions that comment on discourses through 
conformity with or transgression of conventional uses of space or ways of doing 
things’223. Young discusses the rich and complex practices of ‘home-making’. While 
she writes about her mother’s failure to conform to societal expectations of woman 
as homemaker and the resultant, serious fallout, she expands upon these domestic 
practices to insist upon the significance of the values they represent, such as safety, 
privacy, care and preservation. 
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Home represents ‘a never-ending accumulation of intimate and subtle actions and 
perceptions, which confirm, establish, question, modify, enrich, extend, transform, 
and in other ways, affect our sense of identity’224. For Felski, home is an idea whose 
complexity defies fixity of both time and place. She defines it as ‘any often-visited 
place that is the object of cathexis, that in its very familiarity becomes a symbolic 
extension and confirmation of the self… home is an investment of meaning in 
space.’225 For Bachelard, the concreteness of home acts as a fixer for memories, with 
the childhood home the most potent of all, experienced through an embodied 
relationship of movement, smell and touch: ‘habit is too worn a word to express this 
passionate liaison of our bodies… with an unforgettable house’226. Memory extends 
beyond an internal, mental experience of a time past to include a physical 
experience of the world’s sensations. The home then, acts as a storage place, a kind 
of memory machine. 

 
‘Are we human beings ever finished, complete in our physical 
and psychological development? Do we ever come to a 
standstill? And if a human being is in constant movement and 
development, if old needs disappear and new ones arise, if 
nature as a whole and everything around us is always changing, 
should the thing that is closest to a human being, his home, 
remain unchanged, dead, furnished for all time?’227 

 
While interior design magazines and show homes foreground their artfully stage-
managed tableaux, ‘the lived-in house blends into the background, moulds 
seamlessly around our bodies, gestures, activities and thoughts228’. The wear and 
tear seen in the imprints of bodies in sagging cushions and mattresses, the worn 
paths of feet on floors, the clutter that washes up unbidden on surfaces and the hair 
and dust that accumulates in corners all attest to this corporeal symbiosis. Smyth & 
Croft argue that houses remind us of the inevitability of ageing and death ‘for 
precisely the same reason that they represent continuity and permanence: they 
often outlive us and will probably have already housed people who are now dead’229.  

The watermarks and coffee-rings on worktops; 
the wine spilled by the sofa; the low beam 
where someone thought to fix a rope once; notches 
on bedposts then on doorposts; errant post-its 

 
224 Appleyard in Sixsmith (1986) p282 
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under old doormats, knick-knacks left in drawers 
 
Each loving grubby mark made by the people 
over the years since one stood here, like you 
and felt, with a swoop, their future being born 
- as though some mystic beast in a distant land 
had turned and begun its trek towards their life230. 

Leontia Flynn’s poem constructs an image of the house in words. Her attention to 
the details and their significance recalls the indexicality of the photograph, 
heightened by a Barthesian nostalgia about the photograph as memento mori and 
the resonance of the punctum.  

  

Pink conceptualises home as a necessarily incomplete project231 since there is always 
more work to be done and changes to be made. While often seeming the most 
concrete and permanent of structures, home cannot really ever be finished or 
complete; it stubbornly resists attempts at perfection. The making of home as a 
response to the needs of people and their contexts defines home less as a place 
than as a set of practices and which is constituted through doing and making. For 
Young, the practices of making and caring for a home provide support and 
scaffolding for the evolving identity of those residing there. Our identities are fluent, 
in process, ever-changing. 

We dwell in the flux of interaction and history. We are not the same from one day to 
the next because our selves are constituted by differing relations with others. Home 
as the materialisation of identity does not fix identity but anchors it in physical being 
that makes a continuity between past and present. Without such anchoring of 
ourselves in things, we are, literally, lost.232 

 

 
230 extract from The Dream House in Flynn (2011) p3 
231 Pink (2004) p57 
232 Young (2005) p140 
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As our lives and needs change, home provides an ephemeral backdrop, adapting to 
suit. Home is not fixed but is ‘an evolving entity of layered residues and accretions, 
responsive to the subtle modifications of habitual experience’233. Through tiny 
interventions, adjustments and improvisations with what we have, we make a home, 
and we make ourselves at home. ‘Home isn’t a place, after all. Perhaps, instead, it’s a 
time.’234  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
     Jan McCullough Home Instruction Manual 
 
I typed “how to make a home” into Google and was directed to an online chat forum 
in which self-described experts were exchanging detailed instructions. I rented an 
ordinary suburban house and carried out the strangers’ advice exactly over the 
period of two months. In complying with the instructions for making the perfect 
home, I contemplated the construction of an identity from scratch. The following 
photographs document the end result of my time living and working in the house, 
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trying on different lives for size.235 
 

‘Built places, then, are extensions of our bodies… an 
enlargement of our already existing embodiment into an entire 
life-world of dwelling. Moreover, thanks to increasingly intimate 
relationships with their material structures, the longer we reside 
in places, the more body-like they seem to be. As we feel more 
“at home” in dwelling places, they become places created in our 
own bodily image… A dwelling where we reside comes to exist 
in our image, but we, our bodily being, reflects how we reside 
in built places. Such traits as “reclusive” or “expansive”, 
“sinuous” or “straight”, can characterise our somatic selves as 
well as the houses we inhabit.’236 

 
 
Related outputs: 

Gallagher, Clare (2015) “Delicate Demons: Do Women Belong in the Home?” British Journal 
of Photography http://www.bjp-online.com/2015/06/delicate-demons-sati-haavisto-aino-
kannisto-the-home-feminine-space/ 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “Photographing the Home” Nordic Light Festival Kristiansund, 
Norway 
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CHAPTER 3: THE EVERYDAY AND PHOTOGRAPHY 

 

THE EVERYDAY  

 
‘In spite of the hyperbole in postmodern theory about 
nomadism, hyperspace and time-space compression, much of 
life for many people, even in the heart of the first world, still 
consists of waiting in a bus-shelter with your shopping for a bus 
that never comes.’237 

 
The everyday is a universal subject - we all recognise the mundane in our lives. 
However, when we try to define it, it becomes amorphous and slippery. ‘The 
quotidian is not an objectively given quality but a lived relationship’,238 so that what 
is everyday for one person might be extraordinary for another and other people’s 
daily lives may seem strange and difficult to understand. It is perhaps easier to define 
the everyday by outlining what it isn’t. The everyday is not: 

A holiday 
A feast day 
Extraordinary 
Remarkable 
Significant 
Important 
An event 
History239 

 
It is a mode of experience, of the routine, banal and familiar, rather than a particular 
set of activities. ‘Everyday life simply is the process of becoming acclimatised to 
assumptions, behaviours and practices which come to seem self-evident and taken 
for granted.’240 Activities which start out novel and difficult, such as driving a car, 
become instinctual and subconscious through repetition and as we become 
proficient in them. The term ‘everyday’ also tends to imply a distinction between an 
intellectual and a non-intellectual understanding of the world, epitomised by the call 
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to simplify matters for Joe Bloggs, the man on the street and the layman. Another 
distinction puts the everyday at a remove from the momentous, with Judy Attfield 
describing the everyday as ‘that which does not get recorded in the history made 
up of important events’241.  

 

Felski defines the everyday as a subject of enormous scope, and one which is the 
ongoing site of intense contradictions, particularly when viewed through the prism 
of feminist scholarship. On the one hand, the everyday is the most ordinary and 
overlooked parts of day-to-day experience; it is something everyone can identify 
with. It is the process of familiarisation through which the ways we think and act on 
a near-daily basis become the taken-for-granted background noise of our lives.  

It is the unperceived, first in the sense that one has always looked past it; nor can it 
be introduced into a whole or ‘reviewed’, that is to say, enclosed within a panoramic 
vision; for, by another trait, the everyday is what we never see for a first time, but 
only see again, having always already seen it by an illusion that is, as it happens, 
constitutive of the everyday.242 

On the other hand, it can also be seen as constructed, gendered, multilayered, 
resonant and opaque. Felski’s use of the word ‘invention’ in the title is clearly loaded. 
Everyday life is neither a neutral term nor a neutral arena and may be approached 
via a ‘hermeneutics of suspicion’243.  

 
‘The floodlights have moved away from the actors who possess 
proper names and social blazons, turning first toward the 
chorus of secondary characters, then settling on the mass of 
the audience. The increasingly sociological and anthropological 
perspective of inquiry privileges the anonymous and the 
everyday in which zoom lenses cut out metonymic details – 
parts taken for the whole.’244 

 

While in England the Mass Observation project was turning towards the everyday 
lives of the working class, it was in France that quotidian theory evolved in the most 
remarkably inventive ways, politically, practically and conceptually. Kristen Ross 
pinpoints its ‘discovery’ as 1946, when Henri Lefebvre wrote Critique de la Vie 
Quotidienne: ‘he discovered it, that is, in the sense that he proclaimed that most 
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insignificant of categories, the everyday, to be worthy of theoretical attention’245. The 
reasons for this peculiarly French drive towards the everyday vary but, in noting that 
it grew substantially in the years immediately following the second world war, it 
seems plausible to suppose that the enormous transposition back to normality 
following the war and occupation might logically have provoked a profound interest 
in and appreciation of the routine and ordinary. The intense upheaval at home and 
the displacement of huge numbers of people might have produced a sort of 
homesickness for the banal and mundane, for the comfort of familiar rhythms and a 
turning away from the dramatic and startling. Ross suggests that it was the opposite, 
that ‘having been disrupted and thrown into question by the utopian optimism of the 
Liberation, old routines were suddenly all the more palpable and visible - and thus all 
the more difficult to bear’246. Ben Highmore locates the development of Lefebvre’s 
critique instead in the failure of the Soviet revolution to improve the conditions of 
everyday life for the ordinary people247. Nevertheless, Ross reasons that it was a 
growing awareness of the insidious spread of American-type commodity 
consumption into French society248 that sustained and increased the momentum of 
interest in the everyday, leading to the formation of the Situationists. Their debates 
moved beyond classrooms and cafes and their influence was sufficient to play a part 
in provoking the student riots of May 1968 when ‘critical thinking rejoined practice’249. 

 

A number of writers have sought to expose previously ‘hidden’ aspects of the 
everyday in order to create discourse and engagement, proposing that within the 
banal are located significant areas of consciousness and experience. Beginning with 
the Freudian assertion that in the trivia of everyday conventions and manners could 
be read repressed thoughts and instincts, the quotidian came to be seen as both 
self-evident and opaque, boring and mysterious, ordinary and extraordinary. 
Lefebvre explored how the rituals and interactions of daily life could be seen as 
signifiers of society and dominant social relations in a wider sense, so that buying a 
bag of sugar in a corner shop could reproduce the chain of capitalist commodity 
relations and production.  

Everyday life is profoundly related to all activities, and encompasses them with all 
their differences and conflicts; it is their meeting place, their bond, their common 
ground. And it is in everyday life that the sum total of relations which make the human 
– and every human being – a whole takes its shape and its form.250 

 

Lefebvre writes that the modern ‘stands for what is novel, brilliant, paradoxical… it is 
(apparently) daring and transitory’, whereas ‘the quotidian is what is humble and solid, 
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what is taken for granted… undated and (apparently) insignificant’251. For Lefebvre 
women and the working class are closely linked with the quotidian. They are often 
considered to have lives more deeply enmeshed in the mundane and to have less 
recourse to the special and exotic. Whether it’s the unpaid work of the home or the 
menial jobs of the domestic, workplace or street cleaner, there are enduring 
expectations that the most repetitive and invisible tasks of maintenance - of literally 
maintaining a particular state, of keeping things the same - belongs rightfully to them. 
‘Everyday life weighs heaviest on women… they are the subject of everyday life and 
its victims.’252 To Lefebvre this means that women’s capacity for critical thought is 
limited by the pressures of domestic life. Defined by where they do not belong - not 
in war, philosophy, science, executive boards or in high art - ‘what else is left to 
woman but everyday life, the realm of the insignificant, invisible yet 
indispensable?’253. Characterising women's experience as habitual, domestic and 
mundane, he sets it against modernity which is forward, challenging and novel. If the 
everyday is indeed where the patriarchy is reinforced - in home life, public life, work 
life - then DE Smith’s use of the word ‘problematic’ in the title of her book seems 
apposite: ‘it is here, above all, that gender hierarchy is reproduced, invisibly, 
pervasively and over time’254. 

 

What is it that erodes our ability to engage fully and sensorially with our everyday 
experience? Firmly established in the postwar years, the study of the philosophy and 
sociology of everyday life encompassed intense intellectual and political discussion 
about the effect of consumer society. Lefebvre’s critique laid the blame for the 
fragmentation of experience on the capitalist drive towards consumption and 
novelty. His theories were developed further by the Situationists and particularly in 
its de facto leader Debord’s powerful text The Society of the Spectacle. A treatise 
on contemporary consumer culture and commodity fetishism, it points 
unequivocally to the role of images in separating us from our own experience as well 
as from other people.  

When the real world is transformed into mere images, mere images become real 
beings — dynamic figments that provide the direct motivations for a hypnotic 
behaviour. Since the spectacle’s job is to use various specialised mediations in order 
to show us a world that can no longer be directly grasped, it naturally elevates the 
sense of sight to the special pre-eminence once occupied by touch: the most 
abstract and easily deceived sense is the most readily adaptable to the generalised 
abstraction of present-day society. But the spectacle is not merely a matter of 
images, nor even of images plus sounds. It is whatever escapes people’s activity, 
whatever eludes their practical reconsideration and correction. It is the opposite of 
dialogue.255 
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‘The spectacle is a permanent opium war’,256 claims Debord, exchanging Marx’s 
comment on religion for commodity, and aiming to awaken the spectator sedated by 
a diet of spectacular images.  

 
A capitalist society requires a culture based on images. It needs to furnish vast 
amounts of entertainment in order to stimulate buying and anaesthetise the injuries 
of class, race and sex. And it needs to gather unlimited amounts of information, the 
better to exploit natural resources, increase productivity, keep order, make war, give 
jobs to bureaucrats. The camera’s twin capabilities, to subjectivise reality and to 
objectify it, ideally serve these needs and strengthen them. Cameras define reality 
in the two ways essential to the workings of an advanced industrial society: as a 
spectacle (for masses) and as an object of surveillance (for rulers). The production 
of images also furnishes a ruling ideology. Social change is replaced by a change in 
images. The freedom to consume a plurality of images and goods is equated with 
freedom itself. The narrowing of free political choice to economic consumption 
requires the unlimited production and consumption of images.257 

Photography is implicated in this enterprise. ‘The camera has long been the favourite 
medium of the advertiser. It convinces with its realism even as it fascinates as with 
the magic of a dream so that even the people of our time are cajoled into 
worshipping the idols it creates.’258 Sontag bolsters this criticism by accusing the 
camera of ‘miniaturising’ experience, adding that ‘photography is the reality; the real 
object is often experienced as a letdown’259. 

The whole world is offered to us, but by way of a look. We are no longer burdened 
by events, as soon as we behold their image with an interested, then simply curious, 
then empty but fascinated look. What good is it taking part in a street demonstration 
itself, thanks to a television set? Here, produced-reproduced, offering itself to our 
view in its totality, it allows us to believe that it takes place only so that we might be 
its superior witness. Substituted for practice is the pseudo-acquaintance of an 
irresponsible gaze; substituted for the movement of the concept – a task and a work 
– is the diversion of a superficial, uncaring and satisfied contemplation. Man, well 
protected within the four walls of his familial existence, lets the world come to him 
without peril, certain of being in no way changed by what he sees and hears. 
‘Depoliticisation’ is linked to this movement. And the man of government who fears 
the street – because the man in the street is always on the verge of becoming 
political man – is delighted to be no more than an entrepreneur of spectacle, skilled 
at putting the citizen in us to sleep, the better to keep awake, in the half-light of a 
half-sleep, only the tireless voyeur of images.260 

 

Following Lefebvre’s argument that the everyday is the place ‘where repetition and 
creativity confront each other’261 the Situationists took his approach to the everyday 
out of academia and brought it instead to the arena of cultural intervention. In 
focusing their attention on the organisation of social space and ways to disrupt it, 
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they moved away from the Marxist concern with time. They also transferred their 
attention from ‘the relations of production within the factory to that basic yet under-
theorised problem of social reproduction – the myriad activities and conditions for 
existence that must be satisfied in order for relations of production to take place at 
all’262. To do this they embarked upon a series of ‘empirico-utopian experiments’263 
under the general banner they termed psychogeography: ‘the study of the precise 
laws and specific effects of the geographical environment, consciously organised or 
not, on the emotions and behaviour of individuals’264. These employed ‘a whole toy 
box full of playful, inventive strategies for exploring cities... just about anything that 
takes pedestrians off their predictable paths and jolts them into a new awareness of 
the urban landscape’265 such as détournement (appropriation or hijacking) and the 
dérive. During these dérive excursions they sought to appraise the potential of the 
city to be salvaged and reconstructed in a new, utopian design for living they called 
New Babylon. Drawn up by Situationist architect Constant Nieuwenhuys and refined 
over a twenty year period, the plan laid out the foundations for a moveable, 
adventurous city designed to facilitate play and interaction throughout, for ‘the 
creative act is also a social act: as a direct intervention in the social world, it elicits 
an immediate response’266. The aim was to transfer creative action from the domain 
of the individual to the collective.  

 

The legacy of the SI’s appropriation strategies can be seen in the work of Sherrie 
Levine and Barbara Kruger and other ‘Appropriationists’ who took popular art or 
mass-media images and decontextualised them to critique the commodification of 
the artwork. The SI had a contradictory relationship with art, on the one hand 
expressing their wish to institute ‘a revolutionary critique of all art’267 but, on the 
other, calling for ‘the end of or the absence of art, a bohemianism that explicitly no 
longer envisages any artistic production whatsoever’268. Naomi Klein’s book No Logo 
details how anti-corporate activist group Adbusters applied détournement to the 
commercial world as ‘culture jamming’, appropriating advertising images and slogans 
to subvert their corporate message of consumption. Quick to learn, however, and 
keen to absorb the hip edginess of the work, advertisers began to co-opt the 
Adbusters’ methods to lend their ads the appearance of having already been 
détourned. As Bertolt Brecht noted, ‘capitalism has the power instantly and 
continuously to transform into a drug the very venom that is spit in its face, and to 
revel in it’,269 thus reinforcing the sense of the spectacle as total and inescapable. 
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The cultural critiques of everyday life by Lefebvre and de Certeau have used ‘this 
“obliquity” of the everyday, its resistance to law, surveillance and control, as a 
resource for radical transformation of the quotidian, producing the everyday as a 
category, a utopia and an idea, rather than as average existence’.270  

 
‘The everyday exists through the practices that constitute it, 
the ways in which times and spaces are appropriated by human 
subjects and converted into physical traces, narratives and 
histories.’271 

 

While the sociologist Susie Scott reiterates unquestioningly the notion that making 
strange is an essential premise in approaching the everyday,272 the work of French 
writer Georges Perec stands in direct contradiction to this position. Perec’s 
observations of the everyday belie the accepted reliance on Surrealist strategies. 
Instead, he puts forward paying attention as the deceptively facile means with which 
to examine it. By simply noticing the detail, action, movement and tempo of ordinary 
life he suggests we should be able to begin to investigate the significance hidden in 
plain view: 

To question the habitual. But that’s just it, we’re habituated to it. We don’t question it, 
it doesn’t question us, it doesn’t seem to pose a problem, we live it without thinking, 
as if it carried within it neither question nor answers, as if it weren’t the bearer of any 
information. This is no longer even conditioning, it’s anaesthesia. We sleep through 
our lives in a dreamless sleep. But where is our life? Where is our body? Where is our 
space?273 

Writing angrily about the sensational version of the everyday displayed in the daily 
newspapers (les quotidiens) Perec complains that we always seem to be talking 
about the eventful and extraordinary; trains and aeroplanes don’t appear to exist 
until there has been an accident or hijacking, the deadlier the better. He feels that, 
in our obsession with the momentous and unexpected, the historical and significant, 
everyday injustices are ignored in favour of dramatic ones:  

What is scandalous isn’t the pit explosion, it’s working in coalmines. ‘Social problems’ 
aren’t ‘a matter of concern’ when there’s a strike, they are intolerable twenty-four 
hours out of twenty-four, three hundred and sixty-five days a year… The daily papers 
talk of everything except the daily.274 

Blanchot echoes Perec’s difficulty with this paradox, saying that ‘in the everyday, 
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everything is everyday; in the newspaper everything is strange, sublime, 
abominable.’275  

 

Rejecting the exotic for the endotic, Perec turns his attention, and that of the reader, 
towards the ‘infra-ordinary’ - the realm of daily experience so utterly prosaic that it 
lies hidden beneath it. He finds interest and significance seemingly everywhere. 
‘What we need to question is bricks, concrete, glass, our table manners, our utensils, 
our tools, the way we spend our time, our rhythms. To question that which seems to 
have ceased forever to astonish us.’276 Perec demonstrates a stubborn attentiveness 
that ignores apportionment of significance or insignificance. In Species of Spaces, 
he outlines a number of exercises to assist the reader in their engagement with the 
quotidian, beginning with the directive to observe the street: 

Note down what you see… Nothing strikes you. You don’t know how to see. You must 
set about it more slowly, almost stupidly. Force yourself to write down what is of no 
interest, what is most obvious, most common, most colourless.277 

Perec urges us to question everything, to notice every aspect of our life and 
surroundings, with no detail regarded as insignificant.  

Even if we tend to depreciate it, everyday life is our basic touchstone of reality, on 
which everything else is based. It is the level of reality conjured up by a variety of 
neutral terms – the familiar, the habitual, the implicit, the banal – but it is also the 
core of concrete lived experience. ‘La vie quotidienne’ is always already there: a pre-
existing set of situations, as opposed to such spheres as politics ruled by decision-
making that forces change.278 

 

These efforts result in a kind of interrogated inventory, producing thorough lists of 
minutiae that are both exhaustively encyclopaedic and critically considered. As a 
method it has parallels with the camera. Photography’s intrinsic indexicality 
facilitates the development of a dialogue around the borders of noticing and not-
noticing and of a democratic representation of the richness of the ordinary, as can 
be seen in the work of Nigel Shafran, Annelies Štrba and Peter Fraser. ‘The 
indexicality of the image connects the spectator to the messy materiality of the 
world’,279 enabling the detail in the images to expand to reveal something of the lives, 
needs and principles behind them. Štrba’s photographs of her home and family are 
‘animated by fugitive details – the piles of domestic clutter, the cats, the jewellery, or 
the bandaged head – which make memory possible’280. Shafran quietly observes the 
details of domestic daily life, recording the transient and overlooked evidence of the 
small rituals and constructions of the everyday: the stacked dishes and 
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accoutrements of meals on the draining board, day after day, the arrangement of 
building tools, domestic utensils and the ever-changing array of cards, notes, leaflets 
on the table. His photographs often feature his partner and attend to the seemingly 
chaotic objects and surroundings of their home, through which we gain an intimate 
insight into her ways of doing things. She leaves a delicate tower of a sewing box 
perched on a stool on a coffee table, creates an improbably careful string and 
clothes peg arrangement with which she hangs chair legs by their castors to clean 
them, and labels with touching precision their odds and ends in storage, all amidst 
the chaos of a house in progress.   

Nigel Shafran “NW10” Ruthbook 

 

The ethnographer Bronislaw Malinowski asserts the value of paying attention to 
these small acts of everyday existence. He calls them ‘the imponderabilia of actual 
life’, describing them as: 

a series of phenomena of great importance which cannot possibly be recorded by 
questioning or computing documents, but have to be observed in their full actuality… 
the routine of a man's working day, the details of his care of the body, of the manner 
of taking food and preparing it, and of passing sympathies and dislikes between 
people.281 

This notion of imponderabilia is discernible throughout Shafran’s photography, which 
always stems from his refusal to disregard ordinary things – charity shop shelves, the 
array of domestic cleaning products, hair on a bar of soap – and his determination 
to see in them values, interests and traces of others’ ways of being and doing. In 
examining and recording the tiny, quiet, unobtrusive parts of daily life, Shafran makes 
the statement that here lies value, saying that his work represents ‘an acceptance of 
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how things are’282.  

At certain hours of the day or of the night, it is very convenient to watch intensely 
how things rest...Those worn-out surfaces, the scratches that hands have left on 
things, the often tragic and always charged atmosphere of things, they all produce a 
pull towards the reality of the world. We sense the blurred impurity of human beings 
in those things, the classification, the use, and the waste of materials, the imprints 
from fingers and toes, the eternity of a human atmosphere that inundates things from 
outside and from inside.283  

Malinowski’s attention to the interstices of categorisation and quantification also 
recalls Marcel Duchamp’s Notes on the Infra-Slim. In it the artist focuses on ‘slight, 
wasted energies’ to be studied and lists forms that obstruct measurement such as 
unruly hair, the dropping of tears and ‘the sound or the music which corduroy 
trousers make when one moves’.284 

 
‘In one sense there is nothing more simple and more obvious 
than everyday life. How do people live? The question may be 
difficult to answer, but that does not make it any the less clear. 
In another sense nothing could be more superficial: it is 
banality, triviality, repetitiveness. And in yet another sense 
nothing could be more profound.’285 

 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

  

Photography, like the everyday, is a site of contradictions and dualities. Despite, or 
perhaps because of its close link to the quotidian, photography is a somewhat 
problematic medium with which to reveal the unobtrusive, inconspicuous details that 
escape notice. It has contributed to changing perceptions of the everyday and 
influencing the understanding of modern life. Photography rendered visible sights 
and subjects previously considered unimportant or uninteresting; it also contributed 
to the cataloguing and consumption of exotic places, events and people. It shares 
many of the traits of the everyday since it is frequently taken for granted, regarded 
as part of the general furniture of the environment and perceived to lack meaning, 
importance and design. As with everyday life, photography is often situated 
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separately to art, seen as too real to contain depth or merit deeper questioning and 
investigation, and is commonly associated more with function than aesthetic. Both 
the photograph and the everyday are customarily regarded as simple, obvious and 
artless; it seems one scarcely need engage one’s critical faculties to contend with 
them.  

 

Tracing the connection between photography and the quotidian, Shelley Rice 
describes photography as ‘the ultimate transcriber of the mundane, the unparalleled 
recorder of the stream of time in its transience and its banality; its images, too, select 
and exhibit some facet of the world, focus attention on some hitherto unnoticed 
corner of the real.’286 Since its invention, photography has drastically changed 
perceptions of ordinary life, particularly how the everyday is situated in relation to 
the exotic and dramatic. Early on, the camera brought back new views of far-off 
places and strange sights, diminishing firsthand experience, rendering the exotic 
lives and lands in photographs as objects for fascinated domestic consumption. In 
this way, photography established a general level of knowledge about ‘the look of 
the past and the reach of the present’287. Along with the development of faster 
modes of travel and communication, it shrank the experience of distance and 
encouraged the acquisition of vicarious, seemingly broad, knowledge of the remote. 
So, photography might be seen to have had a role in increasing the speed with which 
modern life is experienced as well as the physical disconnection with place that 
makes it difficult to pay attention to the everyday. 

  

Photography has had a substantial impact on visualisations of modernity, from the 
Impressionists onwards. Their break from tradition owed much to the influence of 
photography which, as it became more rapid and portable, enabled images to be 
made quickly and easily, on location rather than in the studio, and encouraged more 
candid recording of ordinary life. This was a drastic change from the accepted art 
of the academy which placed greater value on images of history, religion and 
portraiture. The camera’s ability to seize a section of daily life in a frame without 
necessarily dictating the placement of people and objects inspired painters to 
reproduce the effects of spontaneity by composing paintings as though framed in a 
snapshot, with people in the foreground sometimes drastically cropped or making 
unselfconscious gestures. This also, as with the photograph, suggested that the 
image was a fragment of a larger reality from which it had been snatched, rather 
than a slow, conscious, self-sufficient totality. Photographic characterisation of the 
speed of modern life persists today in the use of its qualities in representation: blur, 
misaligned angles, unusual viewpoints and hasty framing have all been used to 
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suggest a fast-moving, busy modernity. While integrating photographic form into 
ideas of everyday life, it is possible that this also serves to reinforce the notion of an 
everyday life that is difficult to see clearly as it rushes past.  

 

On the other hand, the development of cameras and film enabled the photographic 
image to be treated without the preciousness of a painting, and encouraged a wider 
range of subject matter to be recorded. This extension of the image-world included 
representations of people who could never have afforded a portrait painter, as well 
as images of work, industry and play previously considered unworthy or unsuitable 
for the time necessary to produce an adequate drawing or painting. Considered a 
popular, democratic medium in contrast with the more rarefied arts of painting and 
sculpture, photography expresses an ‘unpreciousness’ of subject matter and 
resulting artefact. Lewis Hine was a social documentarist of the early 20th century,  
‘a crusader with a camera’,288 who turned his attention to the exploitation of child 
labourers in order to advocate for an end to their abuse. The photographs’ fidelity 
coupled with Hine’s unsentimental approach succeeded in bringing in child labour 
laws. Similarly, John Thompson made forays ‘into the uncharted territory of London’s 
East End, where he documented working class characters on the street who had 
never been made publicly visible’289 and Eugène Atget photographed the streets and 
shops of Paris as it began to change rapidly in the face of modernisation. Did Atget 
realise these details were soon to disappear, forgotten and otherwise unrecorded? 
His neglect of the spectacular and monumental, such as the Eiffel tower, in favour 
of the ordinary streets he knew well, suggests that perhaps he did. 

 

In attempting to use photography to reveal the everyday, it is difficult to avoid the 
issue of the camera’s power to transform what it records. It manifests itself in several 
ways. The famous line in Walter Benjamin’s 1934 speech in Paris points out the 
troubling and seemingly relentless tendency of the camera to beautify what is in 
front of it, its incapability of ‘photographing a tenement or rubbish heap without 
transfiguring it’, and he decries its transformation of social injustice into an ‘object of 
enjoyment’290. In making permanent that which is so essentially transient, the camera 
fundamentally changes the everyday through its ‘tendency to negate the unique or 
ephemeral quality of a given event by reproducing it photographically’291. 
Transformation has historically been one of the key cultural strategies used to reveal 
the everyday. Beginning with the Surrealists, the idea of ‘making strange’ the ordinary 
and banal functioned to make it unfamiliar and thus more noticeable. Their 
acceptance of the quotidian as subject matter stemmed from their determinedly 
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democratic stance – everything is real after all. By presenting what others saw as 
uninteresting, irrelevant or ugly in new ways, they allowed ‘the everyday to be 
“othered” in a move that forces a denaturalising of the everyday’.292 The Surrealists’ 
insistence on transformation led Lefebvre to attack their strategy of retreat from the 
banal reality before them: ‘the Surrealists belittle the real in favour of the magic and 
marvellous’293. Contemporary photography continues to lean on constructed 
imagery in an attempt to see and represent the real, depicting the familiar only 
through its ‘defamiliarised underside’294.  

 

Conventional understanding of time through photographs is different to the 
experience of it in daily life. While everyday life marches on, the photograph 
enforces the idea of time as a sequence of separate instants, decisive moments, or 
blinks of an eye. Once wrested from the stream of life by the camera, they are in 
one sense dead or historic and in another, stretched out in an ageless frozen state in 
which they can be held and examined in ways that are impossible in life.  

If the everyday is seen as a flow, then any attempt to arrest it, to apprehend it, to 
scrutinise it, will be problematic. Simply by extracting some elements from the 
continuum of the everyday, attention would have transformed the most 
characteristic aspect of everyday life: its ceaselessness.295 

Photography’s ability to provide a lasting image has the potential to alter the ways 
we re-experience the everyday through recollection. Sontag referred to this as ‘the 
enterprise of antiquing reality’ and to photographs as ‘instant antiques’296. If 
photographs serve as aides-mémoires then it follows that what we find easiest or 
clearest to recall might be what was deemed worth photographing at the time and, 
therefore, worth remembering in the future.  

 
This selective recording of everyday life is probably most evident in the family album. 
Despite accumulating huge collections of images depicting family life, the content 
of family albums is dominated by photographs of ‘occasions’ such as birthdays, 
holidays, Christmases, graduations and weddings. These emblems of happiness, 
pride, normality and success provide an edited version of life. Rarely do families 
deliberately aim to document the very ordinariness of everyday life – the messy 
kitchen, piles of paperwork and unmade beds – or try to record more 
representatively the emotional spectrum of family life – the arguments, upset, 
boredom, frustration and yearning that go with the joy, comfort, companionship and 
love. Representation of home life presents a skewed view of it: ’not all family times 
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are happy, just as not all family life is spent at leisure, as family snaps can also imply. 
In particular, women’s domestic labour is ignored by family photography’297. In this 
sense, the photography that purports to represent daily life is usually a highly-
managed interpretation or even a construction and serves to further the notion, 
consciously or otherwise, that large parts of everyday life are not valuable or 
appropriate subject matter, unworthy of documenting or displaying.  

 

Countering this to an extent is the effect of new forms of photographic recording 
and representation of the everyday through the internet on blogs, social networks 
and online photo-sharing sites like Flickr and Instagram. This use of digital 
photography:  

signals a shift in the engagement with the everyday image that has more to do with 
a move towards transience and the development of a communal aesthetic... On 
these sites, photography has become less about the special or rarefied moments of 
domestic/family living and more about an immediate, fleeting display of one’s 
discovery of the small and mundane.298   

This contemporary relationship between photography, time and the everyday 
represents an understanding of practices which are more open to participation, ease 
and authority by the amateur. It also facilitates new ways to build narratives about 
ourselves and our experiences. As well as its provision for the layperson, Sieglohr 
points out the camera’s long connection with women.  

Since its inception, photography has been a medium more open to the participation 
of women as producers than have traditional forms of fine art such as painting and 
sculpture. Arguably, however, this is not because of any more egalitarian approach 
to the medium, but because photography itself has an uncertain status as a form of 
‘art’ and ill-defined rules of training and access.299 

 
 
 

HABIT AND TIME 

 
‘Both repetition and home address an essential feature of 
everyday life: its familiarity. The everyday is synonymous with 
habit, sameness, routine; it epitomises both the comfort and 
boredom of the ordinary.’300 
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Both de Beauvoir and Lefebvre view habit as a straightjacket, constricting and 
narrowing experience. Habit might be seen as a sort of sedimentation through which 
our repeated actions and attitudes settle into grooves301 and paths and contribute to 
the sense we may sometimes have of sleepwalking through familiar activities. Habit 
allows complex knowledge and understanding to be assimilated and applied. Writing 
about the cleaning habits and practices of couples, Kaufman302 points out the role 
of parental practices in moulding, embedding and normalising cleaning habits and 
rationales; habits ‘are a memory of the individual buried beyond the reach of 
memory, in daily routines, the movements of the body, the way we interact with 
those around us’303. Giddens describes this practical consciousness as the way in 
which people routinely ‘and for the most part without fuss - maintain a continuing 
“theoretical understanding” of the grounds of their activity’304.  

 

For Bourdieu, an active and embodied understanding of ways ‘of standing, speaking, 
walking, and thereby of feeling and thinking'305 produced his concept of the 
habitus306. It encompasses the physical conditions and practical experiences of 
existence, such as how we eat, speak and gesture, rather than just attitudes of mind 
or intellectual perceptions. The habitus is ‘a body which has incorporated the 
immanent structures of a world or of a particular sector of that world - a field - which 
structures the perception of that world as well as action in that world’307. In this sense 
we might consider time as a field. It is generally presented in terms of male 
experience: in discrete, measurable parcels, valued in money, with defined 
boundaries between time given over to work and to leisure.  

 

Heller and Schutz interpret the cyclical time of everyday life as pragmatic, providing 
a feeling of solidity. The repetition and patterns of our behaviours and emotions over 
time help constitute our understanding of identity and individuality, and give a sense 
of grounding and moral structure. On the other hand they may be personally 
constraining and in wider society serve conservative ends by promoting a 
complacent acceptance of the way things are: ‘habit is the ballast that chains the 
dog to its vomit308’. Felski describes habit as a state of mind, an attitude, rather than 
merely an action. She refers to the habitual ways in which we perform our routines. 
With only half a mind on the task, we relegate our routines to inattentive semi-
automaticity and rely on muscle memory to carry us through them. Cohen and Taylor 
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call this ‘unreflective accommodation’:  

If a sense of regularity arises in consciousness, it is accepted with this 
accommodative attitude. We embrace the regularity without further reflection – in 
no way sensing that this is a part of everyday reality towards which any more active 
or critical stance is required. We don’t have to do any mental work to regard 
handwashing as routine.309 

The disparity between what we attend to and what we don’t still however implies a 
hierarchy in the value of these activities: ‘we can relegate habits to the lower part of 
the brain and reserve the higher regions for innovation and originality. Shovel away 
the flotsam of day-to-day existence and then we get down to real living.’310 

 

In attempting to examine how time is used and experienced in the complex 
patchwork quilt-type lives of working women, the traditional reliance on a 
measurable, quantitative and positivist methodology should first be challenged. In 
criticisms311 of the ‘mathematisation’312 of experience the conventional use of time-
based surveys in studies of home313 has been proven inadequate314. ‘Since these 
studies are based on a male view of time where time can be divided up into small 
components and hermetically sealed, a male interpretation of women’s lives is 
given.’315 It is a limited method which fails to account satisfactorily for women’s 
multitasking, nor for the mental and emotional labour of housework and care: 
providing comfort, maintaining the two-way support networks of family and friends 
through keeping in touch, remembering and preparing for birthdays, overseeing 
homework while making dinner, making up meal plans and shopping lists during the 
commute, grocery shopping on lunch break, etc316. An understanding of the use of 
time which cuts it up into neat pieces cannot produce a sufficient analysis of 
women’s lives. Davies317 instead suggests that a ‘processual’ analysis is required, in 
other words one involving the study of processes instead of seeing them as discrete 
events. 

Process time means that the task itself defines the amount of time to be consumed, 
rather than a time-limit or temporal demarcation being placed on the task… Care 
work (whether it is carried out in the home or not) is characterised by short cycles 
that are frequently repeated and by the fact that it is with difficulty subsumed under 
strict clock time. 318 
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While ‘modern society has a linear bias to it’319, Barbara Adams instead describes time 
as multifaceted and provides an analysis of its many forms, from the mathematical 
to the social. Time is tangible, physical and material, ‘tied to the flux of feeling, the 
heft and weight of the body, the aching prescience of our own morality’320. Measured 
variously by clocks, biology, routine or the natural world, we exchange time for 
money, services or goods. We see it as a resource we may be rich or poor in. ‘Time 
for us is clearly not exhausted by clock-time measure.’321 While time might be 
experienced variably, it is along with the everyday, home and habit an apparently 
simple and universally understood concept. As Helga Nowotny puts it, ‘everyone is a 
practitioner and theoretician of time’322. 

 

Felski characterises time as a hugely complex idea and questions how feminism 
might offer clarity on these hybrid histories of time. Her concept of time covers a 
wide gamut of arenas and includes many binaries such as those of work and leisure, 
the temporary and permanent, the everyday and the extraordinary, the personal and 
the public as well as the masculine and feminine. We understand time through 
experiences of tempo, rhythms, movement, sequences and especially in terms of 
measurement. Criticising the traditional western notion of history as masculine - ’a 
codeword for business as usual’323 - she suggests the figure of woman as coalescing 
a much broader and often conflicting comprehension of time. Annelies Štrba’s series 
Shades of Time reflects a different sort of temporal experience, that of the mother.  

Annelies Štrba Shades of Time 
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Presented as a slideshow, the images of herself, her children and later her 
grandchildren defy chronological order. Dark and smudgy black & white pictures of 
young children asleep in bed alternate with colour images of them as adults. It is a 
kind of family album, yet the sequencing and content of the work depicts the 
murkiness of maternal time in which past and future layer and overlap each other. It 
recalls the hackneyed saying ‘the days are long but the years are short’ and the 
struggle to make sense of the extent of change, of growth, of attachment and 
detachment, of fears and hopes. ‘Machine-produced clock time is not genderless at 
all but rather its making bears in part a male insignia… The concrete, daily reality of 
women’s lives ensures temporal rhythms that differ from men’s.’324 Davies points out 
that our assumptions about time are often flawed, with the illusion that time is natural 
and objective causing us to forget that it is socially constructed. It is valuable to 
question how we understand time, how we have constructed that understanding and 
what consequences this has for our lives.   

 

Felski identifies four times325 of feminism: redemption, regression, repetition and 
rupture. Redemption signifies optimism and belief in progress, often manifested for 
women through the intention that their lives would not be a repeat of their mothers’ 
and a reassurance that what was considered ‘natural’ was in fact malleable and 
alterable. Regression refers to goddess myths of women as primeval forces, and 
consequently infers a sense of loss and nostalgia. Repetition is the most relevant 
time in relation to the domestic and the everyday, representing the contradictions 
within the experience of routine and habit. On the one hand it is reassuring and 
cohesive, connecting us to our heritage and traditions through a sense of community 
and ritual. It is a way of making sense of the world, organising our experiences and 
permitting a transcendence of the limitations of our own time and history; ‘quite 
simply, we become who we are through acts of repetition’326. On the other hand 
repetition is oppressive and dull, leading de Beauvoir to claim bleakly that for women, 
time has ‘no element of novelty, it is not a creative flow; because she is doomed to 
repetition, she sees in the future only a duplication of the past’327. It also suggests an 
unreflective and unthinking acceptance of the way things are and an implication of 
a lazy, conservative attitude.  

If a sense of routine is a frequent theme in our expression of dissatisfaction with life, 
then the achievement of novelty is seen as a prerequisite of happiness. The 
movement is always forward. However many temporary setbacks may occur, the old 
is always being abandoned and the novel embraced.328 
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‘Making a home isn’t really about making things better. It’s more 
about stopping them getting worse.’329 

 

For Lefebvre, repetition is associated with subordination and banality while novelty 
and innovation are aligned with authenticity and agency: ‘repetition is a problem… 
because it is fundamentally at odds with the modern drive towards progress and 
accumulation’330. Housework is particularly problematic in this respect:  

The trouble with housework isn’t just that you have to do it, it’s that you have to do 
it over and over again. Most housework isn’t about improving things. It’s the endless, 
thankless, repetitive drudgery keeping them pretty much the same. And that is not 
something we are trained to value… When did you last hear anyone at work sing the 
praises of keeping things as they are?331  

This sense of the repetitive and habitual as outdated and irrelevant is behind ‘the 
shock of the new’ through which modern art intends to liberate us from the past, to 
open our eyes to the fresh and revolutionary; this is rupture, the fourth of Felski’s 
times. This dualistic, hierarchical distinction is overly simplistic however and denies 
the profoundly disruptive and even threatening ways change might be experienced, 
as for example in the loss of one’s routines through redundancy or admission to 
hospital. Everyday rituals might therefore help preserve a sense of identity and 
autonomy in the face of change that is unwelcome and unsettling. In other words, 
‘repetition can signal resistance as well as enslavement’332. While the mindless actions 
of washing-up might appear to constitute a ‘low-profile, apparent performative 
neutrality of familiar convention… such activity may represent the numbing of self 
in a stifled life or a refuge in familiar activity’.333 

 
The tension between these last two of Felski’s times, repetition and rupture, is further 
played out in the gendering of domestic time. While we tend to see time as being an 
equally and objectively distributed resource, women’s time is liable to be used and 
viewed differently to men’s and considered as ‘collective’ time.  In her study of 
women’s time, Davies notes that: 

Members of a family can use each other’s time to a certain extent but it is most 
frequently women’s time which is made use of as regards caring work and housework. 
The time that she is able to use for paid work is adjusted to the other family members’ 
need of time.334 

Women’s time becomes others’ time. By preparing meals, caring for young children, 
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washing clothes etc, women relieve others of these tasks and make time available 
for them; correspondingly, women also become less available to participate in the 
paid labour market335. Returning to the notion of process time, one problem becomes 
particularly apparent. The industrial model of capitalism equates time with money, 
while women’s task-oriented work of home and care does not fit this model: ‘it goes 
unnoticed as it is not convertible into currency… In short, women’s unpaid work 
became invisible since it could not be measured time-wise and was not 
“productive”.’336  

 
‘If women were paid for all they do, there'd be a lot of wages 
due.’337 

 

In many ways, the work of home falls outside our traditional systems of determining 
value. Capitalism’s insistence upon profit-driven, measurable production fails to find 
a home for the unmeasurable, incomplete and often private tasks of care, cleaning 
and cooking, and places it in an economic blind spot. Originally an unsegregated 
place of work and family, home and work were separated by the move to 
industrialisation. With children removed from the workplace, women became their 
carers, leading to a new and clear differentiation between the public work of men 
and the private work of women.  

The fruits of male labour could be stacked in piles and measured in money. The 
results of women’s work were intangible. Dust that is swept away collects again. 
Mouths that have been fed grow hungry. Children who sleep, wake. And after lunch 
it’s time to do the dishes. After the dishes comes dinner. And more dirty dishes. 
Housework is cyclical in nature. Therefore women’s work wasn’t an ‘economic 
activity’. What she did was just a logical extension of her fair, loving nature. She would 
always carry out this work, and so it wasn’t anything that one needed to spend time 
quantifying.338 

Remnants of that gendered division of labour and place conspire to create the 
double-shift in which women work outside the home yet bear the most responsibility 
for care and home; recent studies reaffirm the significance of gender ideology on 
influencing responsibility for housework regardless of work outside the home339.  

 
This double bind, of being less available for paid work and being unpaid for much of 
the work that they do, produced the Wages for Housework campaign of the 1970s. 
With no clocking in and out, no clearly-defined beginning and end of the working 
day, no hourly rate and little sense of the satisfaction of completing tasks, the 
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women’s movement needed to fight for the acceptance of housework as work. 

Our struggle for the wage opens for the waged and the unwaged alike the question 
of the real length of the working day. Up to now the working class, male and female, 
had its working day defined by capital - from punching in to punching out. That 
defined the time we belonged to capital and the time we belonged to ourselves… It 
is time that we made capital pay for every moment of it. In class terms this is to 
demand a wage for every moment we live at the service of capital.340 

‘Housework’ encompasses all the work involved in tending to the physical and 
emotional needs of others from cradle to grave rather than simply the clichéd rail of 
the businessman's ironed shirts. It is fundamental to the reproduction of human 
capital and therefore to capitalism. The Wages for Housework campaign undermined 
accepted notions of what constitutes work, as well as who the working class is. It 
attracted ire however from many of the women it sought to help. The suggestion of 
paying women for the work of home seemed to some to imply that money was all 
that was needed to alleviate the problem. Many felt that remuneration would both 
ratify and entrench the situation: ‘paying women for child-, house-, and husband-
care simply reinforces the very traditions and prejudices that keep women in the 
home’341. The issue they felt was not ultimately one of payment but of men: if women, 
and not men, were still expected to do the lion’s share of the housework and 
childcare, then giving them money did not alter the inequality and gendering of the 
work. 

 

As more and more women entered the labour market, the expectation that they 
would do less at home while their male partners would correspondingly do more, has 
proven disappointingly inaccurate. In her book on the second shift Hochschild deals 
with this ‘stalled’ revolution. She notes the differing relationship with time between 
men and women in the home, the varying timings of chores and the correlated 
influence of gender on the allocation of tasks. While women generally do more work 
at home overall, they also do substantially more of the jobs which are required both 
on a daily basis and on a fixed schedule. Additionally, their tasks are often needed 
with an urgency that men’s aren’t. 

Most women cook dinner and most men change the oil in the family car. But, as one 
mother pointed out, dinner needs to be prepared every evening around 6 o’clock, 
whereas the car oil needs changing every six months, any day around that time, 
anytime that day. Women do more childcare than men and men repair more 
household appliances. A child needs to be tended daily while household repair can 
often wait “until I have time”. Men had more control over when they make their 
contributions than women do.342 

Hochschild identifies several sources of strain for women originating in the work of 
home. They tend to feel under pressure to do several things at once, such as keeping 

 
340 Cox & Federici (1975) p25 
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an eye on a small child while vacuuming, folding clean washing while working out 
meals and a shopping list. Women’s time is also often dedicated to routine and 
repetitive maintenance work like cleaning and feeding others. While these may be 
neither arduous nor unenjoyable, they are less fun and special than trips to the park 
or zoo. In the distribution of chores, women do more of the ‘undesirable’ parts of 
housework343 such as scrubbing floors and toilets. Furthermore, Hochschild notes 
that in family life, the woman becomes the ‘time and motion expert’, telling others 
when it is time to go and chivvying them to hurry up. The sad result, she suggests, is 
that women become the ‘lightning rods for family aggressions’ as work and family life 
accelerate. ‘They are the “villains” in a process of which they are also the primary 
victims. More than the longer hours, the sleeplessness and feeling torn, this is the 
saddest cost to women of the extra month a year.’344 

 
‘She ensures the even rhythm of the days and the continuity of 
the home, seeing to it that the doors are locked.’345 

 

 

I realise I have photographed my sons reading together many times. Three of those 
 

343 Hochschild (1997) p33 
344 Hochschild (1997) p34 
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images appear in The Second Shift and reflect the enduring bond between them 
over time. In one image they are small, together on the top bunk, engrossed in a Dr 
Seuss book at bedtime. In another they are in the garden and it is summer. They are 
crouched together in the dappled light, arms, hands and feet tangled as they take 
turns reading aloud, the younger following the lines with his finger; the book is Harry 
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. In the third they are on the couch, their heads 
pressed together so their hair mingles, poring over a graphic novel. Reading together, 
they are enclosed even further in a private domain. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Times have changed. As my sons have gotten older and the world around us has 
changed, sticky tape, paper and figurines have disappeared and devices have 
entered our home. Chargers, leads, extension cables and batteries wash up in 
corners. They seem to resist order. They are never not tangled, never contained, 
never neat. They don’t make sense and there seem far too many leads to connect 
to the devices we own. They speak to me of the unmanageability of our everyday 
lives and of our tethering to home while yearning for distance. 

 
 
Related outputs: 

Gallagher, Clare (2016) “The Elephant in the Room: Using Photography to Research the 
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Domestic Everyday” International Conference of Photography and Theory, Nicosia 

Gallagher, Clare (2020) “Boring pictures: photography as art of the everyday” (Chapter 20 
pp. 351-367) in Bull, Stephen (ed) A Companion to Photography. In A Companion to 
Photography Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell 
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CHAPTER 4: TACTICS, AESTHETICS AND POLITICS 
 

TACTICAL RESISTANCE 

 
‘Where there is power, there is resistance.’346 

 

De Certeau’s work refines the Situationist drive towards a revolution of everyday life 
and introduces the notion of tactical resistance, the idea that the everyday provides 
the means with which we might repudiate systems of control such as capitalism or 
the patriarchy. His two-volume work, The Practice of Everyday Life, vividly 
characterises the everyday, interpreting the problem of control, which he calls 
strategy, and puts forward the means with which it could be resisted, through 
tactics. Strategy is experienced by people as ‘a system that, far from being their 
own, has been constructed and spread by others’347. It is the use of ‘logics’ by the 
dominant economic or administrative structures to control ‘relations with an 
exteriority composed of targets or threats’348 designed to coerce individuals into 
compliance. Strategy ‘rejects the relevance of places it does not create’349, leaving 
blind spots where there is room for resistance through tactics.  

A tactic insinuates itself into the other's place, fragmentarily, without taking it over in 
its entirety, without being able to keep it at a distance. It has at its disposal no base 
where it can capitalise on its advantages, prepare its expansions, and secure 
independence with respect to circumstances. The ‘proper’ is a victory of space over 
time. On the contrary, because it does not have a place, a tactic depends on time – 
it is always on the watch for opportunities that must be seized ‘on the wing’. Whatever 
it wins, it does not keep. It must constantly manipulate events in order to turn them 
into ‘opportunities’.350 

Tactics offer the possibility of agency for those groups and individuals rendered 
subjects or ‘other’ in a dominant system which denigrates or uses them. 

 

Tactical resistance means ‘attempting to rescue the traces, the remainders of the 
overflowing unmanageability of the everyday’351 and escaping the hierarchy of the 

 
346 Foucault (1978) pp95-96 
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visual and scriptural senses to include knowledge passed on through gesture, smell 
and posture. This hierarchy is entrenched in the anthropological tradition, in the 
attempts to assert a civilised versus primitive division of the senses, with vision and 
sound considered more ‘European’ and the ‘lower’ senses of touch, taste and smell 
associated with ‘animality’ seen as primary to the exotic savage.352 According to 
Ross, de Certeau reinvented the quotidian. Along with Luce Giard and Pierre Mayol, 
his co-authors on Volume 2: Living & Cooking, ‘their new, more contentedly 
phenomenological quotidian dispensed with Lefebvre’s emphasis on critique and 
transformation, and instead celebrated the homely practices – cooking, hobbies, 
strolling – of life as it is lived in the here and now’.353 

 

De Certeau emphasises attention to a startlingly eclectic, imaginative, inventive and 
ever-present practice of everyday life as the means ‘whereby potential plenitude is 
realised from within the everyday’s own logic rather than by its being transcended’354. 
He suggests that a tactical resistance to the powerful strategic forces of political, 
economic and scientific rationality could arise out of attention to childhood memory, 
the work and pleasure of cooking, the insistent presence of the body and senses, 
particularly those neglected senses of taste, touch, smell and of the body holding 
itself. And, in examining ‘ways of doing’, that is, the gestures, actions and 
arrangements with which we adapt to the requirements of the day, the photographic 
series Making Do and Getting By by sculptor Richard Wentworth presents glimpses 
of tactical resistance in the everyday. Using de Certeau’s term ‘making do’, the work 
shows ‘an interest in human energy and in the resourcefulness of small and often 
tender acts… tiny acts of survivalism’355.  

 

Improvisational, situational, functional, these are also traits celebrated in Vladimir 
Arkhipov’s photographs of home-made gadgets. Cobbled from repurposed junk, 
these often Heath Robinson-esque contraptions display both an individual’s 
ingenuity in figuring out something which could be done better and the means to 
improve it along with determination to reject the capitalist drive to pursue shiny 
newness. The objects speak of the people absent in the images and their ways of 
thinking and acting, much as Shafran’s do; they are ‘injected with an inherently 
human vigour’356. What is evident in both Wentworth’s and Arkhipov’s work is a 
resistance to the rules, an unwillingness to conform to the world of appearances, 
signalling ‘a sort of victory over the mass-produced, materialistic modern world’357. 

 
352 Pink (2006) p5 
353 Ross in Gumpert (1997) p30 
354 Sheringham (2009) p301 
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Making do is a tactic ‘born of necessity and executed with creativity’358. 

 

Developing de Certeau’s notion of resistance has led some artists, like Peter Fischli 
& David Weiss and Wentworth, to focus on adaptability and creativity in the 
mundane. In Critique of Everyday Life Vol. 2, Lefebvre argues that there is a dynamic 
relationship between play and art, in that both have many uses, and also none at all. 
He describes the artwork as functioning in the everyday like a ‘play-generating 
yeast… an action that suggests both the splitting down into simpler substances and 
the process of fermentation, agitation and disruption’359. ‘It is in everyday life and 
starting from everyday life that genuine creations are achieved, those creations 
which produce the human and which men produce as part of the process of 
becoming human: works of creativity’.360 Play as a creative strategy fuels Yoko Ono’s 
book Grapefruit, a manual of instructions which includes mischievous directives 
such as ‘Step in all the puddles in the city’361 and a map piece recalling Situationist 
psychogeographical mapping and their use of the ‘wrong’ maps to explore the city.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Playfulness, as a tactic of insubordination to habit and authority, was absolutely key 
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to the Situationist movement. Its richness also emerges throughout Fischli & Weiss’ 
oeuvre. Using unprepossessing materials and familiar objects and sights, they made 
artwork that questions the value of art as commodity and of the artist as decision 
maker. If both art and time are valuable commodities in a capitalist system, then 
misuse of both helps us consider what is ordinarily hidden in a limited framework. 
Their labour-intensive, carved and painted polyurethane replicas of ordinary objects 
represent a misuse of time in the reproduction of worthless, useless things. This 
mischievous ‘pleasure of misuse’362 appears repeatedly in their work. In the 
precariously balanced arrangements of their series Quiet Afternoon they found they 
could leave the decision-making process about choosing and placing the 
components in the hands of equilibrium and, in the following work the film The Way 
Things Go, chairs and tyres escape their usual function to become elements in a 
chain reaction. The piece Visible World consists of a hundred hours of video footage 
and thousands of slides depicting unedited excursions where nothing seems to 
happen other than the journeys themselves. Having originally set out to photograph 
places of interest, they realised that they took just as many photographs on the way 
there and began to question this apparent need to make decisions about what is 
interesting. At the heart of their work is both a surrendering to the process and a 
childlike irreverence for rules and conventions.  

 
‘Laughter in the face of serious categories is indispensable for 
feminism.’363  

 
As children, most of us played at home building forts out of furniture, with upturned 
chairs, sofa cushions, blankets and duvets rearranged and used as they weren’t 
intended to be: ‘furniture of its nature, invites disobedience, misuse and play’364. 
Hollis notes the displeasure of parents at the chaotic repurposing of adult 
paraphernalia and points out the irony of this: 

They were doing exactly the same thing: with the chair in the bedroom that had 
become an impromptu hanger for the laundry they’d only worn once and didn’t want 
to put in the wash; when they stood on the kitchen table to change the light bulb; or 
went to sleep on the sofa on a Sunday afternoon… moving the sofas back against the 
walls when there was a party, grabbing a mismatched chair to make up numbers 
around the table at dinner, or carrying the deckchairs and an old card table outside 
into the garden when it was sunny.365 

Similarly, Kate Pahl contrasts the belief that home is a space for adults to imprint 
their intentions in a controlled way, with the playful, exploratory way children engage 
with it. She instead posits home as ‘a contested and messy terrain, of meanings and 

 
362 Fleck, Sontgen & Danto (2011) p23 
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representations for adults and children all jostling for space on the living-room 
floor’366. In this way, children’s activities in the home - their resourcefulness, 
creativity, their ‘making do’ - might be considered as ‘microinventions: 

to resist with a sweet obstinance the contagion of conformism, to reinforce the 
network of exchanges and relations, to learn how to make one’s own choice among 
the tools and commodities produced by the industrial era. Each of us has the power 
to seize power over one part of oneself.367 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
366 Pahl (2006) p112 
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When I made Domestic Drift I was motivated by the struggle to see what was there 
at home in front of me. Consequently the methodology for that work was designed 
around paying attention, appreciating difficulty and finding acceptance. This 
included the use of the dérive to shift me out of habitual patterns of looking and 
acting, restricting shots to only one or two of each scene to minimise judgment and 
never moving things or tidying up a shot to make it look better. In this way I gradually 
learned to see and accept the everyday in its messy, aching ordinariness. For The 
Second Shift however, the problem was one of finding resistance to what I didn’t 
think I should accept. I began to wonder if straight photographs would work for this 
since the photographic image seems to promote an acquiescent belief in the reality 
represented in it. I also felt myself getting annoyed at the expectations of 
photography: that it should be clear and sharp, printed pristinely and mounted 
invisibly so as not to produce an interruption in the viewing of this apparent slice of 
reality. I felt angry at photography. It seemed to help naturalise an idea of home which 
felt anything but. I started thinking about practices which might destabilise those 
overly neat, simplistic ideas and turned towards intervention, interference, 
disruption, ambiguity and murkiness.  

 

I photographed the kitchen roll on the draining board, raised on a saucepan in a vain 
attempt to prevent the moisture from soaking up into it. I was interested in the 
contradictions within the image - the hard, sculptural quality of the upright roll with 
the torn, wet fragility of the paper, the throwaway nature of the material with the 
decorativeness of the swirling patterns. I printed it and creased the paper before 
rephotographing the print. I liked the disturbance of the crease. It seemed 
conceivably a part of the photograph yet at odds with the characteristics of the 
tissue. For me this tiny disruption played with the assumptions of realism and 
naturalness of both home and photography and hinted at the unheimlich’s unsettling 
familiarity. 

 

Pinching the print is also an embodied action, inserting my body into the image 
where it had previously been invisible. Who does all this work?368 How does it get 
done? The work of home and childcare, along with pregnancy, birth and feeding, is 
physical and it is carried out by somebody. As the work and person of the domestic 
worker is concealed, so is that of the photographer whose presence is not 
referenced by marks or brushstrokes. This ‘mistake’ in the image betrays the hand of 
the photographer and their subjective involvement. It also underlines the wrongness 
- shame even - of bodily interference in the work and a kind of human fallibility.  

 

 
368 Colberg (2020) 
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Pinching bears further thinking about. It is often a covert action, carried out by 
stealth. It is associated with children and women and sneered at as a ‘girly’ fighting 
method for those without the power for full-on fist fights. The body barely moves 
yet the pinch is focused, forceful and felt: it is an effective tool of the weak. I 
committed this tiny violent act on the photograph, disrupting the relationship 
between the photograph as image and the photograph as object. And then I allowed 
this rupture to close up again by rephotographing it and returning the surface of the 
printed photograph to smooth. The disruption becomes faint, minimal, furtive. It is 
possible to miss this trace of something wrong. 

 
 

ATTENTION & AESTHETICS 

 
‘The banal, the quotidian, the obvious, the common, the 
ordinary, the infra-ordinary, the background noise, the 
habitual... How are we to speak of these ‘common things’, how 
to track them down rather, flush them out, wrest them from the 
dross in which they remain mired, how to give them a meaning, 
a tongue, to let them, finally, speak of what is, of what we 
are?’369 

 
Attention presents simultaneously one of the most pressing difficulties in 
approaching the everyday and a potential means to value its complexity. The 
everyday slides into invisibility precisely because its familiarity and ordinariness 
bypass our attention. Paying attention to it offers the opportunity to consider it 
properly but it is not straightforward, since simply looking at something does not 
mean that we are really noticing it. The problem of inattentional blindness remains 
and the ‘fundamental discrepancy between what is perceptually accessible to us 
and what we actually notice, underscores the critical role of attention.’370 

 

Attention is problematic though. Zerubavel compares attention to ‘a beam of light in 
which the central brilliant part represents the focus, surrounded by a less intense 
fringe’371. This differentiation is significant. In paying attention, we bring the mind to 
focus on one point so that it ‘stands out with unusual brilliancy and distinctness’372. 

 
369 Perec (2008) p210 
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However, if the spotlight enables distinct perception of the objects it shines brightly 
on, then it also makes those things which fall outside its beam correspondingly less 
visible, noticeable and perceptible. Ignored, they are relegated to ‘the fringe of 
attention’373. Singular focus ‘increases the intensity of that point so as to surround it 
with a zone of anaesthesia. Attention only increases the force of certain sensations 
in proportion as it attenuates others’374. Dewey describes focusing as a cognitive 
attitude which signifies ‘an underlying preference for experiencing the world in a 
narrowed...way’, as a result of which we ‘allow all else to become dim and indistinct375’.  

 

Photography operates in much the same way. The camera also acts as a spotlight, 
with the edge of the image and the point of focus representing the delineation 
between that which merits attention and remembering and what can be ignored and 
forgotten. Perception is anything but the passive reception of information through 
the senses. Instead, we make selections based on our interests. These interests relate 
to patterns or schema, both obeying and feeding into them. ‘In a chaos of shifting 
impressions, each of us constructs a stable world in which objects have recognisable 
shapes, are located in depth and have permanence. In perceiving we are building, 
taking some cues and rejecting others.’376 Moving from the assumption that certain 
things are intrinsically interesting to an understanding that our interests are 
constructed and moulded is part of the process of coming to terms with the 
mundane.  

 

What does this demarcation between interesting and uninteresting represent, and 
why does it matter? Though we might characterise ourselves as individuals with free 
will, culture and society surreptitiously influence how we see, hear, talk and feel. 
They affect how we decide what is valuable and what is worthless, how we confront 
or avoid certain things, and the uncomfortable facts we ignore or diminish so as to 
avoid upsetting the cart or rocking the boat. Douglas refers to this as a filtering 
mechanism and suggests we turn more consciously towards what gets left out in the 
process. ‘What about the possible experiences which do not pass the filter? Is it 
possible to force attention into less habitual tracks? Can we even examine the 
filtering mechanism itself?’377 

 

The relatively new study of everyday aesthetics provides criteria with which to 
examine how an ‘experience’, and particularly an ‘art experience’, is constructed 
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separately from the barely-discernible mundane continuum. This intersects with 
phenomenology, the study of sensory experience, and with the Japanese aesthetic 
of wabi-sabi, both of which align more closely with everyday experience than 
traditional Western aesthetics does. Artists whose works interrogate aspects of the 
nature of quotidian and art experience include Uta Barth, Laura Letinsky, Rinko 
Kawauchi and John Cage. The authenticity and democracy of the everyday world 
contrast sharply with the rarification and separateness - even alienation - of the art 
world. Considered against our experiences of high art, everyday aesthetic 
encounters are far more numerous and significant in developing our outlook and 
identity.  

It is possible to avoid theatre and ballet, never to visit museums and galleries, to 
spurn poetry and literature and to switch off radio concerts. Buildings, settlements 
and the daily tools of living however, form a web of visual impressions that are 
inescapable.378 

 

The moral issues implicated in our attitudes and experiences of the everyday are far 
from insignificant and worth examining if we are going to reveal the ordinary as 
valuable and important. Lefebvre’s critique of the rituals and interactions of daily life 
expose them as signifiers of society and dominant social relations in a wider sense. 
In this way buying a bag of sugar in a corner shop could reproduce the normally 
hidden chain of capitalist commodity relations and production. It also recalls 
Voltaire’s Candide in which Dr Pangloss is shocked to see on his travels a mutilated 
black man, only to be told ‘It is the price we pay for the sugar you eat in Europe.’379 
Yuriko Saito also warns of the moral and environmental ramifications of separating 
the consumer from the means of production, allowing us to ignore child labour, 
dangerous working conditions and unchecked pollution in pursuit of shiny 
newness380. Favouring the dramatic, novel, cute or spectacular also affects how 
endangered species and habitats are treated, with those landscapes and species 
regarded as attractive or exciting afforded more protection than ‘boring’ ones381. 
‘Once we start unearthing what is involved in seemingly straightforward and simple 
everyday aesthetic judgments, we realise that there is a surprising degree of 
complication surrounding them.’382 

 

Boredom is often seen as central to the experience of the everyday: Blanchot 
describes it as ‘the everyday become manifest’383. Peter Conrad’s suggestion that 
boredom arises out of understimulation, predictability and rote activity384 aligns it 
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surely with the mundane and quotidian. While routine and familiarity create a 
repetitive quality which might at times be comforting, it might equally be frustrating 
and tedious. Uta Barth approaches this aspect of the mundane, exploiting precisely 
our disregard for the everyday to make perception the central focus in her work. She 
is interested in our relationship to photography as a medium and its association with 
subject, particularly through the conventional notion of the camera as a ‘sort of 
pointing device. It makes a picture of something, for the most part; therefore it is a 
picture about something… The inescapable choice is what to point the camera at 
and the meaning that this subject matter might suggest.’385 Barth rejected this 
situation by making, in a way, no choice, photographing wherever she happened to 
be – her home – in order to supply a neutral visual environment. She photographed 
at home because home is ‘so visually familiar that it becomes almost invisible. One 
moves through one’s home without any sense of scrutiny or discovery, almost 
blindly.’386 By working in such a familiar and uneventful environment she questions 
the idea of familiarity and boredom as something to be avoided or escaped in favour 
of more spectacular or dramatic experiences. Instead the work engages with ‘time, 
stillness, inactivity and non-event, not as something threatening or numbing, but as 
something actually to be embraced’387. Playing on our oblivion to everyday 
surroundings in this way, Barth is able to render her photographs almost subjectless, 
making perception central to the viewing experience. This use of the everyday as a 
means to reject external subject matter in order to evoke a perceptual experience 
in the viewer echoes Virilio’s notion of the endotic. He coined the term to describe 
an activity such as this since it is concerned with renewing the very conditions of 
perception, witnessing that which is within, as opposed to the exotic which lies 
outside388.  

 

Using the camera to preserve the remains of meals, Laura Letinsky employs the 
‘photograph’s transformative qualities, changing what is typically overlooked into 
something beautiful’389. By fixing and retaining an overlooked moment of time we are 
able to study and admire the transience of the everyday. In her work, the paradoxical 
nature of photography’s relationship with time becomes unavoidable. The 
photograph at once attests to our impermanence, ‘mortality, vulnerability, mutability’ 
and transcends it: ‘all photographs testify to time’s relentless melt’390. The images 
cause us to consider the rapid transformation from raw ingredients to occasion for 
nourishment and social interaction, to mess and leftovers waiting to be cleared away 
and the cycle started again. Photographing this stage in the continuum from alluring 
freshness to repulsive decay allows us to expand the moment, extending in 
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imagination back in time to envisage the preparation and consumption that went 
before the image and the resumption of cleaning and disposal that follows it. The 
photographs transform these scraps of meals, establishing value through looking at 
and photographing them.  

 

Letinsky’s series echoes the philosophy of the Japanese wabi-sabi aesthetic. Arising 
from Taoist and Zen Buddhist ideas about acceptance of reality and non-attachment, 
it offers an approach which does not distinguish or judge so easily between the 
ordinary and the special. ‘Wabi-sabi is ambivalent about separating beauty from non-
beauty or ugliness. The beauty of wabi-sabi is... the condition of coming to terms 
with what you consider ugly’,391 ‘knowing how to appreciate whatever is 
encountered’392 and not engaging in the hierarchical thinking that deems some things 
better or worse, more valuable or less significant than others. It is characterised by 
expression in the private domain, epitomised by the tea ceremony in which the 
mundane actions of washing hands, drinking tea and eating a snack become a 
meditative practice. The practice encompasses a number of ideas pivotal to 
attending to the everyday. With home a central focus, wabi-sabi emphasises an 
appreciation of functional utensils, along with their consequent ageing and 
degradation. In this way, the crude, even chipped accoutrements, minimal decor and 
meagre portions of food in the tea ceremony represent the recognition that 
insufficiency and difficulty are facts of life and enable a view that appreciates value 
and significance in the ordinary. In seeing worth in ageing, wear and damage, wabi-
sabi also contradicts the Western idea that there exists such a thing as an optimal 
state, such as pristine newness, a clean tidy room, a plant in flower or a sunny day, 
from which they only deteriorate. The practice of kintsugi393, the mending of broken 
pottery with gold enamel, emphasises and celebrates damage and decay as part of 
an object’s history. It seems obvious that the notion that objects or states may only 
be appropriately contemplated or appreciated when they meet our expectations can 
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only lead to a sense of dissatisfaction when reality diverges from belief.  

Laura Letinsky Hardly More Than Ever 

Letinsky’s work offers an atypical aesthetic experience of dirt and decay, suggesting 
that the cycle from dirty to clean to dirty again is worthy of attention at any point 
rather than from the usual Western experience of contemplating successful 
achievement. The rejection of the optimal state also suggests other strategies that 
might be useful in counteracting fragmentation between the visible and unvalued 
parts of everyday life. Bachelard asks: 

How can housework be made into a creative activity? The minute we apply a glimmer 
of consciousness to a mechanical gesture, or practise phenomenology while 
polishing a piece of old furniture, we sense new impressions come into being beneath 
this familiar domestic duty. For consciousness rejuvenates everything, giving a 
quality of beginning to the most everyday actions.394  

Applying this ‘beginner’s mind’ to the work of home might allow for an engagement 
with the everyday that resists the urge to transform it into something more appealing 
and instead facilitates a more sensory aesthetic experience. A key theme in Buddhist 
thought, beginner’s mind opens up the possibility for curiosity and freshness and is 
itself an important element in practising mindfulness. This more multisensory 
practice of everyday tasks avoids succumbing to the assumptions of familiarity and 
a jaded state of mind395. This also enables the realisation that:  

an understanding of housewifely knowledge and practice...involves learning not 
simply a way of seeing, but a way of experiencing and acting with the whole sensory 
body… sensory experience and understanding are key elements that inform the 
performance of everyday actions.396 

 
394 Bachelard (1994) p67 
395 Napthali (2008) p9 
396 Pink (2004) pp139-140 
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Chores are an important component of life in Zen monasteries, where they are 
referred to as work practice397. They function as a reminder that we are just as much 
alive in the time we spend scrubbing the floor as teaching a class or relaxing on 
holiday. Housework is therefore both essential to the health of the home and a 
potentially enlightening experience. 

 

Western aesthetics demarcates experiences worthy of contemplation through 
recognised conventions like the use of frame: ‘the frame marks off the different kind 
of reality that is within it from that which is outside it’398. In contrast, the wabi-sabi 
experience is frameless so that the sounds, smells, feelings and sights, whether of 
birds, rain, cold or traffic, become an integral part of that encounter. Cage’s piece of 
blank score 4’33” is an example of a frameless aesthetic experience, akin to the wabi-
sabi tea ceremony. While it is framed explicitly by a period of time, the duration 
makes space to contemplate the everyday occurrences like coughs, shifting in seats, 
physical sensations and emotions that are normally external to the art-centred 
aesthetic experience. In his music the artist’s function shifts ‘from that of the 
prosecutor of meaning to that of the witness of phenomena… waiting, listening and 
accepting’.399 Likewise, the ‘performance’ of the piece acknowledges that what exists 
within the work is unique to each occasion. This understanding is enshrined in the 
Japanese saying ichigo ichie400 (one chance, one meeting), meaning that it is the 
convergence of disparate, fleeting elements, deliberate or incidental, equally 
weighted, that creates the experience and reveals the uniqueness and transience of 
each moment. Brassaï’s Sculptures Involontaires present creations formed from bits 
of tickets, soap, toothpaste and bread, all remnants of things in everyday use that 
had become separated from their function. Formed from the slight, wasted energies 
Duchamp described as infra-slim, we are invited to examine and respond to them in 
different, non-habitual ways: detritus with no purpose or monetary value presented 
as unexpectedly tender artwork. 

 

The intention of using materials with little or no financial value to create artwork 
which resisted commodification was the central tenet of the mono-ha movement of 
the 60s and 70s in Japan. Meaning ‘school of things’, the artists used natural, prosaic 
materials like rocks, earth, rope and trees to create temporary installations401. They 
defied notions of permanence, attachment and commodification by insisting on 
producing things that could only be appreciated in the moment and ‘rejected the 
notion of perfect, finished objects... originals that would increase in monetary 

 
397 Napthali (2008) p149 
398 Marion Milner in Douglas (2002) p78 
399 Kaprow (2003) pxxiv 
400 Koren (2008) p36; Saito (2010) p34 
401 Rawlings (2007) 
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value’.402 This echoes the sand mandalas403 constructed by Buddhist monks that, 
once completed, are ceremoniously destroyed in an expression of the 
impermanence of life and a negation of attachment to an optimal state. It is also an 
element in the art of Andy Goldsworthy and Riitta Paivalainen whose landscape 
works are both site-specific and ephemeral, and constitute a ‘way of trying to come 
to terms with the transience of life and not trying to fight that by always making 
permanent things: to accept and enjoy it’404. In this way, the traditional Western art-
aesthetic of the finished, immutable, ‘framed’ artwork might be challenged by the 
wabi-sabi tenets that all things are impermanent, imperfect and incomplete. 

 
‘What we need to question is bricks, concrete, glass, our table 
manners, our tools, the way we spend our time, our rhythms. 
To question that which seems to have ceased forever to 
astonish us… Question your teaspoons.’405 

 
 

THE POLITICS OF THE SENSIBLE 

 

Where wabi-sabi concerns itself with the aesthetics of function rather than 
spectacle, for the writer and academic Jacques Rancière aesthetics and art are 
more closely associated with politics. He saw the potential for a ‘new education of 
the senses informed by the insignificant noises and events of daily life’406. For 
Rancière, aesthetics:  

denotes neither art theory in general nor a theory that would consign art to its 
effects on sensibility. Aesthetics refers to a specific regime for identifying and 
reflecting on the arts: a mode of articulation between ways of doing and making, 
their corresponding forms of visibility and possible ways of thinking about their 
relationships.407   

His analysis of perception, particularly of the systems of divisions that bound what 
is perceptible, led to a number of interesting propositions. The most relevant to this 
study is the ‘distribution of the sensible’408. Constituting the fabric of recognisable 
experience, the sensible is that which can be sensed, heard, felt, seen and noticed 
within a particular aesthetic-political system. It is what is discussed in conversation, 

 
402 Koren (2008) p86 
403 http://www.buddhanet.net/kalimage.htm (accessed 27th August 2014) 
404 Goldsworthy in Saito (2010) p31 
405 Perec (2008) p210 
406 Rancière (2009) p6 
407 Rancière (2013) p4 
408 Le Partage du Sensible in the original French – le partage translates directly as ‘sharing’ which 
perhaps better conveys Rancière’s attention to inequality 
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depicted in television programmes, heard as music and exhibited in art galleries. It is 
controlled by strategy, according to de Certeau, or by complicit social silences 
suggests Bourdieu. Nevertheless, it renders marginalised voices as unintelligible noise 
and keeps invisible, unsayable and inaudible those activities considered undeserving 
of attention. Rancière proposes that the sensible is distributed - ‘policed’ - by 
organisational systems with rules, conventions, beliefs and values that implicitly 
separate the protagonists and the excluded.  

The police is thus first an order of bodies that defines the allocation of ways of doing, 
ways of being and ways of seeing and sees that those bodies are assigned by name 
to a particular place and task; it is an order of the visible and sayable that sees that 
a particular activity is visible and another is not, that this speech is understood as 
discourse and another is noise.409  

There is an important reciprocal relationship between what we can experience and 
what we find represented and expressed. We express what we experience but we 
only tend to recognise something as an experience when it is also given expression 
in everyday life and in culture. It is really through expression - such as in words, 
pictures, sounds or gestures - that we are able to interpret it as experience and not 
just unintelligible background noise.  

 

Rancière emphasises the relationship between aesthetics and politics. Aesthetics 
has a political dimension since historical ideas about the scope and role of art and 
artists determine what has been represented as sensible in both art and wider 
society; politics has an aesthetic element in that what is declared as sensible dictates 
what can be sensed.  

The task of political action, therefore, is aesthetic in that it requires a sense 
perception so that the reigning configuration between perception and meaning is 
disrupted by those elements, groups or individuals in society that demand not only 
to exist but indeed to be perceived.410  

Highmore gives the example of female hysteria in the 20th century, in which women’s 
complaints about marital servitude and gender inequalities were defined as 
senseless babble or deranged ravings411. In her book The Myths of Motherhood: How 
Culture Reinvents the Good Mother, Shari Thurer argues that motherhood exists in 
a ‘cultural conspiracy of silence’412 which obscures the effort, difficulty and expertise 
involved. Similarly, Drucilla Cornell says, ‘I use “voice” in contrast to muteness that 
makes feminine “reality” disappear because it cannot be articulated’413. Arundhati 
Roy is deeply skeptical about any assumptions of innocent unintentionality behind 
the omission of perspectives and experiences outside the dominant narrative. She 

 
409 Rancière (1999) p29 
410 Panagia in Deranty (2010) p96 
411 Highmore (2010) p48 
412 Thurer (1994) pxiv 
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says that ‘there's really no such thing as the voiceless, only the deliberately silenced 
and the preferably unheard’414. The distribution of the sensible dictates what is 
considered invisible - or unseeable.  

 

However a particular distribution of the sensible arises, it is not immutable, as the 
changing history of hysteria indicates. A ‘dislocation’ in the distribution of the 
sensible occurs when people, things or experiences gain an audience or presence 
and become noticeable. Rejecting the conventional meaning of politics ’as a theory 
of parties and policies, Rancière trenchantly allows it only one meaning: the enacting 
of a disruption in the parcelling out of allocated space, time and sense’415. Both 
aesthetic and political deeds, whether enacted by artists, politicians or laypeople, 
redistribute the sensible in ways that reshape sensorial perception. One 
redistribution might be the profound effect photography had on ideas of 
representation. It enabled images to be made of factories, ordinary activities and the 
working class, themes which had until then been a matter of insignificance to the 
wealthy commissioners and consumers of images and therefore unworthy of the 
effort and time required to record them. Dislocation ‘makes visible what had no 
business being seen and makes heard a discourse where once there was only place 
for noise’.416  

 

Rancière suggests that art has the potential to disrupt the distribution of the sensible. 
He urges erosion of the aesthetic paradigm that partitions ‘pure’ art from the 
decorative and functional arts, giving the examples of the Arts and Crafts movement 
and its successors Art Deco, Bauhaus and Constructivism417. Indeed it is the very 
nature of partitions which so exercises Rancière: ‘this dividing line has been the 
object of my constant study’418. He rails against hierarchies of representation, 
preferring instead an aesthetic system that is uninterested in hierarchies of 
significance and which appreciates equally the sounds of, say, the water pump and 
the cathedral organ419. The redistribution of the sensible is therefore a continuing 
realisation of the potential for everything to be significant. 

The aesthetic revolution is the idea that everything is material for art, so that art is 
no longer governed by its subject, by what it speaks of; art can show and speak of 
everything in the same manner. In this sense, the aesthetic revolution is an extension 
to infinity of the realm of language, of poetry.420 

Paying attention to the ordinary, according to Rancière, is to engage in the political 
 

414 Roy (2004)  
415 Highmore (2010) p47 
416 Rancière in Highmore (2010) p57 
417 Rancière (2013) p10 
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action of distributing and redistributing the sensible. He emphasises the value of 
attending to the insignificant sounds and occurrences of everyday life in effecting a 
‘new education of the senses’421, one made up of ‘sensory micro-events, that new 
privilege of the minute, of the instantaneous and the discontinuous’422. For him, 
everyday artforms such as photography and cinema, as well as art of and about the 
everyday, most freely permit dislocation of the sensible. The realism of the former 
lends itself to the idea of a more democratic representation while the subject matter 
of the latter proposes that there is an inherent value to the insignificant.  

The daily lives of the discounted and unaccounted constitute the subterranean 
ground of the ordinary. Their becoming-visible in literature, in political actions, in 
cultural forums, are the stakes that an aesthetic politics of everyday life will 
eventually rest on.423 

 
‘People like us do things like this.’424 

 
Heavily influenced by Cage, the artist and writer Allan Kaprow has probably 
contributed most significantly to the rigorous development of an art that both 
emerges from and exists within the everyday. His work sought to overcome the 
boundaries between art and life primarily through performance art, taking onboard 
Cage’s methods of improvisation and appropriation from the work’s surroundings. 
Kaprow is most celebrated for pioneering the art events known as ‘Happenings’ in 
which a variety of materials, ordinary objects, actions and sounds were mobilised to 
approximate the experiences of everyday life. A reading of John Dewey’s book Art 
as Experience while a student set Kaprow on the path towards a new kind of 
embedded, participatory art that rejected the notion of spectacle and spectator, of 
market and commodity, and aimed to eschew even the possibility of them. ‘Even a 
crude experience, if authentically an experience, is more fit to give a clue to the 
intrinsic nature of aesthetic experience than is an object already set apart from any 
other mode of experience.’425 He concerned himself instead with attending to the 
meanings of life rather than the meanings of art, immersing himself in the slippery 
flux of everyday events and doings, ‘like a spy behind enemy lines keeps reversing 
the signposts that mark the crossroads between art and life’426. Kaprow was also 
impressed by Jackson Pollock’s technique of action painting, less by the art objects 
it resulted in than by the act and experience of creating them - the performance. 
Pollock’s ‘diaristic gesture’ of flinging and dripping paint expanded the work beyond 
the edge of the canvas’ representational field to the space around it427. 

 
421 Rancière (2009) p6 
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Troubled by the conventions of ‘Art-art’ that restricted the work of art to certain 
spaces, makers, formats and subject matter, Kaprow set about developing his 
manifesto for ‘Non-art’. His first principle of action was that ‘the line between the 
Happening and daily life should be kept as fluid, and perhaps indistinct, as 
possible’428. In avoiding the conventions and contexts of art that he saw as self-
referential, he presented other models for his Happenings:  

brushing your teeth, getting on a bus, washing dinner plates, asking for the time, 
dressing in front of a mirror, telephoning a friend, squeezing oranges. Instead of 
making an objective image or occurrence to be seen by someone else, it was a 
matter of doing something to experience it yourself… Doing life, consciously, was a 
compelling notion to me.429  

In his essay Performing Life, Kaprow sets out a sketch for a ‘breathing piece’ in three 
parts that attempts to immerse the performer in the multisensory detail and flow of 
everyday experience. It focuses on the visual and auditory signs of the breath, uses 
a fan to emphasise its tactile qualities and draws on the repetitive action of breathing 
to align it to the ocean’s rhythmic movements: 

These are thoughts about consciousness of breathing. Such consciousness of what 
we do and feel each day, its relation to others’ experience and to nature around us, 
becomes in a real way the performance of living. And the very process of paying 
attention to this continuum is poised on the threshold of art performance…   
1. alone, studying your face in a chilled mirror 
smiling, scowling perhaps 
a microphone nearby 
amplifying the sound of your breathing 
a swivelling electric fan 
directing the air around the room 
gradually leaning closer to your reflection 
until the glass fogs over 
moving back until the image clears 
repeating for some time 
listening430         

 
 

Mierle Laderman Ukeles created her Manifesto for Maintenance Art out of 
frustration with the parcelling out of her life and work as an artist and as a mother. 
The manifesto highlights unhelpful distinctions between work and art, public and 
private, by setting out to do publicly in an art environment what women do privately. 
Maintenance work is given visual primacy rather than relegated, unseen, to after-
hours. The avant-garde medium of the manifesto, usually associated with statements 
of daring originality and newness, is used instead to reframe the repetition and 
sameness of maintenance. The manifesto challenges what constitutes ideologically 
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appropriate subject matter for art and highlights the essentialness of maintenance 
work: ‘after the revolution, who’s going to pick up the garbage on Monday morning?’431 

I am an artist. I am a woman. I am a wife. I am a mother (random order). I do a hell of 
a lot of washing, cleaning, cooking, renewing, supporting, preserving, etc. Also, up to 
now separately I “do” Art. Now, I will simply do these maintenance everyday things, 
and flush them up to consciousness, exhibit them, as Art… The exhibition area might 
look “empty” of art but it will be maintained in full public view. My working will be the 
work.432 

 
 
Related outputs: 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “Domestic Drift billboard in Peas Park, Belfast: Part of the Temporary 
Places project with PS2 Gallery” Belfast 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “Verges: Off-site Exhibition as part of New Spaces” Derry 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “The Second Shift: You and Me” Landskrona Foto Festival 
Landskrona, Sweden 

Gallagher, Clare (2020) “Boring pictures: photography as art of the everyday” (Chapter 20 
pp. 351-367) in Bull, Stephen (ed) A Companion to Photography Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell 
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CHAPTER 5: HOUSEWORK AND MOTHERWORK 

 

HOUSEWORK 

 
‘Cleaning a house is just like working in a factory – you dust the 
same thing every day and it’s never appreciated. I mean I could 
get this whole place so tidy and the kids come home from 
school and it’s like a bomb’s exploded and nothing’s 
appreciated about it… I don’t see how anyone can like it. It’s 
boring, just like a robot.’433 

 

If home can be seen as a process of making and remaking, then it makes sense to 
consider how this occurs and whose efforts are involved. Ann Oakley’s The 
Sociology of Housework in 1974 was the first published study to take this work as 
subject. In it she examines women’s experiences of housework as a gendered aspect 
of modern family life, and criticises sociology’s sexist treatment of women434:  

Who really gives a damn about reading studies, particularly feminist studies, about 
women, their dilemmas, their problems, their attempts at solution435?… In much 
sociology women as a social group are invisible or inadequately represented: they 
take the insubstantial form of ghosts, shadows or stereotyped characters436. 

Oakley’s approach was ‘to regard housework as labour akin to other forms of labour, 
most of which are paid and publicly acknowledged to constitute work437’. The idea 
that housework is work is not, of course, groundbreaking to anyone who has ever 
borne the responsibility of caring for people and home. However, the overarching 
means for differentiating the work that occurs in the home, from work that occurs 
outside it, is still, quite simply, that housework is not paid. The Wages for Housework 
campaign, begun in 1972, draws attention to this issue. While its call for pay is 
ostensibly about the lack of money for women, it is really more about the failure to 

 
433 Shop manager’s wife in Oakley (2005) p69 
434 Oakley (1985) Ch. 1 
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understand carework as work, and the attendant devaluation of caring in our culture.  

By demanding payment for housework we attack what is terrible about caring in our 
capitalist society, while protecting what is great about it, and what it could be. We 
refuse housework because we think everyone should be doing it438. 

Economic inequalities are therefore symptomatic of the lack of value attributed to 
caring, within families as well as in wider society. Moore argues that childcare exists 
in an ‘economic blindspot’439, with minimal pay and low social status. There is ‘a kind 
of economic insanity440’ in the neglect of this fundamental activity of social 
reproduction - the production of human capital. 

In the same way that there is a ‘second sex’, there is a ‘second economy’. The work 
that is traditionally carried out by men is what counts. It defines the economic world 
view. Women’s work is ‘the other’. Everything that he doesn’t do but that he is 
dependent on so he can do what he does.441 

Assumptions of naturalness about the division of roles and the gendering of 
domestic work mask the extent to which patriarchal relations and inequalities are 
created and maintained in the home442.  

 

Ironically, women’s greater visibility in public life through higher participation in paid 
employment has meant a corresponding disappearance from view of their domestic 
life: ‘we assume it, give a sentimental nod towards it, but we lack real knowledge or 
care for it’443. While this extra shift of household work for women has continued 
alongside their outside work, failure to acknowledge this leaves them as a kind of 
double proletarians, an unhappy updating of Engel’s assertion that ‘in the family the 
man is the bourgeois, the woman represents the proletarian’444. Despite the 
optimistic suggestion that men and women are moving to a model of the 
symmetrical445 family, in which household roles and chores are shared equally, 
studies446 show that women continue to do roughly twice the amount of housework 
as men, even when in full-time paid employment. The result is ‘a multiplication of 
demands rather than a resolution to domestic drudgery’447. While the issues behind 
this are complex and manifold, at the core is the expectation that it is women who 
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are ultimately accountable for the home. ‘As long as the blame is laid on the woman’s 
head for an empty larder or a dirty house,… so long as mothers, not fathers, are 
judged by their children’s appearances and behaviour, symmetry remains a myth.’448 
Throughout Oakley’s study, her respondents report conflicts over the ownership, 
requirements and standards of housework and childcare, with much mention of 
whether men ‘helped’ or not, and how much. This seemingly insignificant, apparently 
benign word reveals the bigger problem:  

Fighting over the washing-up is not just about personal standards of cleanliness, but 
is a gendered struggle to establish who is responsible for the household work. If you 
ever hear men say ‘Can I help you with the washing-up?’ to their womenfolk it is 
interesting to ponder how this implies that it is really a woman’s job.449 

 

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) claims that 
women around the world spend between two and ten times more time on unpaid 
work than men, doing things like cooking, cleaning and caring for children450. In 2018 
women’s unpaid work gave men five hours451 extra leisure time each week. The 
consequences of women’s uneven burden ripple outwards, putting ‘a brake on their 
economic empowerment452’ through reduced access to opportunities and lowered 
wages. Cutting back working hours to care for children or other family members 
means women’s economic security is damaged through welfare, tax and pension 
systems that were not created to consider or compensate this work. Similarly, the 
disproportionate share of childcare responsibilities for women contributes to the 
gender pay gap by compelling many women to narrow their employment options to 
workplaces with a short commute453 in the decade after childbirth, while no change 
is seen in men’s commutes454. The longer overall working days of combined paid and 
unpaid work also impacts women’s health, with a greater risk of illness when one 
passes the ‘workhour-health limit’ average of 39 hours455.  

 

Reconciling domestic and public life has long been difficult for women. Expectations 
that their rightful place was in the home can be seen in the treatment of the 
Suffragettes. They earned opprobrium from many quarters, often on the grounds 
that their campaigns shattered family life, led to shameful levels of dirt and clutter 
and undermined the social order. The National League for Opposing Women’s 
Suffrage produced a poster entitled “A Suffragette’s Home”456 in 1912 demonstrating 
the harm that women were causing through their neglect: a man arrives home ‘After 
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a hard day’s work!’ to find exhausted and threadbare children, a table bare of food, 
a ’Votes for Women’ poster and a nonchalant ‘Back in an hour or so’ note on the wall. 
Dickens expressed aversion to the Suffragette cause in Bleak House, in which Mrs 
Jellyby is castigated for the mess that results from her ‘taking on issues beyond her 
proper domestic sphere’457. Over a hundred years later, an advert458 for television 
channel France 3 provided a more recent vision of the same scenario, provoking 
prompt outrage. In it, the camera moves through a deserted house, with scenes of 
neglect or forgetfulness in each room: the oven billows smoke, an iron left on a shirt 
sets it alight, the toilet seat is left up and empty cardboard tubes are scattered on 
the floor, the dog whimpers by the front door to be taken for a walk, and a shelf lined 
with high heels reveals a gap where one pair has been presumably removed for wear. 
A cheery, disco-flavoured jingle kicks in with a man singing ‘Où sont les femmes? 
Avec leurs gestes pleins de charme’459 and text onscreen answers, ’Elles sont sur 
France 3… La majorité de nos présentateurs sont des présentatrices’. France 3 had 
planned to use the advert to emphasise its channel as ‘different…more modern, more 
feminine460’. Unfortunately, the message it conveyed was that only women can iron 
(what look like a man’s shirts), put down the toilet seat (after him) and make the dinner 
and that deserting their post in the home to go to work would wreak domestic 
disaster.  

 

Mothers working outside the home have long been presented in public discourse as 
a cause of the ‘breakdown of family life’. When the Children’s Society commissioned 
a report, “The Good Childhood Inquiry” into children’s lives in the UK, it pulled no 
punches, pointing a finger at working mothers. ‘Most women now work and their new 
economic independence contributes to levels of family break-up which are higher 
in the UK than in any other Western European country… We have to confront our 
selfish and individualistic culture’461. Banyard462 notes the press followed this report 
with headlines such as ‘Kids “Damaged” by Mums Who Work’ (Sun); ‘Mum’s Cash 
“Leading to Split Home”’ (Mirror); ‘Working Women “Fuel Family Splits”’ (Daily 
Telegraph). She adds that ‘the decision taken by the report’s authors to frame the 
issue in such a way, and the subsequent enthusiasm some papers showed in 
highlighting this ‘finding’, reveals that, for large sections of the population, if there’s 
a problem to do with caring then the buck stops with Mum, not Dad’463. Marçal 
describes the bind that women find themselves in, saying:  

 
457 Cwerner & Metcalfe (2003) p231 
458 France 3 @France3tv ‘La majorité de nos présentateurs sont des présentatrices !’ 5:58 am - 2 
Oct 2015 [Tweet] 
459 Patrick Juvet (1977) https://paroles2chansons.lemonde.fr/paroles-patrick-juvet/paroles-ou-
sont-les-femmes.html ‘Where are the women? With their charming gestures’ ‘They are on France 3… 
The majority of our presenters are (female) presenters’ 
460 France 3 in Chrysafis (2015) 
461 Chief Executive of the Children's Society, Bob Reitemeyer in Easton (2009) 
462 Cochrane in Banyard (2011) p80 
463 Banyard (2011) p80 
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A woman must work harder to show her commitment in the office, in order to fight 
the assumption that her place is really in the home. At the same time she is judged 
on her ability to keep the home and family in order in a way that men are not.  

Moreover, she points out that in our prevailing cultural and political discourse, ’the 
resulting work-life conflict is portrayed as a women’s issue. It’s her responsibility to 
solve it’464.  

 
‘Female biology is not the reason women are the bum-wiping 

class.’465 

 
Why does housework tend to be viewed with dissatisfaction or even dread by those 
compelled to do it, and scornfully dismissed by those who don’t? As work, it is 
particularly slippery to define and to demarcate, ‘an unspecified and unspecifiable 
kind of labour, the contours of which shift constantly’466. Housework and carework 
tasks are difficult to see as complete, in that most can be done better or longer or 
to a higher standard. In contrast with labour employment which is largely driven by 
ideas, drives and measures of productivity, there is little to no outward sign of 
‘producing’ in this work. In fact, only the negative aspects of these tasks are usually 
tangible, ie it becomes clear if you do not launder clothing, pay bills, provide meals 
or teach your child social skills. Furthermore, while we may joke about our domestic 
slatternliness and parody our fears of the social worker discovering our corner-
cutting, there are indeed serious consequences for transgressors, as Iris Marion 
Young experienced. These ‘danger-beliefs’ pressurise us to conform: ‘they are a 
strong language of mutual exhortation’467. 

 

Performed in isolation, without the potential for promotion or improvement, 
housework offers only unsatisfying glimpses of achievement that are not rewarded 
with recognition. 

So much of what it achieves is both necessary and ephemeral, essential to the life 
of a household, but so quickly needed again. How long does a meal last before the 
next one must be prepared? How long does a sink stay clean?468 

The difficulty lies not only in doing the housework, but in doing it over and over again. 
Housework is a huge amount of effort, committed, or at least demanded, on a daily 
basis to keeping things the same. As Oakley puts it, ‘miles are walked in exchange for 
a feeling of perpetual defeat’469. While Bachelard sees ‘joy’ and ‘reverie’ in 

 
464 Marçal (2015) p64 
465 Criado Perez (2019) p314 
466 Graham in Finch & Groves (1983) p26 
467 Douglas (2002) p3 
468 Highmore (2010) p91 
469 Oakley (2005) p66 
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housewifely care, Allan & Crow rebuff this lyrical interpretation. They note that, when 
small children are at home or the mother is juggling paid work with care and 
housework, ‘the effort to keep the house in order can be experienced as a desperate 
struggle against dirt and chaos, rather than as the creative process of renewal470 
described by Bachelard’471. If modernity means a sense of progress and novelty, with 
an understanding of time as linear and moving onward and upward, then housework 
doesn’t measure up. Taking out the bins and scrubbing the toilet are not about 
progress and improvement but about fighting entropy and stopping them getting 
worse. ‘When did you last hear anyone at work sing the praises of keeping things as 
they are?’472 Most of the housewives in Oakley’s study said that the only comments 
their husbands made about their efforts at home were negative. One said, ‘if you 
haven’t done something, it’s noticed. If you have done something, it’s not noticed. 
That’s always true, isn’t it? I mind.’473 

 
Bent Hamer’s film Kitchen Stories visualises this experience of housework. Set in 
1950s Scandinavia, it shows the tensions between idealistic drives for Fordian 
scientific efficiency against the relentless, exhausting drudgery of housework. 
Women are strapped into contraptions to measure and assess their efforts as they 
perform chores while the men in their lab coats look on, checking their machines 
and clipboards. In one scene, the entirely male audience of the research institute 
look at a diagram mapping a housewife’s movements in the kitchen. We are told that 
she walks the equivalent distance of Sweden to the Congo while preparing one year 
of meals. By creating the famous kitchen triangle - a more efficient layout of fridge, 
cooker and sink - she will only have to walk from Sweden to Italy. The film also 
demonstrates the difficulty of conducting fieldwork in the home. When a Swedish 
observer is posted in a Norwegian farmer’s kitchen to record his actions, his 
presence alters substantially the behaviour and activities he was sent to measure. It 
is a conflict between ideas of scientific objectivity and rationality, and the messy, 
uncontainable experience of reality. 

 
470 Bachelard (1994) p68 referring to ‘A house that shines from the care it receives appears to have 
been rebuilt from the inside; it is as though it were new inside.’ 
471 Allan & Crow (1989) p75 
472 Hollis (2016) p98 
473 Oakley (1985) p105 
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Bent Hamer Kitchen Stories 

Throughout the 20th century and since, developments in health, technology and 
urbanisation have made life easier in many ways. Women’s access to education and 
contraception has produced a falling birthrate, so most women have fewer children 
to care for. The general shift of populations towards towns and cities along with 
running water and electricity has raised access to services and utilities so that heat, 
light and power are more readily available. Clothing and household textiles are now 
usually mass-produced in easy-care fabrics, and a wide range of foods can be 
bought rather than grown or reared. Yet a number of writers have demonstrated a 
paradox where the work and life of home are concerned. Cowan suggests there is a 
‘cultural obfuscation’474 over the extent of industrialised work in the home, and an 
incorrect assumption that the increase in domestic machinery and technology has 
shrunk housework. On the contrary, echoing Vanek’s findings475 that overall time was 
unchanged, she asserts that ‘substantial changes in household technology left the 
sex, hours, efficiency and status of the household worker essentially unaltered’476. 
The situation has not improved since then, with Bittman, Rice & Wajcman 
pronouncing more recently that ‘none of the appliances we researched reduce 
women’s housework time. Clothes dryers increase the time women spend doing 
laundry, while microwaves, dishwashers and deep freezers have no significant effect 
on women’s daily hours devoted to housework477.’  

 

There are several possible reasons behind this. Most of us are familiar with the ironies 
and unmet promises of the digital revolution in our work lives and have seen 
technology expand our working hours and responsibilities, adversely impacting 

 
474 Cowan (1983) p4 
475 Vanek (1974) 
476 Cowan (1983) p82 
477 Bittman, Rice & Wajcman (2004) p413 
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stress levels and family time478. Similarly, making domestic tasks easier with 
appliances, or at least less onerous or unpleasant, might create habits that require 
higher maintenance479; the introduction of the vacuum cleaner, for example, 
lessened the effort of removing indoor dust and debris but was followed by an 
increase in dust-trapping carpet and upholstery. The discoveries that diseases such 
as rickets, scurvy and pellagra were related to diet created an awareness that public 
health relied on the private provision of better food. Increased knowledge about 
germs and hygiene meant that a family’s illness or health could not be considered 
entirely a matter of luck or fate but that responsibility could be pinned on the person 
responsible for taking care of them. This raised standards of domestic work, in 
ensuring the home was hygienic, that bedding and clothing was clean, food was 
nutritious, babies were fed appropriately480 and that young children were suitably 
parented and socialised as focus on early years gained greater emphasis. Despite, or 
perhaps because481 of, ‘labour-saving appliances’ these rising standards and 
expectations482 meant that domesticity took on the air of a career483. A final point to 
make is one noted by Hochschild, which is that women’s increasing paid work in the 
labour market has less impact on their domestic responsibilities than would be 
expected. Surprisingly, like Nina484 and Ann485 in The Second Shift, the more a woman 
earns in relation to her male partner, the more she tends to also do at home. Bittman 
et al also identified this, adding that ’it is as though women with relatively high 
incomes need to reassure their husbands by neutralising the appearance of gender 
deviance’486.  

 
‘This work will never be finished. Do the washing up and you 
know that six months later you will have to do it all over again. 
Hoover the floor and the fluff will reappear in seconds. Wipe 
the surfaces and someone will spill something on them in 
moments. The fridge will continue to go mouldy and the oven 
greasy for as long as you use them. Clean the windows and the 
dirty rain will fall on them the next day. Roofs will leak, walls will 
always need repainted and the garden will keep on growing in 
all sorts of ways you never imagined. And all these hours of 
unpaid work will be undertaken in your downtime. For me, it’s 

 
478 Wacjman (2015) 
479 Mokyr (2000) 
480 According to the advice of the time 
481 Cowan (1983) pp190-1; Allen & Crow (1989) pp52-3 
482 De Certeau, Giard & Mayol (1998) p202 
483 Kinser (2010) p61 
484 Hochschild (1997) ch. 6 
485 Hochschild (1997) ch. 7 
486 Bittman, Rice & Wajcman (2004) p413 
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Saturday mornings, when I should be lying in bed with a 
hangover. And what’s worse is that all of it, all of this work that 
I shouldn’t be doing, is taking place in the one place I shouldn’t 
have to be doing work at all: in fact, the one place I come to get 
away from work. It is taking place at home.’487 

 

Rather than persist in lumping together domestic and caring chores with the rather 
amorphous term housework, it is useful to break this down. As Oakley points out, 

housework is not a single activity. It is a collection of heterogeneous tasks that 
demand a variety of skills and kinds of actions. Washing a floor contrasts with 
shopping for groceries; peeling potatoes contrasts with washing dirty socks and 
planning a week’s meals. To call all these jobs by the same name is to disguise their 
differences, to reduce them all to the same common denominator488. 

Other studies489 also insist that the careful itemisation of tasks is necessary in order 
to see more clearly the amount of work in time and effort involved, the skills 
required, the gendering of their distribution and the level of expertise they demand. 
Hochschild offers an initial distinction under which to group tasks: housework, 
parenting, and the management of domestic life. Under housework, she includes: 
putting out bins, tidying up, making beds, vacuuming, doing laundry, grocery 
shopping, preparing meals, cleaning up afterwards, washing dishes, cleaning the 
bathroom, mending clothes, household repairs, tending houseplants, looking after 
pets, taking care of household finances, car repairs, lawn care. Childcare involves 
the physical care of feeding a child, cleaning them, caring for a child while sick, 
taking them to childcare or to health appointments, as well as the psychological care 
of educating a child through reading, socialisation and daily discipline. For the 
management of household life, Hochschild lists remembering, planning and arranging 
events and domestic tasks, writing shopping lists, paying bills, sending birthday 
cards, preparing the child’s birthday parties and sorting out babysitting490.  

 

Several things are striking on reading this. On the surface, these tasks do not appear 
particularly difficult or taxing, but on further reflection, it is apparent that most rely 
on a matrix of skills, know-how and awareness. Sending birthday cards and presents 
with your child to a party or to a young relative requires noting and storing dates, 
planning ahead, looking for suitable gifts within budget, that are age-appropriate and 
that might appeal to the recipient’s interests. Similarly, feeding a child involves 
careful consideration of not only the child’s tastes, but all members of the 

 
487 Hollis (2016) p88 
488 Oakley (2005) p67 
489 Cowan (1983), Shove, Trentmann & Wilk (2009), Pink (2004), Davies (1990), Wajcman (2015) 
490 Hochschild (2012) p264 
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household, with thought given to nutrition, both of the meal and across the day’s 
food consumption, meals need to be planned in advance, with food being purchased 
during the commute home, during lunch break491 or on weekends, adhering to the 
demands of budget and time, with skill and expertise required to provide dishes that 
are palatable, safe and appear at a reasonable time for the meal. While it feels tedious 
and trivial to dissect chores in this way, without paying attention to the full range of 
thought and skill required we cannot adequately account for them. Mario in Sarah 
Pink’s study Home Truths relies on his mother to sort his washing and says he does 
so because ‘she’s got that special mum power when it comes to washing’492. In 
permitting this daily expenditure of effort to pass by invisibly, we allow an 
arrangement to persist in which the work of home and care just ‘gets done’, 
inequitably, and with an illusion of ease and naturalness which conceals the labour 
involved.  

 

Having noted above that the laundry appears to be done through magical ’mum 
power’, that the presence of technology only serves to increase the time women 
spend on it, and that it is typically viewed as women’s work493, it is worth looking at 
this further. Shove offers a diagram494 setting out a summary of the considerations 
involved and their relations to each other with five core questions: what tools are 
used, when to launder, what is there to launder, why launder, and how is laundry 
done. She uses a whirlpool image, with eddies representing the meshing, changeable 
answers to these questions and a central circle to denote the acquired overall 
understanding of laundry. Cowan suggests a sequential breakdown of chores to 
reveal the discrete activities involved. Amid my general rubbishness (with anger and 
frustration also) at housework, laundry is probably my least-disliked task. It provides 
the most satisfaction for me since it creates tangible, if short-lived, results and it 
relies on the savoir-faire I have gathered over a lifetime. I enjoy putting away my own 
things as they have their own place and knowing where they are saves time. I also 
like the feeling of taking care of the materials that surround me. However, having 
lived previously without a washing machine or tumble dryer I can see that the 
machines both reduce the effort required to launder while also enabling and even 
encouraging more frequent usage. The result is as noted above - I spend more time 
doing it.  

 

These are the constituent decisions and actions that constitute laundry for me: 
sorting clothes by colour/fabric/temperature/treatment, emptying pockets (coins, 
Lego, tissues, sweets, paper, pens), unbundling clothes (so that they will wash without 

 
491 Respondent JD 
492 Pink (2006) p94 
493 Shove (2003) p121 
494 Shove (2003) p134 
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trapping dirt in folds and dry without leaving damp patches), turning jeans inside out 
(to prevent uneven streaks in the dye), ensuring that items haven’t been left out (cue 
repeated shouts for uniforms and sports kits), filling washing machine to maximise 
capacity while ensuring efficient cleaning (does your hand fit in the drum), planning 
space of time for returning to remove and dry load (less than 24 hours or will smell 
bad); adding the right kind of detergent for materials (normal powder creates holes 
in woollen fabrics), in the right quantity for water hardness and washing temperature 
(or residue will remain on fabrics which is especially noticeable on black), setting the 
correct cycle (to ensure clean, adequately spun, fabric with no shrinking or damage), 
removing the washed load, either putting it in the tumble dryer, cleaning the lint filter 
(lint is a fire risk), choosing correct setting to avoid either damage to fabric or 
inadequate drying), or outside on the washing line, checking the sky and forecast, 
ordering items for the line (underwear on the inside of rotary line for privacy, my 
mother taught me), weighting the washing line evenly (so it doesn’t topple over), 
pegging each item out with minimal bunching and overlap (to speed drying and 
reduce creases), allowing appropriate gaps between rows (for better air flow and 
quicker drying), putting heaviest and slowest drying items on outside (for maximum 
air and faster drying), keeping an eye out for rain, taking the washing in, avoiding 
pegs inside clothes (the kids always pull items down with pegs attached), returning 
the pegs to the line, folding items into the basket to minimise creasing, back indoors 
dividing up the dry load into piles according to owner, sorting my clothes into smaller 
piles to be put away (stored in baskets according to type, especially useful as all my 
clothes are black), hanging up, putting the piles away, refreshing mothballs if 
necessary (lots of woollens). I do not iron.  

 

‘I washed the same load three times this week as I didn’t have 
the energy to hang it out until it was smelly again.’495 

 

This look at my laundry practices doesn’t touch on their duration, or where dirty 
washing is stored, the systems developed to make laundry more efficient and 
reliable, or how often loads are done. They are usually done by me with some input 
from children. Frustrated at their unhygienic practices - dirty washing is dirty, after 
all - and their use of the wrong wash settings I took a permanent marker and 
inscribed instructions on the front of the machine. Participant SF pointed out that, 
while she didn’t really dislike laundry compared to other elements of housework, she 
noticed that she was always aware of what stage things were at with the washing 
and what needed doing - the clean pile on the stairs waiting to be taken up, the white 
load that was nearly dry, the coloured towels at 60 degrees that were needed next, 
etc - and was resentful that she was the only one in her household to have that 

 
495 Respondent RB 
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awareness.  

   
 

 

 

SF: “The laundry is on its way up to 
our bedroom which is on second 
floor, but hasn’t managed to make its 
way up. Somehow my husband rarely 
seems to notice these piles and just 
walks past…” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When my children were babies I used terry cloth nappies, intent on rejecting the 
expense, waste, chemicals and intensive marketing of the baby care industry. 
Despite plenty of warnings that it would be too difficult, I found I enjoyed using them. 
When life was chaotic and I felt unsure and self-doubting in almost everything I did, 
the simplicity496 of washing, drying and folding these soft, unbleached towelling 
squares was immensely reassuring and soothing. The origami-like fold of the terry 
square to create the nappy was both simple and ingenious, and the material was 
gentle on the baby’s skin. The effort required was minimal, certainly compared to 
the effort of mounting a shopping expedition to buy disposables, and choosing the 
cheaper option meant I could afford more maternity leave, at that time unpaid. I 
appreciated the concordance of aligning practices with values and the sense of 
agency it induced, especially when life seemed to have spiralled out of control. 
Amidst the upheaval, mess and exhaustion of caring for a newborn, I usually 
managed to fold the freshly-laundered squares and the sight of that neat pile gave 
me a feeling of calm and achievement. Along with that satisfaction though, I felt an 
intense disquiet that this matter could be both so important to my survival as a new 

 
496 Relatively: cloth square, plastic grip, waterproof outer wrap, tissue biodegradeable liner - liner 
flushed down toilet, terry square placed in lidded plastic bucket, waterproof outer used again until 
dirty or smelly, when bucket full load washed at 60 to kill germs and pegged on line or hung on airer 
(no tumble dryer), dried quickly as no folds/layers, folded into smaller squares and stacked in 
bathroom, ready for use (the origami fold starts with the nappy in that folded state) 
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mother and so trivial that it could not even enter conversation.  

 

Practices therefore can be seen as extending well beyond the practical actions 
involved in getting things done but as constituting the active co-ordination of 
systems both tangible and abstract, materials and meanings. Pink497 notes that 
domestic knowledge and practice is a nexus of experience, skill, sensing and moral 
judgment. The cues that prompt each of us to do housework are connected to 
promoting particular values and challenging others. Among my participants, prompts 
to clean included the imminent arrival of visitors, as procrastination over harder 
tasks, deciding that time and energy were in sufficient supply to expend on 
housework, and feeling that the home had reached a certain level of ‘disgustingness’. 
These cues vary substantially in their underlying motivations. Cleaning before 
visitors reflects several concerns, from avoidance of negative judgment to 
expressing a sense of welcome for others, to creating a home that builds a positive 
impression of identity. Respondent RB reports her sense of others’ judgments 
influencing her efforts in maintaining a clean and tidy home. She makes distinctions 
between the ‘public’ areas of her home which visitors mostly only see and the 
‘private’ areas; the former she keeps tidy most of the time while the latter absorbs 
all the untameable overspill as a kind of backstage that must be kept hidden from 
view. As Smyth & Croft argue, ‘to allow access to the home is an intimate and 
potentially precarious act, rendering the individual vulnerable and visible’498. The 
home as its residents experience it and as outsiders see it is fundamentally different, 
as we might reflect upon when we consider the difference between our dirt and 
others’. This prioritisation means more time and effort can be spent on the ‘front’ 
which means that it looks presentable even if visitors call unexpectedly. RB also 
considers the level of judgment risk and adjusts her cleaning accordingly:  

‘If people are coming over, sometimes I do a huge clean or sometimes just a surface 
clean, depending on who it is, if they’ve been here before, how long they’ll likely stay 
and whether I think they’ll judge me or not’.    

Respondent BC deals with the stresses of trying to keep her home presentable by 
categorising areas in particular ways, so an area that she is happy with she mentally 
files as ‘have done’; one that she aims to tackle through tidying it or devising a system 
to make it function better (such as finding a home for the things that end up there 
as clutter) is filed under ‘doing’, and the areas she is trying to ignore are labelled ‘can’t 
do’ in an effort to psychologically let go of her frustration and the feeling she needs 
to fix them. 

 
497 Pink (2004) pp139-40 
498 Smyth & Croft (2006) p123 
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BC: “Doing” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BC: “Can’t do” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Though thorough, there are flaws in the systems for taking stock of the tasks of 
home and the division of labour: most of my participants located difficulty around 
the issue of mental labour. In other words, the physical undertaking and the time 
required are often eclipsed by the invisible time and effort required to consider the 
task, its planning, location and sourcing of materials. This overlooked area of labour 
attracted attention499 when Emma, a French engineer and amateur comic artist, 

 
499 https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/nov/02/drawn-from-experience-meet-the-
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posted a cartoon on her blog entitled “You Should Have Asked” in which she 
illustrates the disparity between men’s and women’s understanding of household 
labour. From the origins of this imbalanced mental load, she outlines the many ways 
it is expressed in daily life.   

Of course, there’s nothing forcing us to do all this. The problem is that when we stop, 
the whole family suffers. So most of us feel resigned to the fact that we are alone in 
bearing the mental load, nibbling away at our work or leisure time just so we can 
manage everything.500 

In their study, Duncombe & Marsden501 made a further distinction between kinds of 
mental work. They found that women are expected not only to do a double shift of 
both housework and paid work, but also to work a triple shift that includes the 
emotion work of soothing the moods and feelings of partners and children. 
Responsibility for this further shift often leads to the neglect of women’s 
psychological well-being and can have negative consequences for their mental and 
physical health.  

 
‘It’s not a glass ceiling, it’s a sticky floor.’502 

 

Fay Weldon’s short story Weekend fiercely satirises the disparity between the 
mother and father, Martha and Martin, in a household with both working full-time. 
The story opens straight into Friday’s busyness as Martha rushes from work to 
prepare for her family’s weekend trip to a cottage, while Martin watches tv and the 
children eat. Although a cleaner comes in twice a week to help hard-pressed Martha, 
this does little to assuage her guilt and the tasks are evidently only on loan from 
Martha: 

Well, the running of the house was Martha's concern. If Martha chose to go out to 
work - as was her perfect right, Martin allowed, even though it wasn't the best thing 
for the children, but that must be Martha's moral responsibility - Martha must surely 
pay her domestic stand-in. An evident truth, heard loud and clear and frequent in 
Martin's mouth and Martha's heart.503 

The viewer hears Martha labour to produce a wonderful leisurely weekend for her 
family and friends, from packing clothing, books and bedding, ‘educational games 
and wholewheat biscuits’ for the car journey, to the sinkfuls of dishes she has to 
wash, and the meals to prepare and serve and tidy up. Taken for granted, Martha is 
careful to swallow her feelings: ‘Bright smile, not a hint of self-pity. Self-pity can spoil 

 
feminist-author-whose-comic-strips-hit-home 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/family/parenting/struggling-mental-load-8-ways-tell/ 
https://www.workingmother.com/this-comic-perfectly-explains-mental-load-working-mothers-bear 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/may/26/gender-wars-household-chores-comic 
500 Emma (2017) 
501 Duncombe & Marsden (1995) 
502 Shambaugh (2007) 
503 Weldon (1978) 
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everyone's weekend.’ However, Martha’s anxiety levels increase as the 
thoughtlessness of those around her both denies the efforts she has made and 
causes her extra ones; at the same time she faces opprobrium for not being relaxed 
(or perhaps, being relaxing). ‘Martha clearly hadn't been smiling enough. She was in 
danger, Martin implied, of ruining everyone's weekend.’504  

 

As well as Martha’s physical work and her resulting lack of both leisure time and 
sleep, we see how much mental labour is required to make the home feel easy and 
relaxing for the others. She has shopped for the food during her rushed lunch breaks 
throughout the week, she takes extra care to cater for Martin’s idiosyncrasies and 
discerning tastes, repeatedly plans ahead and prepares for the next meal before the 
first is finished, is summoned over and over by family and, all the while, having 
brought a folder of her own office work with her (a reinforcement of the injustice of 
her struggles to manage this double shift during both her working week and 
weekends), has not so much as managed to open it. Her mental labour is even less 
acknowledged than her physical effort. 

Cook! Ah cook. People love to come to Martin and Martha's dinners. Work it out in 
your head in the lunch-hour. If you get in at six-twelve, you can seal the meat while 
you beat the egg white while you feed the cat while you lay the table while you string 
the beans while you set out the cheese, goat's cheese, Martin loves goat's cheese, 
Martha tries to like goat's cheese…505 

 
Looking after the everyday wellbeing of the family, noticing what they need, worrying 
about them, keeping an eye out for problems and feeling guilty about it all certainly 
feels like work: it is ‘daily, routine, constant, exhausting and indeed labour-
intensive’506. Balbo notes the more positive aspects of women’s mental and care 
labour, describing it like making a patchwork quilt, in other words, a useful thing 
created with purpose, thought and inventiveness. For her, carework means ‘the 
endless sorting out of and putting together available resources, the minute coping 
strategies and the overall project for survival which requires imagination and 
ingenuity and so much work’507. 

 

 
504 Weldon (1978) 
505 Weldon (1978) 
506 Allen & Crow (1989) p119 
507 Balbo cited in Davies (1990) p56 
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I find the cyclicality and repetition of housework really difficult. It is so tedious and 
time-consuming that I begrudge doing it and put it off. I feel that after all that invisible 
expenditure of effort and time it should just stay done. Instead, I find any 
achievement of cleanliness raises my expectations of both my house and my 
children and this only makes it worse. I resent the inevitable rapid slide back into dirt 
and disorder. I am more conscious of the children’s contributions to the mess and 
feel it personally. Avoiding housework for as long as I can means I tend to do a ‘big 
clean’ and only rarely. Generally this occurs in two situations: when visitors are 
imminent and I will feel judged, and when the children will be away for a while and 
the resulting cleanliness will last long enough to justify the effort. This mega-cleanup 
took nearly an entire day and a whole kitchen roll. I photographed the overflowing 
bin the next morning as tangible proof of all this toil, like a sort of trophy I had earned. 

 

 

MOTHERWORK 

 

‘Modern mothers seem encased in a new silence… We know 
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what we do, but we don’t talk about it publicly.’508 

 

Andrea O’Reilly calls motherhood the ‘unfinished business of feminism’.509 What lies 
behind this ‘lacuna’510 of the mother in feminism, the arena we would expect to find 
the most attention? The feminist art movement has not always been helpful, 
maintaining a stance towards motherhood that Chernick & Klein describe as veering 
between neglect and hostility.511 They recount Judy Chicago telling another artist 
that she needed to choose between her children and her art - that artist responded 
by founding Mother Art with the intention of showing other women artists that 
motherhood was a legitimate concern for feminist art512. Helena Reckitt highlights the 
influence of poststructuralism and psychoanalysis in the 70s and 80s in prompting a 
dissociation from elements of the women’s art movement that celebrated the 
feminine, traditional and biological as well as the role of personal experience.513 Hilary 
Robinson’s and Whitney Chadwick’s survey books514, for example, almost entirely 
exclude motherhood. Lippard ponders this issue, writing in 1976 that: 

This mental and physical condition unique to women exists in a curious void. Is it 
because many of these artists are young and have yet to have children? Or because 
women artists have traditionally either refused to have children or have hidden them 
away in order to be taken seriously in a world that accuses wives and mothers of 
being part-time artists? Or because the biological aspect of female creation is 
anathema to women who want to be recognised for their art?515 

Rosemary Betterton describes these conflicting drives and identities of feminist 
artists as articulating ‘a tension between production and reproduction’516.  

 

Looking back at feminist writings of the early seventies, Kinser points to a scarcity 
of texts focusing on motherhood, in contrast to the wealth of critiques of marriage 
and women’s position in it. She suggests that for many feminists at the time, raising 
the issue of motherhood risked emphasising the cultural conception of women as 
people defined by their proximity to, and responsibility for, home and children. ‘Many 
believed there had been enough talk about women and the domestic realm and 
women weren’t getting any freer’517. For Firestone the constraints of motherhood 
spurred her to conceive of a radical world in which women could be freed through 
severing reproduction from gender and raising children by groups, with the result 
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that ‘the tyranny of the biological family would be broken’518. Liss argues that many 
feminists felt the need to distance themselves from the image of the mother, who is 
’culturally coded as passive, weak and irrational’519. A particularly scathing takedown 
of the patriarchal model mother is delivered by Greer:   

Mother is the dead heart of the family, spending father’s earnings on consumer 
goods to enhance the environment in which he eats, sleeps and watches television… 
The home is her province and she is lonely there. She wants her family to spend time 
with her, for her only significance is in relation to that almost fictitious group. She 
struggles to hold her children to her, imposing restrictions, waiting up for them, prying 
into their affairs. They withdraw more and more into non-communication and thinly 
veiled contempt.520  

 
Freely situates the notion of the lacuna in the varying needs and experiences of 
women at different stages in their lives: 

When I was at university, the women’s movement was dominated by women fifteen 
years older than I who were desperate to escape from motherhood. Now it is 
dominated by women fifteen years younger than I who hardly seem to realise that it 
exists.521 

For James,522 feminism was felt to dismiss the work that women do, particularly in 
caring for children, relatives, neighbours. ‘The problem seems more to be a question 
of what is seen as feminist.’523 In other words, the social and cultural blind spots of 
home, housework and childcare outlined earlier are not limited to a patriarchal 
viewpoint but are frequently replicated within a feminist outlook. O’Reilly likens this 
neglect to the second wave challenge to white feminists’ white bias and privilege, to 
which many rightly recognised the imperative to agitate for inclusivity and change. 
She asks:  

Why are non-mother feminists not capable of doing the same for mothers today?… 
Why do we not see maternity as an interlocking structure of oppression as we do 
with race and class and include it in our gendered analysis of oppression and 
resistance?… Why doesn’t motherhood count or matter?524 

This lacuna of the mother has also helped to concretise the notion that the battle 
for equality has been fought and won; consequently, many young professionals ‘have 
the firm belief that equality between men and women has been achieved and will no 
longer be an issue for them’525. The inequality experienced on becoming mothers 
tends to come as a shock and, James suggests, it is when feminists become mothers 
themselves that motherhood becomes a feminist concern526. Even those who were 
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aware cognitively of many of the penalties paid by mothers have had to live the 
experience themselves to comprehend the magnitude of it: 

I was entirely unprepared for the fundamental undoing of the life and identity I’d 
carefully constructed for myself over the previous fifteen years and, in particular, 
the demolition of the equality that I’d thought to be at the heart of my relationship 
with my husband. The illusion of equality was completely shattered.527 

 

Asher excavates this situation further, arguing that this ‘undoing’ is particularly 
encountered by the generation of women born around the 1970s to which I belong. 
Growing up under the influence of feminism, we were adamant that our mothers’ 
struggles would never be our own, and were ‘unashamedly educated for work, 
equality and autonomy’528; the 1980s was a good time to be a girl. Asher529 depicts 
pregnancy and maternity leave as the schism from which expectations and 
experience diverge jarringly. She suggests that working women, reasonably well-
educated, are pressured from early pregnancy or even before, through government 
health messages, hospital visits, midwife and health visitor appointments, into feeling 
solely responsible for their child’s welfare, as well as judged on their aptitude and 
application to it. In replacing the workplace for the home during the period of 
maternity leave, we exchange a paid job for carework at home and try to do ‘the job’ 
well, creating value and meaning in the domestic.  

 

Mothers have to confront our fears about looking after a very young child, and as 
we develop our resources and networks we reinforce both the idea and the practice 
of being the main caretaker. We realise when our child has outgrown their shoes or 
coat and we figure out the right kind and size and where to buy them; we learn the 
system for getting a GP appointment and the schedule for vaccinations; we 
determine the foods and activities our child needs and likes; we arrange playdates 
for them and build up contacts. At home during these first months we develop 
greater awareness of the domestic chores that need doing, as well as the needs of 
our child. Returning to paid work after maternity leave, mothers generally retain this 
newfound primary responsibility530 for housework and childcare, doing more than 
their male partners on both weekdays and weekends, and performing nearly the 
same amount while working outside the home as they did while looking after children 
full-time531.  

 
‘Those of us who had curled our lips at the consumerist faux 
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liberation that blossomed in the 1990s hadn’t been as clever as 
we thought. So we saw Sex and the City for what it was: but 
what use was that in the face of a screaming child, an absent 
partner and a kitchen floor strewn with puke-stained bed 
linen?’532 

 

In A Life’s Work: On Becoming a Mother Rachel Cusk writes about this insidious 
gendering of home and parenting established in the child’s first months, describing 
mother and father as moving from equality to existing ‘in a sort of feudal relationship 
to each other’: 

It seemed to me that some kind of slide into deeper patriarchy was inevitable: that 
the father’s day would gradually gather to it the armour of the outside world, of 
money and authority and importance, while the mother’s remit would extend to 
cover the domestic sphere.533 

The balance of power shifts in the relationship, in what Wolf calls ’pulling rank’534. 
Johnstone discusses this division in terms of its effects on parenting. He considers 
his parents’ generation, for whom men’s work and leisure time were neatly divided. 
While his father ‘specialised in capsule-sized blasts of fun that always had our hearts 
beat wilder and our heads throw back with laughter’, his mother was left with ‘the 
long grey haul of holding our family together and taking care of the everyday’535. One 
of Duncombe & Marsden’s respondents observed of her husband that ‘he says he 
loves [the children], and in a way he does, but he doesn’t seem to think and feel 
about them in the way I do… For one thing, he can “switch them off” whenever it 
suits him, but I just can’t do that536’.  

 

Being able to escape the drudgery of housework and the exhausting, frustrating 
parts of childcare while showing up for the joyful parts is surely what most parents 
dream of but for most mothers this is usually not their experience. Rich refers to the 
‘powerless responsibility’537 of mothering, since it is she who is held ultimately 
accountable538 for her children’s appearance, health, behaviour, development and 
intelligence. Allan & Crow point out that mothering is usually discussed in terms of 
love rather than work. This is a disingenuous way to obscure both the gendering and 
the labour of parenting, ‘because if it is only love, then surely men are capable of 
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that too.’539 Moore says ‘the issue does not seem to me to be one of men’s inability 
to shake off social conditioning, but of men’s refusal to give up a good deal. This is 
about power’.540  

 

Gendering the work of home and family has repercussions for women that go well 
beyond the domestic. While it is obvious that parenting requires sacrifice, 
responsibility and compromise, these are unequally borne by women along with 
sometimes far-reaching consequences. Responsibility for children restricts career 
opportunities, putting constraints on access and availability, either real or in others’ 
perceptions.541 This is amplified by high-profile voices, such as the government’s 
‘enterprise tsar’ Alan Sugar who says that mothers ‘are entitled to too much’ and are 
‘writing themselves out of jobs’.542 He maintains that anti-discrimination laws 
designed to prevent questioning about a woman’s childcare or family planning leave 
employers’ concerns unaddressed. They are, he says, a disincentive to hiring 
mothers and, consequently, it is simpler to avoid hiring women of childbearing or 
childrearing age:  

By law I am not allowed to say to her “hold on love, do you think you are going to be 
able to cope in this job, you have to get the kids sorted?”… You're not allowed to ask, 
so it's easy – just don't employ them. It will get harder to get a job as a woman.543 

Similarly, the now-Brexit minister Martin Callanan addressed the European 
Parliament in 2012 to proclaim his desire to ‘scrap the working time directive, the 
agency workers’ directive, the pregnant workers' directive and all the other barriers 
to actually employing people’544. 

 
In conversations with my participants many felt these sentiments personally: this 
doubt about mothers’ commitment to work. Other issues came up, including the 
sense that the drudgery ate away at the time and energy they had available to be 
fun parents for their children. It also made it difficult for them to see play as 
enjoyable, rather than worrying or getting annoyed about the mess it produced. 
Some felt, uncomfortably and angrily, that having primary responsibility for home 
and children did indeed harm their ability to be ‘as good as the men’ who are 
expected to focus on only one thing at a time, without multitasking, without 
distraction or guilt or rushing back for children.   

 
‘Face it. When you have children you sacrifice the full promise 
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of your potential. Everything becomes a compromise.’545 

 

The result of all this is what Wolf calls an ‘acute social demotion’546 for mothers, who 
‘suffer a consequential reduction in their economic worth, independence and social 
status and experience their power in the relationship diminish. Dependent on their 
partners for money and status, women are sitting ducks’.547 At home, the everyday 
work that women do - laundry, dinner, childcare - relieves others of the time and 
effort of doing it, at once facilitating participation in the labour market for others 
and damaging their own548. 

What we are still struggling with is a division of labour in which men worked in the 
economy and got paid for it, while women worked (just as hard or even harder) in 
the home and didn't get paid for it… Women may now be working in jobs and getting 
paid for them but they struggle as also-rans in the labour market with little 
recognition of their double shift of work and care in the home.549 

In her book Of Woman Born, Rich criticises what she sees as false distinctions 
between home and work, between vocation and effort. ‘The woman at home with 
children is not believed to be doing serious work; she is just supposed to be acting 
out of maternal instinct, doing chores a man would never take on, largely uncritical 
of the meaning of what she does.’550 Ruddick551 disputes the idea of maternal instinct, 
presenting mothering instead as a discipline, a set of practices with skills and ways 
of thinking that is crafted through effort and persistence rather than biologically and 
effortlessly inherent in women. Her title Maternal Thinking therefore reflects this 
acknowledgment of the complex intellectual skills and work involved in parenting. 
Slimani echoes Ruddick’s view and expresses her sense of darker underpinnings, 
saying ‘I think maternal instinct is a male construct that has been used for centuries 
to keep women in their place, at home’552. Benn describes a friend looking at a 
primary school class photograph and seeing past the smiles and pigtails to the 
scaffolding of care work: 

“All those children,” she sighed, “all the effort that goes into getting them to that 
place, on time; the faces to be washed a thousand times, the clothes to be cleaned, 
shoes to be bought and mended, the words and phrases to be taught them, 
conversations to be had, to show them how to be human. All those tears to mop up. 
Scraped knees to tend. What a vast amount of labour and it’s not exactly hidden, not 
exactly undervalued, but it isn’t really acknowledged or appreciated either.”553 
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Neat dualisms - between labour and vocation, visible and unseen, effort and love, 
leisure and work, affection and resentment - conspire to heighten the emotional 
difficulty of home and mothering. Lazarre also sought to reject this dichotomy of 
‘motherhood-as-sublime and motherhood-as-oppressive’,554 highlighting instead 
contradiction and ambivalence. ‘Ambivalence is a defining feature of motherhood for 
many women, perhaps especially for feminists. But that ambivalence is nowhere to 
be found - in the 1970s or in the 1990s - in the ‘official’ social discourse about 
mothering.’555 In Slimani’s novel Lullaby, the character Myriam illustrates the current 
of maternal ambivalence running through her fierce love for her children.  

She had always refused the idea that her children could be an impediment to her 
success, to her freedom. Like an anchor that drags you to the bottom, that pulls the 
face of the drowned man into the mud. At first, the realisation that she was wrong 
had plunged her into a profound sadness. She thought it unjust, terribly frustrating. 
She became aware that she could never live without feeling that she was incomplete, 
that she was doing things badly, sacrificing one part of her life for another556. 

Cusk is honest about the doubts and difficulties of motherhood, a move which 
earned her considerable censure. She writes, ’in motherhood I have experienced 
myself as both more virtuous and more terrible, and more implicated too in the 
world’s virtue and terror, than I would from the anonymity of childlessness have 
thought possible557’. 

 

Rich makes salient distinctions between the patriarchal institution of motherhood 
and women’s actual experiences of mothering. While women experience many 
interesting and positive aspects to their roles as mothers, Rich takes aim at the 
oppressiveness of the institution with its diktats for women, such as the idea that 
being a real woman means being a mother, that women should be primarily 
responsible for home and family, should rely on a male breadwinner and 
consequently have fewer opportunities outside the home.  

The image of the mother in the home, however unrealistic, has haunted and 
reproached the lives of wage-earning mothers. But it has also become, and for men 
as well as women, a dangerous archetype: the Mother, source of angelic love and 
forgiveness in a world increasingly ruthless and impersonal; the feminine, leavening, 
emotional element in a society ruled by male logic and male claims to “objective”, 
“rational” judgement; the symbol and residue of moral values and tenderness in a 
world of wars, brutal competition and contempt for human weakness558. 

Idealising the experience of motherhood makes it harder for the darker, difficult 
aspects to be discussed openly.559 Two decades after Of Woman Born, Sharon Hays’ 
book The Cultural Contradictions of Motherhood provides an updated discussion of 
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the contemporary conflicts engendered by this dualistic conception of mothering. 
She raises the issue of ‘intensive mothering’, reflecting a shift in the dominant ideas 
about socially-appropriate childcare. This shift has escalated the demands on 
mothers to give themselves over to raising successful children who might outdo their 
peers in a competitive society that is motivated by personal interest. While this 
ideology demands that mothers dedicate their time, money and love to children, it 
also elevates entirely opposite values which promote the pursuit of profit and 
individualism. It presents an irreconcilable division, between ‘contradictory cultural 
images of mothers who selflessly nurture their children and businessmen who 
selfishly compete in the paid labour force560’. Jacqueline Rose’s central argument in 
Mothers: An Essay on Love and Cruelty similarly is that motherhood is the location 
of conflict, with the mother ’the ultimate scapegoat for our personal and political 
failings, for everything that is wrong with the world, which it becomes the task – 
unrealisable of course – of mothers to repair’.561  

 
‘Parenthood is pain and sacrifice and the extinction of free time 
and the postponing of dreams and the scrabbling in the folds 
of the couch for spare change and sanity, peppered with 
flashes of pure joy. There's too much propaganda claiming the 
opposite.’562 

 

Sieglohr turns this consideration of conflict and contradiction towards how mothers 
are represented. She sees motherhood as socially constructed under the influence 
of culture and history. The embodied, lived experience of mothering, she suggests, 
is what gives rise to maternal subjectivity; it is omitted from a traditionally male 
representation which has ‘marginalised, repressed or displaced that which signifies 
the maternal’563 and has presented instead idealised images of motherhood.564 The 
traditional vision of the good mother, often depicted as the Madonna, is an overly-
simplistic one and doesn’t reflect the complexity of women’s own feelings about 
being mothers565. With little input, the mother is only an object, not a subject. Susan 
Bright developed the rationale for her exhibition Home Truths: Photography and 
Motherhood as a response to the disjunctions between her experience of 
motherhood, images of the mother in art and the dramatic increase in 
representations of celebrity mothers in the media.566 Liss describes the difficulty of 
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resolving these issues: 

The question is how to strategically negotiate between engrained codes of maternity 
and embrace the complexities of lived motherhood… the dilemma becomes how to 
speak of the difficulties and incomparable beauties of the maternal without having 
those variously inflected and complex experiences turned into clichés of what 
enduring motherhood is supposed to be.567 

 
Rineke Dijkstra’s photographs of three women, shot an hour (Julie), a day (Tecla) and 
a week (Saskia) after giving birth, repudiate the Madonna vision of the serene, 
composed mother. Instead they are visceral, unromantically and uncomfortably real, 
shown bleeding or scarred from the birth, their stretched bellies deflating, flesh 
battered. They look dazed and disoriented by their ordeal, clutching tiny, vulnerable 
babies to their chests. Standing barefoot on hard floors in front of stark white walls, 
their environment feels unforgiving and cold towards the fragility of these wounded 
bodies and helpless newborns. At the same time, despite the trauma of childbirth, 
the disruption to identity and the weight of responsibility, they are still standing. They 
represent the contradictory nature of maternal experience: raw and exposed, yet 
steadfast and fierce in their protectiveness, direct and uncompromising in their gaze 
to the viewer. 

 

Julie Blackmon’s work Domestic Vacations also addresses the paradoxes of 
contemporary motherhood. Struggling with cultural expectations startlingly at odds 
with each other, in a society at once ‘child-centred and self-obsessed’,568 she creates 
photographs that highlight that conflict. She is concerned with the impossibility of 
reconciling antithetical expectations: of measuring up to the exacting standards of 
’intensive mothering’ while meeting those of a capitalist culture that values individual 
and surface, and also navigating through our own evolving ideas about our place in 
the workplace and in family life.  

The same society that disseminates an ideology urging mothers to give unselfishly 
of their time, money and love on behalf of sacred children simultaneously valorises 
a set of ideas that runs directly counter to it, one emphasising impersonal relations 
between isolated individuals efficiently pursuing their personal profit.569 

Blackmon’s images construct versions of family life at home. They are bright and 
pastel-hued with a large depth-of-field, giving them a hyperreal, even cartoonish, air. 
Most of the people in them are children, at play or participating in vague domestic 
dramas. The women who occasionally show up seem distracted and disengaged, 
caught up in their own issues, while painted portraits look on blankly from the 
background. Despite the colourful, cheerful façades, the scenes hint at threat, with 
minor dramas about to tip over into chaos and children on the brink of harming 
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themselves or others. Small details suggest the incompatibility of these competing 
scenarios. Branded commodities in the images, like Febreze air freshener and Revlon 
hair dye, point to consumerism and advertising in constructing artificial, unattainable 
images of family life and modern womanhood, while separating us out into our own 
concerns and interests. In her representation of these opposing drives and 
experiences, Blackmon’s series recalls de Beauvoir’s description of motherhood as 
‘a strange compromise of narcissism, altruism, dream, sincerity, bad faith, devotion 
and cynicism.’570 

 

For Mary Kelly, her early work on the sexual-social division of labour coalesced into 
a new consideration of gendered work following the birth of her first child. Made 
collaboratively, these works were concerned with women’s struggle for equality in 
the workplace, highlighting the efforts of women pressing for a cleaning union in 
Nightcleaners571, and female factory workers in Women and Work: A Document on 
the Division of Labour in Industry 1973-75572. Originally conceiving the latter work as 
a study of the implementation of the Equal Pay Act, the artists found that the issue 
of domestic labour was foremost in the concerns of the more than 150 women 
workers they interviewed573. Post-Partum Document foregrounded the issue of 
maternal work, physical, psychological and emotional. Kelly described it as 
representing ‘my lived experience as a mother and my analysis of that experience574’. 
Encompassing usually-incompatible dualisms, Post-Partum Document integrates the 
scientific and conceptual, as well as the theoretical and prosaic aspects of both 
motherhood and art. Kelly depicts an alternative vision of the mother: a visceral, 
emotional, anxious experience of motherhood far from art’s usual personification of 
serenity and contentment. She uses conceptual and psychoanalytic approaches to 
studying maternal experience, examining sounds, scribbles, stains and feelings for 
signs and meaning and working through intense emotion in a rigorous and systematic 
way. Anxiety emanates from Kelly’s refusal to discard these ephemeral traces, 
instead holding onto these pieces as evidence, itemising, transcribing, cataloguing 
and framing them. Amid the barrage of charts and checks of child development - of 
centiles, weight, milestones - the anxious measuring up of both infant and mother is 
familiar and recognisable.  

 

In Post-Partum Document: Introduction the four tiny, neatly-folded vests represent 
a tactile, bodily connection between the mother and child that is intimate and tender 
while also allowing Kelly to avoid the 1970s feminist trope of the performative female 
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body: ‘men were artists’, she says, ‘women were performers575’. The use of found 
objects to signify the mother’s experience meant that that she could be heard 
instead of seen, becoming the subject rather than the object576. The neat uniformity 
and careful pressing hints at the repetitive domestic chores of washing, drying and 
folding small clothes that will only be worn for hours or minutes before being dirtied 
with food, faeces or vomit and the process repeating. Documentation I: Analysed 
Faecal Stains and Feeding Charts explores Kelly’s worries over nutrition and weaning 
and consists of faecal stains left on delicate, tissue-like nappy liners after their 
contents have been flushed away. The liners are combined with obsessive notes 
detailing her son’s feeding, typed on a separate sheet and layered underneath. The 
effect of this layering is to render both the stain and the notes  as ghostly traces, 
captured and preserved in pristine frames like rare artefacts. Separation anxiety is 
the focus of Documentation IV: Transitional Objects, Diary and Diagram in which 
diary entries speak of Kelly’s ambivalence. She voices her contradictory feelings and 
thoughts about mothering and working outside the home: 

K’s aggressiveness has resurfaced and made me feel anxious about going to work. I 
can’t count the number of ‘small wounds’ I’ve got as a result of his throwing, kicking, 
biting etc...... I’m not the only object of his wrath but I’m probably the source. Maybe 
I should stay at home...but we need the money577. 

 

When it was originally shown in the ICA in 1976, the work caused uproar by bringing 
the physical details and psychological struggle of childcare into the rarefied setting 
of a gallery. Seen as scatological by the tabloid press - ‘dirty nappies!’578 ran one 
headline - it was also deemed ’too cerebral and obscure579’, and elsewhere ’cold and 
unemotional’580. Post-Partum Document placed motherhood and childrearing in 
public view in all its raw, visceral physicality. Its disturbance for the press who 
claimed to be outraged by it lay in the unaccustomed sight of ‘the private (female) 
world of domestic childrearing making itself visible in all its literal shittiness581’. By 
making visible the complex emotional affects and physical experiences of 
mothering, Kelly demonstrates a resistance to dominant imagery and to 
contemporary cultural expectations of both art and women’s work. In this way she 
works towards registering that experience as noticeable and significant. The 
presentation of the work also serves a function, mimicking the traditional neat lines 
of frames on a wall, as a kind of Trojan horse for non-traditional subject-matter; Kelly 
says it ‘parodies a familiar type of museum display in so far as it allows my 
archaeology of the everyday to slip unannounced into the great hall582’. Similarly, her 
pseudo-scientific diagrams of graphs and charts mock the notion of authority and 
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the objective expert, as each iron-clad prescription for the ‘good’ mother is replaced 
by the next parenting bible583. 

Mary Kelly Post-Partum Document 

If conceptual art is primarily concerned with art and abstract ideas, then Post-
Partum Document challenges its ‘hermeticism584’ by using it to interrogate and 
represent the ordinary and tangible work and emotions of mothering. Iverson credits 
Kelly with breaking the taboo of maternity in contemporary art585:  

What Conceptualist would have thought of inserting a mother and baby into that art 
discourse? Even some feminists were a bit surprised since they were busy asserting 
their right to be free from the demands of reproduction which was thought to 
hamper women’s creative production. The mother artist was an oxymoron both 
within patriarchy and within the movements which sought to challenge it.586 

The persistence of the cultural myths of motherhood however ‘underscores how 
little attention we give to the ties that are familial and yet not quite familiar’587. The 
gulf between expectations and reality of family life is deepened if the experiences, 
emotions and complexities of the domestic everyday remain hidden in social silence 
and invisibility. For maternal subjectivity and the work of home in all their messiness, 
difficulty and tedium to become noticeable - sensible, in Rancière’s terms - then the 

 
583 Spock, Ford, etc  
584 Molesworth (2000) p85 
585 Iverson (1998) p48 
586 Iverson (1998) p34 
587 Art & Feminism pp39-40 
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narrow list of ‘ideologically appropriate subjects’588 needs to be broadened.  

 
‘Amazing that this most important work should  

hardly require intelligence at all!’589 

 

Women artists have challenged ideas about what subject matter is suitable for art, 
embracing the lived experience of home and motherhood traditionally omitted from 
depiction and discourse. Representations of strength recur in maternal artwork in 
contradiction of art historical representations of the tender, beatific Madonna figure. 
Janine Antoni’s piece, Inhabit, depicts the artist in her child’s bedroom, suspended 
from the ceiling in a harness which holds her inside a dolls’ house. The indexicality 
of the photograph enables us to take in the structure and its fixings; despite Antoni’s 
gentle expression and downcast eyes, we notice the pressure the house exerts on 
her bare flesh. It becomes apparent that this act is a feat of physical might and 
stamina but is only a hint of the effort required to support home and family. 

  

In her video work Gazelle we see Katie Murray’s attempt to get herself into shape 
after childbirth. The Gazelle Total Body Workout Machine in her living room and the 
sexist trainer in the exercise video playing on her tv demand she do more and be 
better. At the same time her young children clamour for attention and she ends up 
strapping them both on herself while she exercises. The sight is surreal and humorous 
but it also reveals the mother as a figure of strength and endurance. The video is 
intercut with clips of a wild gazelle being chased by young cheetahs, making a 
desperate attempt to survive. These metaphors for Murray’s efforts to be a mother, 
an artist and a partner - ‘a knotty triumvirate of positions problematic for women590’ 
- are shown in conflict. 

 

Bobby Baker similarly felt the loss of self after having children and of her identity as 
an artist and developed her performance Drawing on a Mother’s Experience591. In it 
she adopts the persona of a cheerful cookery demonstrator wearing a ‘shoddy, 
humble female work outfit592’ of white overalls and sets about recounting her first 
eight years of motherhood. As her storytelling touches on a sequence of food 
memories she brings items from shopping bags and uses them to draw and paint on 

 
588 Molesworth (2000) p77 
589 Flynn (2017) p58 paraphrasing comments in The Child, The Family and the Outside World by 
D.M. Winnicott 
590 Bright (2013) p19 
591 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=ZltcjneEz_0&feature=emb_logo 
592 Barrett & Baker (2007) p38 
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a cotton sheet spread on the floor. Her actions veer between amusing and disturbing, 
something like a Jackson Pollock action painting and Tony Hancock in The Rebel but 
with a narrative that reveals the vulnerability of the mother in the difficult early years 
of parenthood. Eventually Baker lies down in the sticky mushy mess of food, flour 
and liquid before rolling herself up in it and struggling back to her feet. The resulting 
‘painting’ defies the conventions of the artwork - the foodstuffs mean it is materially 
ephemeral and defeats preservation for cultural or economic consumption.  

 

There is a disturbing side to the work, beyond Baker’s self-deprecatory patter and 
physical gaucheness, with her anger spilling out as her actions break rules and cross 
boundaries of normal behaviour.  

I felt very strongly that the importance of the mother’s role, indeed parenting as a 
whole, was shockingly undervalued. I built on my experience of using my own true 
stories, blending this with a commentary on domesticity, motherhood and the role 
of the artist. I found a subtly subversive political voice that communicated my anger 
in a bearable way593. 

The work is transgressive: she creates mess, plays with food by flinging and smearing 
it and by inviting spillages and dirt onto her body and into her hair she rejects the 
boundaries that keep us clean and cultured.  In her elemental relationship with these 
substances of everyday life and in the uneasy tension between the veneer of polite 
housewifeliness and the wildness of her actions, we are shown the potential for 
disruption. Rose notes that mothers are generally viewed as repositories of difficulty, 
absorbing and neutralising the world’s wrath for the benefit of others.  

Mothers, we might say, are the original subversives, never – as feminism has long 
insisted – what they seem, or are meant to be… the acuity and rage of mothers 
somehow continue to be one of the best-kept secrets of our times.594  

 

The repressed anger and frustration of home is central to Chantal Akerman’s film 
Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles. It consists predominantly 
of chores carried out in real time, with their slow progress towards completion. They 
are incredibly mundane yet utterly absorbing, in part due to their proximity to the 
camera and the close framing of the shots. We see the precise gestures, the ways 
of doing things which speak of a long history of carrying out the same domestic 
chores over and over: ‘every gesture looks like the externalisation of psychic 
implosion595’. The protagonist’s facial expressions are closed and enigmatic, 
reinforcing a sense of an unknowable interior world at odds with a cultural 
understanding of housework (and those who do it) as lowly, simple, facile. The ending 
suggests the oppression hidden in the woman’s role in the home, the danger of 
restraining women in rigid domestic order (The Yellow Wallpaper) and the overlooked 

 
593 Baker https://dailylifeltd.co.uk/our-work/drawing-on-a-mothers-experience/ 
594 Rose (2018) p18 
595 Bergstrom (1999) 
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power and threat of a woman breaking her chains. 

I do think it’s a feminist film because I give space to things which were never, almost 
never, shown that way, like the daily gestures of a woman. They are the lowest in the 
hierarchy of film images. A kiss or a car crash comes higher, and I don’t think that’s 
accidental. It’s because these are women’s gestures that they count for so little596. 

 
 Chantal Akerman Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles 

 

 

DIFFICULT WOMEN 

 
‘Stop rocking the cradle and start rocking the boat.’597 

 
What an individual woman might experience as a personal problem Criado Perez 
contextualises as a societal, structural one: the personal is still very much political. 
She emphasises that women are subject to discrimination across a range of issues 
and sectors, in medicine, public transport, vehicle safety, workplaces and design.  

We continue to naturalise sex and gender discrimination – while at the same time 
somehow not seeing any of this as discrimination. Or really, we don’t see it because 
we naturalise it – it is too obvious, too commonplace, too much just the way things 
are to bother commenting on. It’s the irony of being a woman: at once hyper-visible 
when it comes to being treated as the subservient sex class and invisible when it 

 
596 Akerman in Bergstrom (1999) 
597 popular second-wave feminist slogan; see Thurer (1994) p264 
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counts – when it comes to being counted598. 

The everyday repetition of normative acts is a powerful way to concretise ideas and 
behaviours599 which suit particular orders and power structures. Housework 
practices follow the lines in which gender identity600 has been constructed: ‘to be 
feminine is to perform femininity, and the daily doing of housework continues to be 
pivotal to being a wife and mother’601. However, to de Beauvoir’s statement that ‘one 
is not born, but rather becomes, woman’602, Rose adds that ‘if you only become a 
woman, then what it means to be a woman becomes negotiable’603. How then might 
we disrupt these lopsided structures? Where is our power? What does resistance 
look like?  

 
One way to resist might be to fail deliberately. Striking is the longstanding recourse 
for workers challenging the conditions of their labour. If your work is not valued 
sufficiently, refusing to do it underlines for those that take it for granted that it should 
be. From a 1945 newspaper article entitled “As Housewives We Are Worms”604, to 1975 
when 90% of Icelandic women went on strike605, to calls in 2010 for Spanish 
‘babysitter grandparents’606 to withdraw their labour, the frustration of carrying out 
exhausting and necessary but ignored work has pushed women to take action. More 
recently, as fertility rates have plummeted in most western countries, ‘one wonders 
whether, consciously or unconsciously, many women are going on strike. They are 
perhaps withholding their reproductive labour in protest at the conditions under 
which they are expected to mother.’607 

 

However, it is difficult to go that far, particularly where care work is involved: ‘while 
the worker can unionise, go out on strike, mothers are divided from each other in 
homes, tied to their children by compassionate bonds’.608 Besides the emotional 
difficulty there is a not-unfounded fear of being seen to fail. Iris Marion Young’s essay 
“My Mother’s Story” makes it clear that there are consequences. Her mother read 
books, studied Russian, played games, sang and ignored the housework. In 1958 this 
rejection of housewifeliness was a problem; Young and her siblings were taken away 
and her mother sent to jail for neglect. At the time, she says, 

I was mortified by her weirdness, sitting in her chair reading and writing, instead of 

 
598 Criado Perez (2019) p314 
599 Mahalik, Morray, Coonerty-Femiano, Ludlow, Slattery & Smiler (2005) p417 
600 Butler (1990); Jackson and Scott (2002); Criado Perez (2019); Rippon (2020) 
601 Bittman, Rice & Wajcman (2004) p413 
602 de Beauvoir (2011) p283 
603 Rose (2018) p133 
604 Johnson & Lloyd (2004) p33 
605 Brewer (2015) 
606 Tremlett (2010) 
607 Holmes (2009) p88 
608 Rich (1995) p53 
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cooking, cleaning, ironing and mending like a real mom. Later, after she died in 1978, 
I read her refusal to do housework as passive resistance.609 

 
 

Oakley calls for more judicious failure. She demands that women ‘fight the standards 
set up by their conditioning: standards which insist that anything less than domestic 
perfection is a crime against their own nature’610. Similarly, having studied the 
gendered distribution of the second shift in households with two working parents 
and finding that men were not doing more, Hochschild notes that ‘“cutting back” - 
not male sharing - is the new response to the strains of being a supermom’611. 

 
‘Mothers always fail… Such failure should not be viewed as 
catastrophic but as normal, that failure should be seen as part 
of the task.’612 

 
 
 
 

 
609 Young (2005) p134 
610 Oakley (1985) p241 
611 Hochschild p260 
612 Rose (2018) p27 
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As I reflect on the evolution of my work in the home, I have become more conscious 
of how it has responded to the concerns and constraints of the time. Throughout it 
I have been conscious of a sense of attachment. It is in my relationships with my 
sons, and in their relationships with each other, as well as in our connections to our 
home. Along with the attachment of closeness, intimacy and trust however, I 
experience more conflicting feelings. Home can be deeply unsettling. It has changed 
constantly and has been at times a place of profound threat.  

 

The attachment I feel between my sons and I has evolved. When I was making 
Domestic Drift they were beginning nursery and primary school, enormously 
dependent on me, trusting, playful, fighting me about getting dressed or brushing 
teeth or leaving the house. Now they are teenagers, vacillating between childhood 
and adulthood. I feel them detaching from me and experiencing home and each 
other in different ways. They are bigger, heavier and stronger than me, often out of 
the home more than I am, with drives and pressures outside my field of influence or 
experience.  

 

I feel out of my depth. I realise though as I reflect on my practice and on my years 
of motherhood that I have always felt out of my depth with them. I recognise more 
that what bothers me about home, what I find difficult, is only transient and shifts as 
circumstances change. I see that what seemed so impossible to cope with once, I 
think of now with the ache of nostalgia. 

 

I see the fluctuations of embodied attachment and shifting adolescent identity in 
the relationship between my sons. They are close, so much so that a lot of the time 
they don’t seem to view each other as separate people. They are both physically and 
mentally connected, understanding one another and interested in much the same 
things. They are often pressed together, sometimes affectionately, sometimes 
violently. Embraces are tight, but erupt into laughter or fury without warning signs 
that I can identify. Recognising that their physical grasp of each other represented a 
larger ambivalence in our feelings towards home and each other, I have been trying 
to catch these moments of ambiguous brotherly attachment.  

 

They were sitting watching a film and absentmindedly reaching out to each other. I 
was struck by this hold and by how it veered from gentle touch to crushing pressure. 
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It seemed to speak of a dichotomic experience of home - of how the reassuring 
familiarity and closeness of home and family can also slip into disturbing and 
oppressive claustrophobia. I also recalled my younger son’s strategies as a 
preschooler to resist my control and direction. When we were walking somewhere 
he didn’t want to go he would squeeze my hand back until it hurt. It was a tactic to 
use my handholding against me by making it so painful that I might let go: a tool of 
resistance. 

 

Related outputs: 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “The Second Shift: Researching the Work of Home” Visualising the 
Home University of Cumbria, Carlisle 

Gallagher, C. & Schuppert, M. (2019) “Clare Gallagher in Conversation with Dr Mirjami 
Schuppert” Belfast Exposed Gallery Belfast 
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CHAPTER 6: DIRT, DISGUST AND DISORDER 
 

DIRT 

 
‘The floor is flooded to ankle height with her toys. 
Unidentifiable matter describes paths, like the trail of a snail, 
over walls and surfaces. The room has acquired a skin, a crust 
of dried milk upon which old food sits like a sort of eczema. The 
kitchen is pollinated with every substance with which my 
daughter comes into contact: mess spreads like a force of 
nature, unstoppable. My clothes are limed with it; I find gobbets 
in my hair, on my shoes. I wash and rinse and scrub but a strong 
undertow of entropy appears to govern this overheated little 
space and chaos is forever imminent, encroaching.’613 

 
What do we mean when we talk about dirt, mess and cleaning? On the surface these 
might seem the most self-evident of ideas, matters of fact, but on probing they 
emerge as complex, subjective and context-dependent. Instead of being 
straightforward or objective, I argue that our avoidance of dirt is based on a complex 
web of culturally-constructed issues and understandings: disgust, hygiene, 
aesthetics and, above all, order. Notions about dirt and cleanliness are mutable, 
influenced by changing contemporary practices and beliefs to a remarkable degree. 
They veer from views of disease like the miasma theory to recent hypotheses614 that 
rates of allergies and autoimmune disorders have risen as a result of insufficient 
exposure to household dirt, with its bacteria and parasites. Common assumptions 
that modern technology has reduced the burden of cleaning are misplaced. The 
evidence shows that it has instead raised the bar; as machines have made cleaning 
activities easier, the work has expanded615 to fill the time available by elevating norms 
of cleanliness to previously impossible levels.  

 
613 Cusk (2014) p144 
614 Nuwer (2013); Bloomfield et al. (2006) 
615 Cowan (1983); Oakley (1974); Oakley (2005); Forty (1986); Wacjman (2015); Hoy (1995); Shove 
(2003) 
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In my consideration of household dirt and cleaning I lean heavily on Mary Douglas’ 
Purity and Danger in which she discusses the complex system of ordering dirt, as 
both a larger process of identification and demarcation, as well as a micro-process 
of changing between states. She begins with our recognition of dirt as matter ‘out of 
place, a threat to good order’616, invoking displeasure and the need to create distance 
between it and us. Initially the dirt has recognisable origins, as decaying or discarded 
elements of something, such as food, something from the body, debris from 
outdoors or packaging material. Douglas describes matter at this stage as being 
dangerous, owing to its ’half-identity’ and its intrusion into a scene it doesn’t belong 
in. Julia Kristeva’s notion of the abject similarly situates threat at the loss of 
distinction, at ‘the place where meaning collapses’617. Abjection is ‘what disturbs 
identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-
between, the ambiguous, the composite.’618 

 

It is interesting (and surprising) to contemplate our own feelings about what practices 
and objects constitute dirty or hygienic. When considering how they differ from the 
ideas of others, the sense that judgements about dirtiness and cleanliness are 
objective is rapidly demolished. It is also instructive to delve into where they have 
come from. Despite very different childhood environments and circumstances, my 
mother’s attitudes are strongly reflected in mine. Her experiences of growing up on 
a remote farm without running water and the effort expended to collect it meant 
that it was used judiciously. Drinking water was brought from a well and washing 
water from a stream, boiled to make it clean enough for washing dishes. Hands were 
washed before eating only if they were either noticeably dirty or after touching 
animals or soil, since these were seen as at risk of contamination from animal faeces. 
Her working mother was not particularly bothered about cleanliness, given the more 
pressing concerns in rural mid-century Ireland of ensuring adequate food and 
education for a large family. My mother contracted tuberculosis as an adult (a 
dangerous and highly contagious disease spread through microscopic droplets from 
the lungs), an experience which further shaped her perspective and priorities. Her 
disinterest in either producing or maintaining a spick-and-span home coupled with 
her knowledge and concern about bacteria and disease have in turn strongly 
influenced my beliefs about cleanliness.  

 
‘I never fuss about dirt in its pure state and when I know what 
sort it is… I wouldn’t think of giving such trouble to neighbours 

 
616 Douglas (2002) p197 
617 Kristeva (1982) p2 
618 Kristeva (1982) p4 
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in washing up when there’s so much work to be done in the 
world already.’619 

 
Like Gabriel Oak, I want to know what kind of dirt I'm dealing with. I feel substantially 
more concerned about invisible dirt than about dirt I can see, because I know where 
the latter came from and what kind it is. For example, I expect to find toilet bacteria 
around the toilet and act accordingly. The thought, however, of it being transferred 
invisibly elsewhere provokes revulsion and anxiety, so the sight of a sparkling toilet 
bowl next to an equally sparkling sink, such as in a hotel, is not one I find particularly 
reassuring. I feel suspicious of people who spend a lot of time cleaning their homes 
since I worry that this only moves dirt to more problematic places. I am quite 
fastidious about hand washing and the practices of food preparation, storage and 
consumption but not at all bothered by dust, an attitude that would be distinctly 
different if there were someone with asthma or allergies in the family. While sharing 
drinks is a common practice, my mother expressly forbade it in my childhood as a 
lingering consequence from her TB and I still obey this. In terms of disgust and 
anxiety, I feel complete horror towards any encounter with vomit, whether mine or 
others’, or even the thought620 of it. Urine and faeces, on the other hand, I am much 
more tolerant of which was a useful attribute when my children were small. Vomit 
avoidance therefore is likely a strong influence on my practices and beliefs about 
dirt and pathogenicity. I own very few cleaning products and gadgets, seeing the 
array of different products as a capitalist ploy to create a sense of need where none 
exists as well as needlessly raising the bar on societal expectations of the pristine 
home and threatening to give me even more work to do. I also have a growing fear 
about the destruction of good bacteria (a new and fascinating development in our 
understanding of dirt and germs) and the creation of dangerous pathogens resistant 
to antibiotics and antibacterials. This last point underlines the fact that our rules621 
about hygiene fluctuate, changing as our knowledge does.  

 

Returning to Douglas’ system of ordering dirt, the stage of dangerous ‘half-identity’ 
is followed by a process of ’pulverising, dissolving and rotting’622 until its identity is 
lost and the origins of its components are no longer clear. The dirt becomes rubbish 
proper and, once consigned to the bin or compost heap - its rightful place, where it 
belongs - it is no longer as dangerous.  

In this final stage of total disintegration, dirt is utterly undifferentiated. Thus a cycle 
has been completed. Dirt was created by the differentiating activity of mind, it was 
a by-product of the creation of order. So it started from a state of non-

 
619 Gabriel Oak in Hardy (1978) p105 
620 For a description of ‘gape face’ see Kelly (2011) p16 
621 Douglas (2002) p8 
622 Douglas (2002) p197 
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differentiation; all through the process of differentiating its role was to threaten the 
distinctions made; finally it returns to its true indiscriminable character.623  

Removing hygiene and pathogenicity from our definition of dirt leaves us back at 
Douglas’ definition of dirt as matter out of place. This definition points to two 
requirements: 

a set of ordered relations and a contravention of that order. Dirt then is never a 
unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt there is system. Dirt is the by-product of 
a systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves 
rejecting inappropriate elements.624 

Her examination picks apart the widely-held notion that our ideas about dirt are built 
primarily on concern for hygiene. Instead, she attributes our understanding, beliefs 
and practices of cleaning and tidying to a need to create and maintain order, a sense 
echoed by Shove’s discussion of the process of cleaning as one of ‘making and 
reproducing division and distinction’625.  

When we honestly reflect on our busy scrubbings and cleanings in this light, we know 
that we are not mainly trying to avoid disease. We are separating, placing boundaries, 
making visible statements about the home that we are intending to create out of the 
material house… Often our justification of our own avoidances through hygiene is 
sheer fantasy. 626  

 
‘Here is a nice china cup with a little chip. I am told I ought to 

throw it away but I like it and refuse.’627 

 

If we step away from concerns with disease and hygiene, largely invisible to the 
naked eye, a sizeable proportion of housework efforts attest to our thinking about 
how our homes (our children, ourselves) should look.  ‘In chasing dirt, in papering, 
decorating, tidying, we are not governed by anxiety to escape disease but are 
positively reordering our environment, making it conform to an idea.’628 Langhamer 
points to the rapidly rising interest in the appearance of home in the postwar years. 
This was fuelled partly by construction of new homes and the modernisation of 
housing stock which improved living standards and encouraged more home-based 
leisure629, such as the simultaneous proliferation of televisions and decline of cinema. 
Aspirational examples and advice in women’s magazines along with home exhibitions 
like the Festival of Britain, also contributed to an intense interest in the aesthetics of 
home. Mass Observation reported attitudes of visitors leaving the Britain Can Make 
It home exhibition: ‘A number of people mention that they now realise how shabby 

 
623 Douglas (2002) p198 
624 Douglas (2002) p44 
625 Shove (2003) p90 
626 Douglas (2002) p85 
627 Douglas (2002) pxii 
628 Douglas (2002) p3 
629 Langhamer (2005) pp352-3 
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their own homes are… In some cases it seems that a long-established satisfaction 
with homes has been disturbed.’630 

 

Recent directions in aesthetics and environmentalism have considered and criticised 
how our everyday aesthetic judgements extend not simply to good or bad taste but 
have serious ramifications for the health of the planet. Western appetites for 
newness are ‘tied to the increasingly unsustainable rhythms of commercial culture: 
three years ago that was beautiful, now it is dowdy’,631 rapidly to be replaced. As 
consumers in a capitalist system we are usually shielded from the means of 
production. This separation lets us ignore what we facilitate and support in our drive 
for renewal, whether it is child labour, dangerous working conditions, destruction of 
habitats, pollution of water supplies or slave labour. ’In the pursuit of newness, 
planned obsolescence of shiny, weak-surfaced objects, even remaining fully 
functional, are replaced because of aged surface.’632 Rose also discusses this belief 
in attaining perfection as ‘the false promise of consumer objects’,633 leading each 
purchase disappointingly but inevitably to the next one. Saito expands on this with 
a discussion of the optimal state, a condition always in contrast to the reality of 
objects subjected to change. While sometimes change in materials, objects and 
bodies is welcomed with a positive attitude, described in terms like ripen, mellow, 
season, mature, more often however it is lamented, seen as to age, decay, degrade, 
deteriorate, wane.  

These two sets of terms that we use to describe changes indicate that we seem to 
have constructed a life process for each material and object from its inception to an 
optimal state, prime condition, or peak, after which it is in steady decline.634 

There is a sense of an inevitable process, one of inexorable downward shifting 
towards decrepitude. From a supposed zenith at their optimal state things are then 
considered past their prime.   

 

Saito sees yet more implications of our attitudes to signs of ageing and 
impermanence. One is of particular relevance here, since our appearance and that 
of our homes, children and possessions often leads others to judge us not only on 
our aesthetic taste but on our moral character. Tidiness is viewed as being ‘as much 
a moral as a physical attribute’635. Turning the home and its contents into a measure 
of the individual and their family risks ratcheting up the pressure on women to be 
‘good housekeepers, not for the sake of nurturance, efficiency, or hygiene, but for 

 
630 Mass Observation report FR 2441 in Langhamer (2005) p353 
631 Highmore (2010) pxiii 
632 Saito (2010) p102 
633 Rose (2018) p78 
634 Saito (2010) pp149-150 
635 Allan & Crow (1989) p53 
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the sake of appearances’636. This is no revelation to women who tend to be held 
responsible for creating a home which is sufficiently presentable, inviting, tidy, clean 
and free of clutter, and experience pressure to maintain it. This provokes many 
anxieties, such as the expectation that they will be judged on the state of their home, 
the worry they will be found wanting and correspondingly classed as not decent or 
respectable. Laundry, for example, is frequently designated as women’s work and its 
results are usually on public view, meaning that judgment of appearance is also 
judgment of domestic standards, as well as social standing and ability to cope637. 
’Describing people, things or practices as clean or dirty is not a socially neutral 
enterprise’,638 and women’s ‘dirtiness’ in particular has connotations of misconduct, 
whether relating to sexuality, domestic skill, personal hygiene or appearance. 

‘A man who places a high priority on domestic cleanliness is just 
a clean man; a woman who doesn’t is a bad woman.’639 

 

There is also conflict between women’s leisure activities and their motivation to 
maintain a clean and tidy environment. Women bear the brunt of this work, tidying 
and cleaning around the rest of the household members to keep things to the 
standard they feel is necessary, especially out of fear of the outsider’s gaze. Since 
this sense of public scrutiny, and sensitivity to it, is usually subjective, each woman 
creates her own domestic standards with the result that ‘it is as though she makes a 
rod for her own back. If the work gets her down she seems to have only herself to 
blame.’640 “I’m working constantly to keep the place clean. It’s really not very easy 
with the kids, especially if they’ve been sick or something. It’s quite hard to keep the 
place clean. Although I don’t get many visitors during the day, I do try to keep the 
place clean if they do come.”641 “The place is always tidy. I very rarely sit down.”642 
Many women have internalised their notions of cleanliness and tidiness so much that 
they struggle to feel comfortable when they think their home is a mess. Home 
magazines don’t help, with images that belie their artifice and the effort involved in 
creating them, and instead ’whisper of stillness, rest’643.  

 

Partly in an attempt to counteract the visibility of my slatternliness644, I have 

 
636 Young (2005) p133 
637 Cowan (1983) p218 
638 Shove (2003) p88 
639 Burkeman (2018) 
640 Allan & Crow (1989) p69 
641 Darke (1994) in Cieraad (1999) p116 
642 Darke (1994) in Cieraad (1999) p116 
643 Young (2005) p133 
644 While I mean my inadequate cleaning, I find it interesting that this also has sexual connotations 
of sluttishness 
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cultivated a domestic aesthetic which aims to do several things. My home is 
colourful and filled with books, patterns, plants, objects and pictures to distract an 
observer from paying too close attention to my generally deficient domestic skills 
(and those of my co-inhabitants). This is directed towards hopefully providing a 
pleasing sight which might persuade them to consider the mess in a more generous 
spirit, as well as to make amends for exposing visitors to what might be to them 
disturbing levels of dirt. I try to avoid using furnishings and materials which rely on a 
sense of shiny newness for their appeal and which would thus require a high level of 
maintenance and/or frequent replacement. In creating and presenting an alternative 
standard and aesthetic I tell myself I am standing up to what feels like an oppressive, 
and potentially dull, cultural norm: a hegemony of cleanliness, if you will. Junichiro 
Tanizaki’s In Praise of Shadows is a key influence; he writes lyrically on the rewards 
of an aesthetic which values shadow and depth, wear and age, and against one which 
privileges surface, shine, whiteness and novelty.  

 

Aesthetic judgments in everyday life are both more numerous and more complex 
than one would think. As well as prompting tidying and cleaning to meet the 
expectations of self or others, they might also include selecting shades of house 
paint or wallpaper patterns, disguising marks on carpets or threadbare patches of 
upholstery, or making distinctions between planting a garden and pulling up weeds, 
complaining about graffiti and welcoming a mural. These seemingly insignificant 
decisions reflect individual and societal judgements about taste, appearance and 
value but are neglected. Since they don’t produce a distinct experience, ‘memorable 
presence or lofty intellectual, emotional or spiritual enlightenment… they tend to 
disappear from the aesthetic radar that has been calibrated to capture those special 
standout experiences’645. 

 
That things change is a law of nature, independent of our attitude. However, things 
decline, decay, get dirty or become messy due to our expectation, desire and 
evaluation… it is because of our construction of the object’s life process and our 
attraction and adherence to its ‘peak’ stage that the object declines and 
deteriorates.646 

Acknowledging, much less accepting, this in everyday life is difficult however. While 
we might cherish signs of age and wear in an antique, so much of the daily work of 
home is directed at countering the inexorable passage towards mess and decay. 
Contradictions like these are indications of our ‘existential struggle to determine to 
what extent we should relinquish human control over nature’s working’647. Common 
sense tells us that when nature takes its course, things age and become dirty. They 
don’t organise or clean themselves, yet our ‘desire to exert total control over what 

 
645 Saito (2010) p48 
646 Saito (2010) p154 
647 Saito (2010) p7 
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actually is not controllable, translating into an unforgiving, yet ultimately futile, battle 
against clutter, mess, dirt and signs of ageing648’ has been ingrained in Western 
culture and science since the Enlightenment. There is also a positive interpretation 
to evidence of ‘decline’, in that the everyday confrontations with dirt, clutter and 
decay offer up numerous reminders that all existence is ephemeral; nothing stays 
the same, everything changes. From a wabi-sabi perspective, this provides a lesson 
in non-attachment to expectations about how things ‘should’ be. ‘Flowers fall when 
we cling to them, and weeds only grow when we dislike them’.649 In effect, it is our 
attitude to change, rather than change itself, which causes suffering: ‘washing, 
ironing, sweeping, ferreting out fluff from under wardrobes – all this halting of decay 
is also the denial of life, for time simultaneously creates and destroys.’650 

 

 

DISGUST 

 

In Pictures from a Rubbish Tip, Keith Arnatt uses the camera’s innate capacity for 
decontextualisation to emphasise the ambiguous qualities of his detritus, resulting in 
a strange cognitive dissonance for the viewer between appeal and disgust. For all 
the articles that we might recognise for what they once were - a rind of bacon, a 
teabag, a fragment of eggshell - there are others that only hint at their origins, 
resembling materials if not forms: grimy pieces of wrapping, strange gloop, red fleshy 
lumps. Placed on top of dirty translucent plastic sheeting through which more 
rubbish can be discerned, the overall effect resembles a pretty, pastel-hued 
watercolour marred by jarring detail. The messy, rotting, decaying muddle, flattened 
by the picture plane, removed from smell and touch and abstracted by close 
cropping and altered scale, becomes alternately safe and disturbing. 

 

The range of encounters that might disgust us is wide, reaching far beyond the dirty 
to encompass the physical and concrete (such as insects, strange foods, vomit) as 
well as the social, abstract and political (types or groups of people, activities, 
ideologies). Similarly, there is a broad array of ways in which we might react to 
disgusting things, from the physical expression of revulsion, to the psychological, 
emotional and moral response. While biologists used to think that dirt produced 
universal and innate feelings of disgust, multidisciplinary research is now finding far 
greater variance among people in where their sense of disgust originates, how it is 

 
648 Saito (2010) p7 
649 Dogen (1986) p32 
650 De Beauvoir (1988) p470 
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experienced and the degree to which disgust influences their behaviour. Of the 
categories651 of disgust identified by researchers (poor hygiene; animals that are 
vectors of disease such as rats or cockroaches; sexual behaviours; atypical 
appearances; lesions and visible signs of infection, and food that shows signs of 
decay652), only a couple relate to dirt. They also note a substantial variance in 
individuals’ responses to these sources and suggest that this relates to personality, 
anxiety levels and parental modelling of avoidance behaviours. 

Keith Arnatt Pictures from a Rubbish Tip 

 

Women are often presented as belonging to a realm of disgusting stuff. From body 
taboos around childbirth653, menstruation and menopause to primary responsibility 
for cleaning and care that involves dirt, decay, shit, nappies and vomit, women are 
closely associated with what is unpalatable: with what should be hidden.  Disgust 
then might be seen as a confrontation with what we cannot, or will not, accept. 
‘Everything seems at risk in the experience of disgust. It is a state of alarm and 
emergency… between acceptance and rejection.’654 Women’s encounters with 
everyday sources of disgust might be seen as evidence of their strength in coping 
with what others will not.  

 

Disgust seems a useful notion to interrogate. In one sense it resembles the poetic in 
its capacity for evocation. It also might provoke a rejection response to the idea that 

 
651 Kelly (2011) pp28-33 
652 Tybur, Çınar, Karinen & Perone (2018) 
653 Noor (2020) 
654 Menninghaus (2003) p1 
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home and women’s subjugation there should not be seen as natural or easy to 
accept. Disgust defies distinctions between inside and outside (as in food or body), 
solid and liquid (such as the slimy) and propre/proper and impropre/improper with 
their connotations not only of clean and neat but also belonging and correct. Put 
into an uncomfortable relationship with beauty, as may occur in art, the result might 
produce instability and ambiguity. 

 

Sartre noted the troubling nature of ambiguity in his discussion of the disgust 
provoked by le visqueux655 in Being and Nothingness. Its translation as ‘sliminess’ 
serves to emphasise not only its physical repugnance but its moral connotations 
too656. Reflecting Douglas’ inference of the danger in half-identity, Sartre locates the 
slimy’s difficulty in precisely its uncertainty and liminal nature: its ‘imitation of 
liquidity’, its ‘sticky thickness… Nothing testifies more clearly to its ambiguous 
character as a “substance between two states” than the slowness with which the 
slimy melts into itself.’657 The everyday and ordinary is so often overlooked for its 
familiarity and apparent safety, distinct from the exciting and dramatic public, 
outside world. Yet the slimy conveys a sense of veiled, ambiguous threat and points 
to the danger concealed in the everyday. 

 
‘The slimy is docile. Only at the very moment when I believe 
that I possess it, behold by a curious reversal, it possesses me. 
Here appears its essential character: its softness is leech-like. 
If an object which I hold in my hands is solid, I can let go when 
I please… I open my hands, I want to let go of the slimy and it 
sticks to me, it draws me, it sucks at me… I understand the snare 
of the slimy: it is a fluidity which holds me and which 
compromises me; I cannot slide on this slime, all its suction cups 
hold me back; it cannot slide over me, it clings to me like a 
leech.’658 

 
In addition to photographing at home I shot short video pieces throughout the 
research project. I was unclear of what I wanted to do but felt certain that durational, 
moving-image work was necessary to deal with the importance of time to the 

 
655 Sartre (1993) pp600-615 
656 Sartre (1993) p607 It is also an attribute Sartre depicts as ‘a sickly-sweet, feminine revenge’ and 
refers it numerous times to the female body  
657 Sartre (1993) p607 
658 Sartre (1993) pp608-9 
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domestic and everyday.  

Photography is made in an instant; that is the basis of its potential and the root of its 
limitations. Doesn’t the medium’s dependence on the fix of the moment prevent it 
from giving form to the multiple textures of time?659 

I tried a number of approaches, only finding a strategy that resonated with me when 
I realised that narrative, or any kind of linearity, was at odds with the repetitiveness 
of housework and the frustration of pouring time and energy down the drain. 

 

I made It Clings to Me Like a Leech in response to the daily confrontations with my 
domestic slovenliness. My children would dump their dishes in the sink barely 
scraped, the pile growing as we each avoided emptying and loading the dishwasher 
for as long as possible. Gradually the drain would block and the sink would fill with 
dirty water till I would reluctantly tackle the gunge. I shot the videos usually while 
cleaning up, setting up and leaving the camera running while I wiped and rinsed, 
feeling the simultaneous pride at making the kitchen more presentable with the 
sense of doom at the sink blocking up. On the one hand I felt disgust at the thought 
of clearing a temporary blockage, on the other I felt a more existential dread that the 
debris would not disappear, that the water would not drain, that the running water 
and sewage system would cease to function and that unmanageable chaos would 
erupt.  

 

I also experienced such revulsion to food debris that I dreaded the point at which I 
would have to reach in and attempt to dislodge the build-up. Looking at what I had 
shot, I saw that the camera’s framing had decontextualised the films from the sink 

 
659 Griffith & Caiger-Smith (1994) p11 
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and the domestic. Its isolation of the movement and particles became something 
which resembled a gentle swirling of stars in the night sky and made a seductive 
counterpoint to the abjection, repetition, mundanity of the daily kitchen chores - 
how long does a meal stay eaten, how long does a sink stay clean? The work was 
presented as an immersive, multi-projection installation. The viewer was surrounded 
by slow, turning, repetitive views of vague food-like substances rotating around the 
sink. The projected sequences looped out of sync, creating juxtapositions that were 
new but felt familiar, without end. Viewers described the movement as zenlike - 
soothing and meditative - but also repellent and disgusting. I would like to develop 
this time-based work further, particularly with the inclusion of cyclical sounds from 
the mechanical infrastructure of home such as the fridge and washing machine. 

 

DISORDER 

 
‘Reflection on dirt involves reflection on the relation of order 
to disorder, being to non-being, form to formlessness, life to 
death.’660 

 
Why do we go to so much trouble to halt decay and deny life? Why do expectations 
and ideas about ‘clean’ matter so much? From the moral judgments frequently made 
on women based on their homes, bodies, clothing and makeup, to the recent 
emergence of the term ‘clean eating’ (and its subsequent fall from favour), the word 
‘clean’ borrows meanings from the biblical term to suggest suitable, fitting, proper661. 
In this sense, clean refers to things in their rightful places, contained appropriately: 
it concerns order662. ‘Untouchables’ such as the Dalit in India, are literally beyond 
contact, associated with impurity and pollution. They are subjected to a strict order 
of separation comprising around 140 caste-based rules663 to segregate them from 
others. Douglas argues that ‘there is no such thing as dirt; no single item is dirty apart 
from a particular system of classification in which it does not fit’664. It is not in their 
nature but in their deviation from the system that dirt and pollution can be detected 
as being out of place: as transgression. 

Shoes are not dirty in themselves but it is dirty to place them on the dining table; 
food is not dirty in itself but it is dirty to leave cooking utensils in the bedroom or 
food bespattered on clothing; similarly bathroom equipment in the drawing room; 
clothing lying on chairs; outdoor things indoors; upstairs things downstairs; 

 
660 Douglas (2002) p7 
661 Douglas (2002) pxiv 
662 Allan & Crow (1989) p53 
663 National Campaign on Dalit Human Rights website 
664 Douglas (2002) pxvii 
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underclothing appearing where overclothing should be, and so on. In short, our 
pollution behaviour is the reaction which condemns any object or idea likely to 
confuse or contradict cherished classifications.665 

 
Beliefs about dirt operate more widely in social life to reinforce pressure on the 
individual and influence their behaviour. There are dangers to intimidate those who 
transgress this ideas order, both real (as Iris Marion Young experienced) and imagined 
(as mothers make wry, half-nervous jokes about our lapses being reported to social 
services).  

Ideas about separating, purifying, demarcating and punishing transgressions have as 
their main function to impose system on an inherently untidy experience. It is only 
by exaggerating the difference between within and without, about and below, male 
and female, with and against, that a semblance of order is created666. 

An act of resistance might be allowing ourselves to fail: to drop our standards and 
drop the ball. Perhaps it might also mean turning towards that which defies and 
threatens order.   

 

Douglas suggests that the friction between dirt’s shifting identity and its location out-
of-place gives it force and potency: ‘the danger which is risked by boundary 
transgression is power’667. For Young’s mother, the ‘bad’ housewife, this worked both 
ways. She was in danger for not playing by the rules but she was also seen as a 
danger for refusing to follow them. Disorder produces power, and this is threatening 
and dangerous. 

 
665 Douglas (2002) pp44-5 
666 Douglas (2002) p5 
667 Douglas (2002) p199 
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‘What woman has not dreamed of “going over the edge”?’668 

 

Michael Haneke’s film The Seventh Continent evokes the oppressiveness of an 
ordered life. In it he shows the terrifying results of a stultifying day-to-day existence 
made up of mundane actions carried out on repeat: 

the alarm set every day for 6am, the cash register that tallies the demands of 
consumerism, the move up the ladder to a job as dehumanising as the previous one, 
the television screen singing about the power of love before a family whose members 
no longer have anything significant to say to one another.669 

Like Akerman in Jeanne Dielman, he uses tight framing to depersonalise the 
activities. We see hands, rather than individuals, preparing food, making coffee or 
tying shoes and there is a sense that it could just as easily be us performing the tasks 
in that deadening life.  

 

Haneke thwarts our expectations of answers. We recognise the familiarity of home, 
even if not our own, but the details of the conflict the characters experience in their 

 
668 Rich (1995) p279 
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relationship with it are hidden. The psychological states and the motivations for their 
actions are often opaque and impenetrable. The viewer has to try to make sense of 
the frightening and disturbing scenes. Without explanations, we are left with 
ambiguity which prevents us from creating a safe distance of logic and heightens the 
sense of threat.   

 

There is an uneasy tension between order and disorder in the film. The routinised, 
mechanical rote actions carried out by the characters in their everyday lives, and 
the calm, methodical destruction of their home and selves point to a rigid order. Yet 
the psychological and existential struggles of the family are inscrutable and 
ultimately terrifying, spurring them to step outside the constraints of normality and 
carry out these acts of violence. Even within these actions - the tearing, smashing 
and hacking - there is no freedom, no wild abandon. The possibility of liberation is 
negated by a disturbingly dispassionate precision. The destruction is deeply shocking 
and does not end till it is complete. 

 

‘Letting the house go is in a way letting something deeper go… 
You get a sense of safety in an orderly home.’670 

 

Michael Haneke The Seventh Continent 

 
670 Hochschild in Grose (2013) 
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‘Dirt is essentially disorder. There is no such thing as absolute 
dirt: it exists in the eye of the beholder. If we shun dirt, it is not 
because of craven fear, still less dread of holy terror. Nor do 
our ideas about disease account for the range of our behaviour 
in cleaning or avoiding dirt. Dirt offends order.’671 

 

Order is experienced at home in the distinctions between dirty and clean, tidy and 
messy, as well as in the systems which influence who is responsible for maintaining 
the correct order. Douglas sees culture as ‘a form of community-wide complicity’672, 
setting standards and values with pressure on individuals ‘since each is induced to 
assent because of the assent of others’673. She proposes that we ‘reflect with profit’ 
upon our classifications - and what they omit - to find ways to resist them. With that 
aim I think it is helpful to consider clutter. If dirt offends order then clutter defies it. 

 
671 Douglas (2002) p2 
672 Douglas (2002) pxii 
673 Douglas (2002) p48 
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Clutter, as a category, is as elusive as any ghost… Whilst ghosts are infuriatingly 
intangible however, clutter is omnipotently physical. Even if it is elusive as a category, 
its physical presence is insistently intrusive. It cannot be denied and is only subject 
to temporary diminishment. Banishment is out of the question. Clutter erupts back 
into our lives, however ruthless our attempts to control it. Even more disturbingly it 
oscillates wildly between categories when subjected to any attempt to impose 
intellectual order on its physicality… Viewed straight on it vanishes, disappears and 
ceases to exist.674 

Clutter resists dichotomous ways of making sense of the world and contradicts 
classifications. In contrast with rubbish, which is unambiguously detritus to be 
disposed of, clutter cannot be so easily categorised. It has some value or necessity 
or it could be consigned to the bin, yet it either doesn’t merit having its own home 
or expending the effort to return it to its place; it is homeless. It seems to wash up 
by itself in corners and surfaces, a kind of domestic flotsam and jetsam.  

 

‘Clutter is always mine. Yours is rubbish.’675 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HF: “The kitchen island was one of  
those things I wanted, but it has  
now become the daily dumping  
ground of our lives” 

 
 

 

Douglas contends that order is maintained by taboo which sets out to produce a 
wrongness about certain things and establishes rules to maintain this order. Her 
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argument that ‘taboo protects the local consensus on how the world is organised’676 
echoes Rancière’s notion of policing as that which enforces the order of the sensible.  
Who polices the order matters, as ‘the taboo-maintained rules will be as repressive 
as the leading members of the society want them to be… Criticism will be 
suppressed, whole areas of life will become unspeakable and, in consequence, 
unthinkable.’677 The dominant systems’ rules, like the patriarchal adherence to 
distinctions between personal and political, and capitalism’s valuing of the public and 
measurable, serve to denigrate women’s experiences of the second shift as invisible 
and unseeable. 

 

In response, Liss suggests that there is power in confronting ‘the very taboos that 
patriarchal culture prohibits’: 

Feminist motherhood emphatically embraces embarrassments, bodies and forms of 
being and living that challenge the normative concept of a singular self, instead 
embracing the fullness of others and self… Strategies of feminist motherhood in 
visual culture and in life set out to embarrass – to get in the way of – restrictive 
traditional taboos, so that maternal qualities such as caring, empathy and sacrifice 
are displaced, no longer kept solely in the private realm, assigned to their “proper 
place”.678 

 

Ambiguity is present in the richness of poetics679. As a tactic of confronting and 
confounding order, neatness and categorisation, ambiguity has the potential to 
produce a dislocation in the distribution of the sensible. 

‘Ambiguous things can seem very threatening.’680 

 
676 Douglas (2002) pxi 
677 Douglas (2002) pxiii 
678 Liss (2013) 
679 Douglas (2002) pp47-8 
680 Douglas (2002) pxi 
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I returned over and over to ideas of containment and spillage. The solid walls of the 
home contain our lives, our assembled possessions and the tools of our routines. 
Seeming stable and secure, they enclose the spaces in which we construct and 
conduct our intimate relationships. The infrastructure of daily life is located there - 
the water, sewage, gas, electricity, lighting, washing machine, iron, washing powder, 
washing-up liquid, tea towels, sponges, sink, cooker, kettle, fridge, cupboards, 
wardrobe, shelves, out-of-season winter coats and summer shorts, schoolbags, 
workbags, shopping bags, soap, shampoo, conditioner, towels, razor, hairbrush, 
toothbrush, paracetamol, antiseptic, thermometer, plasters, scissors, pens, paper, 
envelopes, chequebook, sellotape, glue, screwdrivers, screws, nails… The things we 
need to enable us to perform our roles in society as workers, as parents, are 
numerous. The detritus they produce, the storage space they use and the thought 
that is involved is not insubstantial. The maintenance systems we have designed tend 
to be fragile and can be overwhelmed when illness, busyness or demand become 
too great. I also thought about the emotional affect located at home, the sometimes 
dysfunctional workings of our intimate relationships and how easily the stresses of 
the outside can be brought inside and unleashed.  

 

I wondered about when containment fails and how we manage the overspill. I thought 
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about the attic as a place where things are stored out of sight and mind. It holds what 
is otherwise unmanageable. In this way the roof space might be seen to speak of 
things which are difficult to confront, painful, too big, unpleasant. Attics facilitate the 
functioning of everyday life.  

These are dark places, unfinished, lacking the workmanship of the other areas of the 
house indicating that these rooms are places for habitation. The basement and the 
garret are instead places of the unformed image. They are where we store the relics 
of our past, the now-unused items to which we remain attached, warehouses of 
memory and neglect.681 

 

The ladder is rickety and I have no head for heights so I fling bags and boxes up 
through the hatch from where I stand below. I am unwilling to confront the 
catastrophe which is inevitably building up there and choose to imagine the roof 
space as having a limitless capacity. Out of sight, out of mind. For me, the ostensibly 
safe, solid walls of home also contain dark and threatening experiences and 
possibilities. Home is like those children’s fairytales which we tend to imagine as full 
of princesses and happy endings but on looking properly, realise are loaded with the 
frightening and sinister. The underlying, overlooked darkness of home gnaws at me. 
The structures which seem to contain the threat - social norms, authority, goodwill 
- are fragile and, like Santa, cease working when we stop believing in them.  

 

I made this image when I found my younger son with a sink plunger attached to his 
belly. He was walking around pretending to be a Dalek before getting his brother to 
jump over it like a hurdle. The image itself however tells no such story. Instead, the 
marks appear like a mysterious wound on the soft, childish flesh. The red welt left 
behind spoke to me about the ways in which home and family mark us, shaping our 
imaginations, personalities and memories. It also suggested the darker narrative of 
children’s fantasies and preoccupations, less bounded than adults’ by expectations 
and propriety. 

 

 
681 Heathcote (2010) 
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My older son experiences bouts of nosebleeds, at times in clusters which render 
them as casual to him as they are alarming to me. I find the used tissues discarded 
around the house and am disturbed by the spillage of my child’s blood. Despite him 
being taller, heavier and stronger than me, I am reminded of the all-consuming, 
terrifying responsibility of caring for him as a newborn. These tissues hint at a 
corporeal violence which is deeply unsettling, and a fragility. The shell which 
encloses him seems incomplete and porous, allowing this essential fluid to seep out. 
And in fact, I say tissue, but it is kitchen roll. Extra-strong and super-absorbent. 
Kitchen roll represents for me a compromise and a making do. As a new mother I was 
deeply motivated to avoid waste of resources, both my limited financial resources 
and those of the planet. I breastfed, used cloth nappies, secondhand clothes, a 
fabric sling and washable wipes and bought as little as possible. The constant wiping 
of baby sick off the floor and food off the walls got to me though and I discovered 
the marvel that is kitchen roll. Its uses have been many - for gathering kitchen 
peelings as printed newspapers disappeared from the home, mopping up spillages, 
and as make-do napkins for hands and tissues for noses.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

‘I am afraid of being the disruptive woman. And of not being 
disruptive enough. I am afraid. But I am doing it anyway.’682 

 

I find theory fascinating: it provides a conceptual framework to support my thoughts 
about the everyday and a starting point from which to set out artistically. Ultimately 
however I find it disappointing. It points to the problem but it doesn’t make visible 
the experiences I think need to be seen: this is why we need art practice. My 
contribution to our understanding and discourse around the second shift is therefore 
primarily in terms of making visible and sensible what lies hidden, as a form of 
resistance to the systems which ignore it.  

 

The thesis built upon my previous research into home and the everyday. In that older 
work I sought acceptance of my messy, mundane home-life and the means of 
reconciling the conflicted feelings I had about what motherhood, family life and 
home should be like. That strategy of confronting what I found difficult or 
uncomfortable about home was a helpful starting point in this research. Here, I set 
out to understand and challenge why those feelings existed and were so 
recognisable in women I talked with or who saw my work. The fieldwork was designed 
to forge connections and raise consciousness by recognising, hearing and seeing 
what women do, and how they feel, about the second shift. It recognises the plurality 
of experiences and interpretations of home, housework and childcare that exist 
unrepresented, omitted from the simplistic versions peddled in western culture.  

 

Researching and writing the thesis helped me understand that my concerns and 
frustrations about the everyday practices of home were not mine alone. They weren’t 
my own deficiencies or ineptitude at failing to juggle everything smoothly, 
effortlessly and with a smile. Instead, they were rational responses to inadequate and 
biased systems which denigrated the work of home and family. They also put me in 
a shared situation with huge numbers of others. The unpaid work that women do in 
caring for their families is about more than individuals and their relations; society 
depends upon it and benefits from it. Persisting with the simplistic distinction 

 
682 Pine (2019) p203 
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between private and public, personal and political, fails to acknowledge the 
patriarchal dividend of male hegemony683. 

This distinction provides men with a private world of male dominance in which they 
can garner women’s emotional, housework, sexual, reproductive energies while 
hiding the feudal power relations of this realm behind the shield of the protection of 
“privacy”… It is a world in which women simply “choose” to lay out their energies and 
bodies at men’s disposal, where they remain, despite whatever violence or abuse is 
handed out to them.684 

The insistent distinction made between private and public masks both a 
comprehensive inequality and the excuse for failing to address it. Recognising that 
gendered differences extend beyond the individual to the structural creates space 
to press for change. Ideas about what even counts as work also matter, with ‘work’ 
widely defined by whether it is paid or not. New technologies and changing 
expectations along with more precarious work patterns and contracts have 
challenged the neat division between home and work, permitting the insidious creep 
of work into more areas of our private lives. The personal is still very much political.  

 

I firmly believe that research should be accessible and relevant, especially when it 
concerns experiences as open to the layperson as everyday life at home. Over the 
duration of this more-than-six-year research project, I have endeavoured to make 
my research available. I gave talks in a range of contexts through festivals, galleries, 
lectures and conferences which always produced strong reactions, both favourable 
and hostile, and led a three-day workshop on photographing home. These research 
exchanges were nourishing and engaging, particularly as they often brought together 
artists and researchers decades apart in ages and with different academic and lived 
perspectives on home. I published parts of chapters 4 and 5 as “Boring Pictures: 
Photography as Art of the Everyday” in Stephen Bull’s A Companion to Photography 
and part of chapter 1 was published in a special edition of the journal of Visual Artists 
Ireland. The video work was exhibited as part of a gallery residency which helped 
me consider the aesthetics of disgust.  

 

The photobook of The Second Shift was published at the end of 2019 and the series 
will be exhibited around Europe in 2020 as a solo exhibition at the Finnish Museum 
of Photography and as part of the network A Woman’s Work in Stuttgart, Kaunas and 
Dublin. This will push me to consider and test ways of enhancing the communication 
of the work, particularly how aesthetics might unsettle the viewer and expectations 
of the subject matter. The tiny disruption of pinching a print described in chapter 4 
is the beginning of a way of thinking about how presentation can be used to 
destabilise certainties and assumptions. As I plan these exhibitions, I have been 

 
683 Connell (1996) 
684 Jeffreys (2005) p10 
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thinking about mixing paper surfaces to point to the physicality of photographic 
images, about moving images away from the stability of the wall and the neatness of 
the frame, and about interrupting the integrity of the image. The power of 
photography to move between the various parts of our lives and enter the space of 
public discourse is important. 

 

The thesis developed in stages. I began by establishing the three key background 
areas: the home as the setting for the research, the everyday as the category of 
experience I wanted to consider and the mother as the perspective from which to 
examine it. Within these, I looked for gaps in the knowledge, where my thoughts and 
concerns were not addressed by existing material or were at odds with it. Taking a 
wide attitude to subject matter rather than a narrow one deviated from PhD 
convention and was perhaps risky but it reflects much more authentically the 
spiderweb of issues connected by the domestic everyday. I then considered the 
research through a concern with tactical resistance, wondering what it might look 
like and seeking out the potential for quiet disruption.  

 

My ontological approach emerged as one situating knowledge in embodied practices 
and their emotional affects. Navigating the formality of the research ethics process 
was a difficult and Kafka-esque part of the project and it underscored my sense that 
both art practice and a feminist epistemology did not sit well in the system. I felt far 
greater responsibility for what I considered the more real-world application of ethics 
of negotiating with my sons about what I was doing, as they got older and the 
production, contexts and dissemination of images altered in their own lives. 

 

I worked on the practice throughout the process. Setting out, I was concerned about 
the risk of repetition and similarity in my practice since I was working in the same 
home, with the same children and largely in the same medium as Domestic Drift. 
Early on, I took an experimental approach to the work, testing out unfamiliar 
strategies and establishing the role of construction and the fieldwork. Most of these 
attempts fell by the wayside but were necessary to shift me away from my previous 
working methods. I also felt quite ambivalent about photography throughout. While I 
appreciate it as a tool with which to make sense of our ordinary surroundings I feel 
more conscious than ever of its limitations, especially its role in miniaturising 
experience, privileging the spectacle and solidifying visual tropes.  

 

The final body of work trod a new and blurry line between documentation and 
construction but seemed apposite for a subject which connected both to a making-
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do approach and an existence squeezed in around more recognised public labour. I 
occasionally asked direct questions in the practice but mostly I held thoughts about 
particular aspects of the research in the back of my mind, trusting that time would 
reveal directions and poetics.  

 

Pursuing a practice-based research project over such a long period while working 
full-time and parenting was challenging. I found it difficult to get an overview of 
where I was in the process, especially as someone with an inclination to the micro 
and near. I also experienced frequent slippage when the business of living everyday 
life got in the way and research slid down my priorities. The irony of working the first 
shift, returning home to work the second shift and researching it in the third shift 
did not escape me.  

 

A book publication prize gave me a boost and a tangible outcome to work towards. 
A residency at the Tyrone Guthrie Centre in early 2019 was enormously helpful in 
providing me with time away from other responsibilities, with meals cooked for me 
and a studio to work in. Being able to spread out and see the work as a whole meant 
I could see how close I was to resolving it and this pushed me to begin the publication 
process for the book.  

 

The process of making the book helped me to articulate the quiet anger I intended 
in the work. Disruption was a primary consideration in the design. Some images were 
cropped, sometimes heavily, almost in an assault on their integrity and 
completeness. This was a radical departure from my previous ways of working. In 
earlier work, it had been important for me to minimise making judgements on the 
images, either by shooting variations of a scene or by moving myself or picture 
elements around, but particularly later on by cropping to select certain parts and 
discard others. A key driver in that had been the need to learn to accept things as 
they were, in their messy reality and chance juxtapositions. In The Second Shift, 
acceptance was not the goal. 

 

The dust jacket is only a partial one, its material cropped to insufficiently envelop 
the cover. It uses an image of my sink containing food debris and a dead earwig, 
cropped and blown-up till it is almost abstracted. Inside the book, full-bleed 
photographs sit together or extend across a double spread, sometimes mingling with 
smaller images inside borders or layered with smaller, overlapping leaves of 
photographs or text. This layering produces a shifting view of the photographs, made 
up of reveals and obstructions. It reflects a belief in the constructed nature of home’s 
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apparent naturalness. It is also an attempt to undermine the preciousness of the 
photographic image and an obeisance to its conventional value of surfaceless, neat 
clarity. Sian Bonnell’s notion of ‘wilful amateurism’685 resonated with me in this. She 
describes it as fuelled by ‘play, imagination, dysfunction, irreverence, absurdity, 
chance and fiction’ and employs this approach ‘to reclaim the medium of 
photography for the passionate amateur and away from the technically-
accomplished male domain’686. Here, and in Bonnell’s work, both subject matter and 
approach are resolutely defiant. 

 

Leontia Flynn generously gave me permission to use her poem First Dialogue687 in 
the book. It is a stunning, savage piece of writing which reverberates with simmering, 
barely-contained rage at the impossible weight of motherhood. Using the loaded 
format of Sylvia Plath’s play Three Women she sets the poem with a couple and their 
fractious baby in the highly-pressured environment of a restaurant. The discord 
between the man and woman is heightened by the familiar strain of trying to maintain 
decorum under the disapproving gazes of tutting strangers. Flynn’s articulation of 
anger, along with the quotes and my own short text, helped to frame a body of visual 
work whose quietness might have permitted the rage to pass unnoticed. 

 

The quietness was noted by Sean O’Hagan in his review688 in The Guardian. I asked 
him to explain more about this idea and he responded by situating quietness in 
opposition to the dominant photographic modes of our culture: whether the visual 
noise of our image-saturated society, the hyper-alertness of the street 
photographer-flâneur or the grand claims of the documentary tradition. He 
described it as a mode of photographing which tends towards the personal and 
intimate, with ‘a quiet attentiveness to the quotidian pulse of the everyday, to small 
gestures rather than big decisive moments’. For him, ‘the quiet photographer 
attempts to express the ineffable and thus creates a certain oblique poetry, a play 
of light, shadow, movement, and gestures. It is a photography of suggestion rather 
than statement: undercurrents, slipstreams, traces, things glimpsed and gone.’689 

 

Photography has a history of therapeutic applications, from photographers using the 
camera to embolden them and gain access by assuming a role, to those using its 
viewfinder to mediate between them and difficult scenarios, and others who employ 
its odd relationship to time to revisit past experiences which were too confusing or 

 
685 Bonnell (2013) 
686 Bonnell in Brown (2014) 
687 Flynn (2017) pp53-8 
688 O’Hagan (2020) see appendix 2 
689 O’Hagan by email 1st February 2020 
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painful to make sense of at the time. Its more vernacular application for snapshots 
of travels and social occasions allows for neat souvenirs of places and people to 
stand in for the perhaps less neat or satisfying reality. Photography also offers the 
means of mitigating the emotional or visceral impact of a scene by either heightening 
or deadening its effect.  

 

When I photographed what felt like the repulsive horror of the sink blocked with 
decaying bits of food, I was disconcerted to find the resulting image had acquired a 
strange beauty. At first I was appalled by the camera’s ability to transform what 
disturbed me into something much neater and lovelier. On reflecting though, I realise 
that this defused the emotional and psychological charge of housework and enabled 
me to sit with the mess, the to-do list, the unfinishedness. It diminished the sway it 
had over me to control my thoughts, feelings and actions. This power to transform 
facilitates an appreciation of the complexity of home beyond the accepted, familiar 
tropes. O’Hagan observed that: 

Gallagher’s photographs are almost dreamlike in their evocation of the domestic 
everyday, her discontents rendered in a deft visual poetry of small, telling details, 
muted colours and soft shadows. It is as if, in the very act of photographing, she has 
imposed a degree of calmness and order on the relentless domestic rituals that so 
unsettle her.690  

I realised that my efforts to try to make housework more manageable, to try to get 
on top of it, to be better at it, were utterly futile.  

 

Instead, I began to recognise and turn towards the unmanageability, seeing power 
in what was difficult and uncomfortable. I looked for gaps in the cosy picture of 
home, seeking out cracks to wedge my foot into. I abandoned the language of 
importance as one belonging to a hegemonic order which has already excluded the 
mundane, private world of the domestic. It prioritises ‘masculine’ research methods 
and topics with consequences for artists at all stages in academia. The most exciting 
student work I encounter is often by women about what fascinates and matters to 
them (Jan McCullough and Maria Przybylska in chapter 2 are Belfast graduates) yet 
I see the discouragement and doubt many experience in a hierarchical system which 
marginalises their ideas and approaches. We need to make a pedagogic space for 
this community of work which provides support and validation.  

 

What remains unresolved? As the focus of the research narrowed along the way 
some potential elements fell outside the scope of the project. I am very interested 

 
690 O’Hagan (2020) 
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in the performance of women’s work - I find the gestural and physical actions of 
cleaning and housework fascinating. I had initially envisaged observing and recording 
women performing housework and developing responses to this. However, I soon 
realised that this was a very tempting but enormously involving rabbit-hole that 
deserved a more thorough and considered approach than I could accommodate in 
the time available. Some of the work that I feel most embodies the visceral qualities 
of disgust, disorder and tactical resistance are those in which performance allows 
actions to bypass detached, rational thinking, such as Janine Antoni mopping the 
gallery floor with her hair691 and Martha Rosler’s barely-concealed violence in the 
kitchen692.  

 

I looked at attachment in The Second Shift between my sons and I, between them, 
and between us and our home. I wanted to suggest its attendant contradictions of 
love and claustrophobia, and the anxiety about loss or separation coupled with the 
desired detachment of increasingly independent teenagers; I intend to further 
develop this element next. For both of these strands I remain curious about gesture, 
haptic experience and embodied practices, and their significance. Kindness, for 
example, strikes me as a sort of anti-capitalist exchange of care, among other 
mothers in particular who often reach to help lift a pushchair or smile in solidarity at 
a woman with a screaming toddler in the supermarket.  

 

When I started on this PhD journey I sought to understand the character of my 
research. I found it in Sylvia Plath’s poem Mushrooms. Its quiet, understated 
resistance - voiceless, in the dark, living on water and crumbs - resonated deeply 
with me. I recognised its call to an ignored and taken-for-granted mass - ‘we are 
shelves, we are tables’. I set out to create a body of work which might connect with 
others bearing the load of the second shift and to find visual ways to create space 
for ourselves in an environment we experience as fraught. To tell, to show, to make 
visible, this is a political act. 

 
 

Mushrooms693 
 
Overnight, very 
Whitely, discreetly, 
Very quietly 
 
Our toes, our noses 
Take hold on the loam, 

 
691 Loving Care (1993)  
692 Semiotics of the Kitchen (1975)  
693 Sylvia Plath (2002) pp139-140 
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Acquire the air. 
 
Nobody sees us, 
Stops us, betrays us; 
The small grains make room. 
 
Soft fists insist on 
Heaving the needles, 
The leafy bedding, 
 
Even the paving. 
Our hammers, our rams, 
Earless and eyeless, 
 
Perfectly voiceless, 
Widen the crannies, 
Shoulder through holes. We 
 
Diet on water, 
On crumbs of shadow, 
Bland-mannered, asking 
 
Little or nothing. 
So many of us! 
So many of us! 
 
We are shelves, we are 
Tables, we are meek, 
We are edible, 
 
Nudgers and shovers 
In spite of ourselves. 
Our kind multiplies: 
 
We shall by morning 
Inherit the earth. 
Our foot's in the door. 

 
 
 
Related outputs: 

Gallagher, Rastenberger, Kearney, Kiang & Duncan (2018) “Photography: Ireland’s Eyes” VAI 
Get Together Irish Museum of Modern Art Dublin 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “Beyond View: Celebrating Ten Years of Photography at the Belfast 
School of Art” Belfast Exposed Gallery, Belfast 
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1. The Second Shift: Clare Gallagher discusses her photographic 
research focusing on the burden of domestic labour for working 
women - In The Visual Artists’ News Sheet Special Issue “Moving 
Image and Photography” Sept-Oct (2019) 

Abstract: I was invited to write an article on my current photographic research 
focusing on the burden of domestic labour for working women for a special issue of 
VAI's Visual Artists’ News Sheet themed on photography and moving image. The 
Visual Artists’ News Sheet is the primary all-Ireland information resource for visual 
artists presenting case study articles on all aspects of the lives of professional artists, 
alongside features offering critical reflection and analysis of relevant aspects of the 
art world in Ireland and internationally.  

 

Article: 

My current photographic research, titled The Second Shift, focuses on the hidden 
labour of housework and childcare, primarily carried out by women on top of their 
paid employment. I use photography and video to examine the ideas and practices 
of home which constitute the second shift. It is physical, mental and emotional 
labour which demands effort, skill and time, but is unpaid, unaccounted for, 
unequally distributed and largely unrecognised. Performing two daily shifts (one 
during ‘leisure’ hours) is the experience for the majority of working women. It also 
implies a hierarchy: that some people’s time matters more than others. I probe the 
changed and potentially more fraught relationship with home that accompanies the 
transition to motherhood which tends to remain after the return to paid work outside 
the home. Hidden in plain sight and veiled by familiarity and insignificance, the 
second shift is largely absent from photographs of home and family. The Second 
Shift is an attempt to recognise the complexity and value of this invisible work. It is 
a call for resistance to the capitalist, patriarchal and aesthetic systems which ignore 
it.  

 

I am a full-time lecturer, part-time researcher and mother, with two teenage sons. I 
started researching home in the late 2000s, as the exhaustion and delirium of 
mothering babies and toddlers gave way to bewilderment and frustration at the 
gendering of my time and opportunities in ways I had not been prepared for. In my 
mixed-gender state school, girls went on to study engineering, medicine and law in 
the same proportions as the boys. Thinking the feminist battle had been won in the 
1970s, we set out with expectations of equality. Where did all the promises of parity 
go? Of shared parenting? If we had still managed to retain the belief in gender 
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equality in the workforce, parenthood rapidly revealed this to be an illusion. 

 

I made a previous body of photographs, Domestic Drift, when my children were small 
and I was utterly frazzled by the seemingly relentless demands of motherhood, the 
job and housework. Wishing for things to be easier, neater, sunnier, more appealing 
– actually, just done – left me struggling to reconcile my everyday life with my 
expectations of happy family snaps, beautiful homes and Kodak moments. I felt like 
me, my home, my family didn’t measure up. The work became anchored in the home, 
in this claustrophobic, often strained and busy setting. I felt that I needed home to 
be clean, tidy and pleasing to be experienced properly. The fabled leisure hours, 
when it was all finished, would be the appropriate point at which to take it in, with all 
signs of mess and effort gone. The ordinary state certainly didn’t seem to deserve 
recording for posterity. By avoiding looking at home and family as a ‘work-in-
progress’, I realised that I wasn’t really seeing much of it at all – neither the dirty 
washing and mischievous children, nor the kind gestures and playful constructions.  

 

To confront this tension between expectations and reality, I started photographing 
exactly what was in front of me, in order to see it clearly and begin to appreciate it 
more fully, with equanimity rather than dissatisfaction. I began to face the 
impossibility of getting everything done, focusing instead on the non-moments, the 
difficult bits, the things that either barely registered amidst the busyness or were 
distinctly unappealing. Using a medium format film camera with a waist-level 
viewfinder, I photographed things the children had left – curls of masking tape stuck 
on a chair after some project; toy knights invading the dishwasher; a bunch of 
dandelions in a kitchen roll as an apology. I took pictures of the processes of home 
– debris from meals and the endless laundry. I discovered the in-between moments 
that revealed something of the ambiguity and ephemerality of family life. I found 
photography effective at revealing what was right in front of me, that I was oblivious 
to, in the rush to get it all done.  

 

Domestic Drift seemed to resonate with other working mothers and struck a 
particularly poignant chord with those whose children were grown up. Many felt that 
it was the ordinary moments that they recognised the most. Yet it was also these 
which had vanished undocumented, in the scramble of daily life. Many were angry 
and the same issues came up repeatedly: the substantial hidden work they did, the 
ingenuity they employed, the lack of acknowledgment and the pressure they felt to 
maintain standards in both their professional and family lives. They asked the same 
questions too: How might we resist the expectations that the second shift is women’s 
responsibility? How can we reconcile the work that we put into keeping things 
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looking the same, with the beliefs we hold about progress? How do we assess this 
daily expenditure of time, thought and effort and say: “herein lies value”? Allen and 
Crow point out that “home, what it is, what it means, and how it is experienced, does 
not just happen”. The Second Shift therefore considers the omission of women’s 
domestic labour from the picture of home. It aims to make visible what has been 
considered invisible – or unseeable. 

Gallagher, Clare (2019) “The Second Shift: Clare Gallagher discusses her photographic 
research focusing on the burden of domestic labour for working women” The Visual Artists’ 
News Sheet Special Issue “Moving Image and Photography” Sept-Oct 2019 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/publications/the-second-shift-clare-gallagher-discusses-her-
photographic-resea 

https://issuu.com/visualartistsireland/docs/van_so_2019__print_ 

 

2. Boring Pictures: Photography as Art of the Everyday – Chapter in Bull, 
Stephen (ed) A Companion to Photography New York: Wiley-
Blackwell (2020) 

Abstract: Reflecting the dramatic increase in all things photographic, A Companion 
to Photography presents a comprehensive collection of original essays that explore 
a variety of key areas of current debate around the state of photography in the 
twenty-first century. Essays are grouped and organized in themed sections—
including photographic interpretation, markets, popular photography, documents, 
and fine art—and provide comprehensive coverage of the subject. Representing a 
diversity of approaches, essays are written by both established and emerging 
photographers and scholars, as well as various experts in their respective areas. 

A Companion to Photography offers scholars and professional photographers alike 
an essential and up-to-date resource that brings the study of contemporary 
photography into clear focus. 

This essay examines the intersection of art, quotidian theory and everyday 
experience, and addresses the difficulties and potential successes that emerge in 
attempting to draw them together. It asks how art might facilitate our engagement 
with the everyday and help reveal its complexity without elevating or partitioning 
that experience. The author focuses particularly on photography, arguing that its 
accessibility, indexicality and connection with time and transience accommodate 
the contradictions and dualities of the everyday. Artists, photographers and 
quotidian theorists are drawn together here in order to ascertain strategies for 
examining the everyday that avoid the traditional emphasis on the surreal or strange. 
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Article: 

Art of the everyday 

Art is often seen as distant from the everyday world. The rarefication and 
separateness, even alienation, of the art world contrast sharply with the authenticity 
and democracy of the ordinary world. ‘It is possible to avoid theatre and ballet, never 
to visit museums and galleries, to spurn poetry and literature... Buildings, settlements 
and the daily tools of living however, form a web of visual impressions that are 
inescapable.’ (Papanek in Saito 2010: 12) Given this dichotomy, what relevance can 
art have for everyday life? How might it facilitate our engagement with the everyday 
and help reveal its complexity without elevating or partitioning that experience? I will 
suggest that photography might provide a mediatory role. 

 

Photography, like the everyday, is a site of contradictions and dualities. It has 
contributed to changing perceptions of the quotidian and influenced the 
understanding of modern life. Photography rendered visible sights and subjects 
previously considered unimportant or uninteresting; it also contributed to the 
cataloguing and consumption of exotic places, events and people. It shares many of 
the traits of the everyday since it is frequently taken for granted, regarded as part 
of the general furniture of the environment and perceived to lack meaning, 
importance and design. As with everyday life, photography is often situated 
separately to art, seen as too real to contain depth or to merit deeper questioning, 
and is commonly associated more with function than aesthetic. Both the photograph 
and the everyday are customarily regarded as simple, obvious and artless; it seems 
one scarcely need engage one’s critical faculties to contend with them (Burgin 1982, 
142-4; Price 1994, 4). 

 

Intertwined with much of our understanding and representation of daily life, 
photography is, however, a somewhat difficult medium with which to reveal the 
unobtrusive, inconspicuous details that escape notice, given its propensity for the 
rapid production and seemingly insatiable consumption of images. I will propose that 
since its inception, photography has had a difficult relationship with the quotidian 
that both helps and impedes its ability to render the everyday more visible. ‘Despite 
the illusion of giving understanding, what seeing through photographs really invites 
is an acquisitive relation to the world that nourishes aesthetic awareness and 
promotes emotional detachment.’ (Sontag 1979, 111) Guy Debord’s work, The Society 
of the Spectacle, suggests that the image-world fragments ordinary life: it 
encourages vicarious experience, stimulates material desire and determines the 
demands placed upon reality. A treatise on contemporary consumer culture and 
commodity fetishism, it points unequivocally to the role of images in separating us 
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from our own experience as well as from other people. By identifying all life with 
appearances, ‘all that once was directly lived has become mere representation.’ 
(Debord 2010: paragraph 1) If, in the spectacular society, ‘that which appears is good, 
that which is good appears’ (Debord 2010: paragraph 12), then the question must be 
asked - what happens to that which does not appear? Does this emphasis on 
appearance lead photography to contribute to the spectacular image and the 
denigration of the ordinary?  

 

I will explore the suitability of photography as a medium for investigating and 
revealing the ambiguity and elusiveness of the everyday. I aim to examine a number 
of photographers whose work addresses aspects of the quotidian. Whether they are 
making use of the photograph’s indexicality to fix and retain a transient moment; 
exploring its potential for engaging with the nature of perception; recording creative 
acts in the ordinary environment; documenting the details of the small rituals and 
constructions of everyday life, or challenging the separateness of the everyday and 
the art experience, all of the artists I discuss make work that moves away from the 
tradition of ‘making strange’.  

 

The photograph 

Tracing the connection between photography and the quotidian, Shelley Rice 
describes photography as the ‘ultimate transcriber of the mundane, the unparalleled 
recorder of the stream of time in its transience and its banality; its images, too, select 
and exhibit some facet of the world, focus attention on some hitherto unnoticed 
corner of the real.’ (Rice quoted in Gumpert 1997: 31-2) Since its invention, 
photography has drastically changed perceptions of ordinary life, particularly how 
the everyday is situated in relation to the exotic and dramatic. Early on, the camera 
brought back new views of far-off places and strange sights, rendering the exotic 
lives and lands in photographs as objects for fascinated domestic consumption and 
diminishing the need for firsthand experience.  Along with the development of faster 
modes of travel and communication, it shrank the experience of distance and 
encouraged the acquisition of vicarious, seemingly broad, knowledge of the remote. 
The reach of photography was such that in 1907 James Douglas wrote that: 

It is impossible to gaze upon a ruin without finding a Picture Postcard of it at your 
elbow. Every pimple on the earth's skin has been photographed, and wherever the 
human eye roves or roams it detects the self-conscious air of the reproduced. 
(Douglas in Schor 1992: 216-7) 

So, photography may be seen to have had a role in increasing the speed with which 
modern life is experienced as well as a physical disconnection with place that makes 
it difficult to pay attention to the everyday. 
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Photography has had a substantial impact on visualisations of modernity, from the 
Impressionists onwards. Their break from tradition owed much to the influence of 
photography, which, as it became more rapid and portable, enabled images to be 
made quickly and easily, on location rather than in the studio, and encouraged more 
candid recording of ordinary life. The camera’s ability to seize a section of daily life 
in a frame without necessarily dictating the placement of people and objects 
inspired painters to reproduce the effects of spontaneity by composing paintings as 
though more casually framed in a snapshot, with people in the foreground 
sometimes cropped or making unselfconscious gestures (Scharf 1974: 181-8). This 
also suggested that the image was a fragment of a larger reality from which it had 
been snatched, rather than a slow, considered, self-sufficient totality. Photographic 
characterisation of the speed of modern life persists today in the use of its qualities 
in representation: blur, misaligned angles, unusual viewpoints and hasty framing have 
all been employed to suggest a fast-moving, busy modernity.  

 

In attempting to use photography to reveal the everyday, it is difficult to avoid the 
issue of the camera’s power to transform what it records. It manifests itself in several 
ways. The famous line in Walter Benjamin’s essay ‘The Author as Producer’ points out 
the troubling and seemingly relentless tendency of the camera to beautify what is in 
front of it, its incapability of ‘photographing a tenement or a rubbish-heap without 
transfiguring it’, and he decries its transformation of social injustice into an ‘object of 
enjoyment’ (1998: 94-5). In making permanent and reproducible that which is so 
essentially transient, the camera fundamentally changes the everyday by eroding its 
ephemerality. Transformation has historically been one of the key cultural strategies 
used to reveal the everyday. Beginning with the Surrealists, the idea of ‘making 
strange’ the ordinary and banal functioned to make it unfamiliar and thus more 
noticeable. Their acceptance of the quotidian as subject matter stemmed from their 
determinedly democratic stance – everything is real after all. By presenting what 
others saw as uninteresting, irrelevant or ugly in new ways, they allowed ‘the 
everyday to be “othered” in a move that forces a denaturalising of the everyday’ 
(Highmore 2008: 30). The Surrealists’ insistence on transformation led Henri Lefebvre 
to attack their strategy of retreat from the banal reality before them: ‘the Surrealists 
belittle the real in favour of the magic and marvellous.’ (in Roberts 1998: 98) 
Contemporary photography maintains this tactic, often leaning on constructed 
imagery in an attempt to see and represent the real, depicting the familiar through 
its ‘defamiliarized underside’ (Baetens, Green & Lowry 2009: 81).  

 

Conventional understanding of time through photographs is different to the 
experience of it in daily life. While everyday life marches on, the photograph 
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enforces the idea of time as a sequence of separate instants, decisive moments, or 
blinks of an eye. Once wrested from the stream of life by the camera, they are in 
one sense dead or historic and in another, stretched out in an ageless frozen state in 
which they can be held and examined in ways that are impossible in life.  

If the everyday is seen as a flow, then any attempt to arrest it, to apprehend it, to 
scrutinise it, will be problematic. Simply by extracting some elements from the 
continuum of the everyday, attention would have transformed the most 
characteristic aspect of everyday life: its ceaselessness. (Highmore 2008: 21) 

 

Photography’s ability to provide a lasting image has the potential to alter the ways 
we re-experience the everyday through recollection. Sontag referred to this as ‘the 
enterprise of antiquing reality’ and to photographs as ‘instant antiques’ (1979: 80). If 
photographs serve as aides-mémoires then it follows that what we find easiest or 
clearest to recall might be what was deemed worth photographing at the time and, 
therefore, worth remembering in the future. This selective recording of everyday life 
is probably most evident in the family album. Despite accumulating huge collections 
of images depicting family life, the content of albums is dominated by photographs 
of ‘occasions’ such as birthdays, holidays, Christmases, graduations and weddings. 
These emblems of happiness, pride, normality and success provide an edited version 
of life. Rarely do families deliberately aim to document the very ordinariness of 
everyday life – the messy kitchen, piles of paperwork and unmade beds – or try to 
record more representatively the emotional spectrum of family life – the arguments, 
upset, boredom, frustration and yearning that go with the joy, companionship and 
love. In this sense, the photography that purports to represent daily life is usually a 
highly-managed interpretation or even a construction and serves to further the 
notion, consciously or otherwise, that large parts of everyday life are not valuable 
or appropriate subject matter, unworthy of documenting or displaying (Chalfen 1987; 
Bourdieu 1990, 30). 

 

Noticing things 

While the sociologist Susie Scott reiterates without question the notion that making 
strange is an essential premise in approaching the everyday (2009: 4), the work of 
French writer Georges Perec stands in direct contradiction to this position. Perec’s 
observations of the everyday belie the accepted reliance on Surrealist strategies. 
Instead, he puts forward paying attention as the deceptively facile means with which 
to examine it. By simply noticing the detail, action, movement and tempo of ordinary 
life he suggests we should be able to begin to investigate the significance hidden in 
plain view. Writing angrily about the sensational version of the everyday displayed in 
the daily newspapers (les quotidiens) Perec complains that we always seem to be 
talking about the eventful and extraordinary; trains and aeroplanes don’t appear to 
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exist until there has been an accident or hijacking, the deadlier the better. He feels 
that, in our obsession with the momentous and unexpected, the historical and 
significant, everyday injustices are ignored in favour of dramatic ones:  

What is scandalous isn’t the pit explosion, it’s working in coalmines. ‘Social problems’ 
aren’t ‘a matter of concern’ when there’s a strike, they are intolerable twenty-four 
hours out of twenty-four, three hundred and sixty-five days a year… The daily papers 
talk of everything except the daily. (Perec 2008: 209) 

Maurice Blanchot echoes Perec’s difficulty with this paradox, saying that ‘in the 
everyday, everything is everyday; in the newspaper everything is strange, sublime, 
abominable’. (Blanchot 1987: 18)  

 

Perec rejects the exotic for the ‘endotic’, a term Paul Virilio uses to describe ‘seeing 
what is not really seen’ (Virilio in Burgin 1996: 185). Instead, Perec turns his attention, 
and that of the reader, towards the infra-ordinaire: the realm of daily experience so 
utterly prosaic that it lies hidden beneath it. He finds interest and significance 
seemingly everywhere. ‘What we need to question is bricks, concrete, glass, our 
table manners, our utensils, our tools, the way we spend our time, our rhythms. To 
question that which seems to have ceased forever to astonish us.’ (Perec 2008: 210) 
Perec demonstrates a stubborn attentiveness that ignores apportionment of 
significance or insignificance. In Species of Spaces, he outlines a number of 
exercises to assist the reader in their engagement with the quotidian, beginning with 
the directive to observe the street: 

Note down what you see… Nothing strikes you. You don’t know how to see. You must 
set about it more slowly, almost stupidly. Force yourself to write down what is of no 
interest, what is most obvious, most common, most colourless. (Perec 2008: 50) 

 

These efforts result in a kind of interrogated inventory, producing thorough lists of 
minutiae that are both exhaustively encyclopaedic and critically considered. As a 
method it has parallels with the camera. Photography’s intrinsic indexicality 
facilitates the development of a dialogue around the borders of noticing and not-
noticing and of a democratic representation of the richness of the ordinary, as can 
be seen in the work of Nigel Shafran. ‘The indexicality of the image connects the 
spectator to the messy materiality of the world’ (Roberts 1998: 104), enabling the 
detail in the images to expand to reveal something of the lives, needs and principles 
behind them. Shafran quietly observes the details of predominantly domestic daily 
life, recording the transient and overlooked evidence of the small rituals and 
constructions of the everyday: the stacked dishes and accoutrements of meals on 
the draining board, day after day, the arrangement of building tools, domestic 
utensils and the ever-changing array of cards, notes and leaflets on the table. His 
photographs often feature his partner and attend to the seemingly chaotic objects 
and surroundings of their home, through which we gain an intimate insight into her 
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ways of doing things. She leaves a delicate tower of a sewing box perched on a stool 
on a coffee table, creates an improbably careful string and clothes peg arrangement 
with which she hangs chair legs by their castors to clean them, and labels with 
touching precision their odds and ends in storage, all amidst the chaos of a house in 
progress.  

 

The ethnographer Bronislaw Malinowski asserted the value of attending to these 
small acts of everyday existence, which he called the ‘imponderabilia of actual life’ 
(Robben & Sluka 2012: 76). This notion is discernible throughout Shafran’s 
photography, which always stems from his refusal to disregard ordinary things – 
charity shop shelves, the array of domestic cleaning products, hair on a bar of soap 
– and his determination to see in them values, interests and traces of others’ ways 
of being and doing. In examining and recording the tiny, quiet, unobtrusive parts of 
daily life, Shafran makes the statement that here lies value, saying that his work 
represents ‘an acceptance of how things are’ (2004: 121).  

 

Tactical Resistance 

What is it that erodes our ability to engage fully and sensorially with how things are? 
Firmly established in the post-war years, the study of the philosophy and sociology 
of everyday life encompassed intense intellectual and political discussion about the 
effect of consumer society. Lefebvre’s critique (1991) laid the blame for the 
fragmentation of experience on the capitalist drive towards consumption and 
novelty. His theories were developed further by the Situationist International and 
particularly in Debord’s text The Society of the Spectacle.   

When the real world is transformed into mere images, mere images become real 
beings… But the spectacle is not merely a matter of images, nor even of images plus 
sounds. It is whatever escapes people’s activity, whatever eludes their practical 
reconsideration and correction. It is the opposite of dialogue. (Debord 2010, 
paragraph 18) 

‘The spectacle is a permanent opium war’, claims Debord (2010, paragraph 44), 
exchanging Marx’s comment on religion for commodity, and aiming to awaken the 
spectator sedated by a diet of spectacular images.  

A capitalist society requires a culture based on images. It needs to furnish vast 
amounts of entertainment in order to stimulate buying and anaesthetise the injuries 
of class, race and sex. And it needs to gather unlimited amounts of information, the 
better to exploit natural resources, increase productivity, keep order, make war, give 
jobs to bureaucrats. The camera’s twin capabilities, to subjectivise reality and to 
objectify it, ideally serve these needs and strengthen them… Social change is 
replaced by a change in images.  (Sontag 1979: 178-9) 
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Photography is clearly implicated in this enterprise. ‘The camera has long been the 
favourite medium of the advertiser. It convinces with its realism even as it fascinates 
as with the magic of a dream so that even the people of our time are cajoled into 
worshipping the idols it creates.’ (Giebelhausen in Wells 2009: 220) Sontag bolsters 
Giebelhausen’s criticism by accusing the camera of ‘miniaturising’ experience (1979: 
110), adding that ‘photography is the reality; the real object is often experienced as a 
letdown’ (1979: 147), and suggesting that reality is diminished in the face of the 
spectacular image.  

 

The Situationists took Lefebvre’s concept of the everyday out of academia and 
brought it into the arena of cultural intervention. In focusing their attention on the 
organisation of social space and ways to disrupt it, they moved away from the 
Marxist concern with time. They also transferred their attention from the relations 
of production to the then ‘under-theorised problem of social reproduction – the 
myriad activities and conditions for existence that must be satisfied in order for 
relations of production to take place at all’. To do this they embarked upon a series 
of ‘empirico-utopian experiments’ (Kaplan & Ross 1987: 2) under the general banner 
they termed psychogeography, or the effect of place on emotion and behaviour 
(Debord in Knabb 1981: 8). These employed ‘a whole toybox full of playful, inventive 
strategies for exploring cities... just about anything that takes pedestrians off their 
predictable paths and jolts them into a new awareness of the urban landscape’ (Hart 
2004). These tactics included détournement (appropriation or hijacking) and the 
dérive (drift). For the latter, Debord gives the following instructions: ‘In a dérive, one 
or more persons during a certain period drop their usual motives for movement and 
action, their relations, their work and leisure activities, and let themselves be drawn 
by the attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find there’. (Debord in 
Harrison & Wood 1997: 696) During these excursions they sought to appraise the 
potential of the city to be salvaged and reconstructed in a new, utopian design for 
living they called ‘New Babylon’. Drawn up by Situationist architect Constant 
Nieuwenhuys and refined over a twenty-year period, the plan laid out the 
foundations for a moveable, adventurous city designed to facilitate play and 
interaction throughout, for ‘the creative act is also a social act’ (Nieuwenhuys in 
Doherty 2009: 123). Constant’s aim then was to transfer creative action from the 
domain of the individual to the collective.  

 

The legacy of the Situationists’ détournement strategies can be seen in the work of 
Sherrie Levine and Barbara Kruger and other ‘Appropriationists’ who took popular art 
or mass-media images and decontextualized them to critique the commodification 
of the artwork. The Situationists had a contradictory relationship with art, on the one 
hand expressing their wish to institute ‘a revolutionary critique of all art’ (Debord in 
Knabb 1981: 311) but, on the other, calling for ‘the end of or the absence of art, a 
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bohemianism that explicitly no longer envisages any artistic production whatsoever’ 
(Anon in Knabb 1981: 107). Naomi Klein’s book No Logo details how anti-corporate 
activist group Adbusters applied détournement to the commercial world as ‘culture 
jamming’, appropriating advertising images and slogans to subvert their corporate 
message of consumption (2001: 279-309). Quick to learn, however, and keen to 
absorb the hip edginess of the work, advertisers began to co-opt the Adbusters’ 
methods to lend their ads the appearance of having already been détourned. As 
Bertolt Brecht noted, ‘capitalism has the power instantly and continuously to 
transform into a drug the very venom that is spit in its face, and to revel in it’ (in Ford, 
2005: 158), thus reinforcing the sense of the spectacle as total and inescapable. 

 

The cultural critiques of everyday life by Lefebvre and Michel de Certeau have used 
‘this “obliquity” of the everyday, its resistance to law, surveillance and control, as a 
resource for radical transformation of the quotidian, producing the everyday as a 
category, a utopia and an idea, rather than as average existence’ (Clucas 2000: 10). 
De Certeau’s two-volume work The Practice of Everyday Life vividly characterizes 
the everyday, interpreting the problem of control, which he calls strategy, and puts 
forward the means with which it could be resisted, through tactics. Strategy is 
experienced by people as ‘a system that, far from being their own, has been 
constructed and spread by others’ (De Certeau 1984: 17). Tactical resistance means 
‘attempting to rescue the traces, the remainders of the overflowing unmanageability 
of the everyday’ (Highmore 2008: 26) and escaping the hierarchy of the visual and 
scriptural senses to include knowledge passed on through gesture, smell and 
posture. This hierarchy is entrenched in the anthropological tradition, in the attempts 
to assert a civilized versus primitive division of the senses, with vision and sound 
considered more ‘European’ and the ‘lower’ senses of touch, taste and smell 
associated with ‘animality’ and seen as primary to the exotic savage (Pink 2006: 5). 
According to Ross, De Certeau reinvented the quotidian. Along with Luce Giard and 
Pierre Mayol, his co-authors on Volume 2: Living & Cooking, ‘their new, more 
contentedly phenomenological quotidian dispensed with Lefebvre’s emphasis on 
critique and transformation, and instead celebrated the homely practices – cooking, 
hobbies, strolling – of life as it is lived in the here and now’ (Ross in Gumpert 1997: 
30). 

 

De Certeau emphasises attention to a startlingly eclectic, imaginative, inventive and 
ever-present practice of everyday life as the means ‘whereby potential plenitude is 
realized from within the everyday’s own logic rather than by its being transcended’ 
(Sheringham 2009: 301). He suggests that a tactical resistance to the powerful 
strategic forces of political, economic and scientific rationality could arise out of 
attention to childhood memory, the work and pleasure of cooking, the insistent 
presence of the body and senses, particularly those neglected senses of taste, 
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touch, smell and of the body holding itself. And, in examining ‘ways of doing’, that is, 
the gestures, actions and arrangements with which we adapt to the requirements of 
the day, the photographic series Making Do and Getting By by sculptor Richard 
Wentworth presents glimpses of tactical resistance in the everyday. The work shows 
‘an interest in human energy and in the resourcefulness of small and often tender 
acts… tiny acts of survivalism’ (Bright 2005: 210). Improvisational, situational, 
functional, these are also traits celebrated in Vladimir Arkhipov’s photographs of 
home-made gadgets. The objects speak of the people absent in the images and their 
ways of thinking and acting, much as Shafran’s do; they are ‘injected with an 
inherently human vigour’. What is evident in both Wentworth’s and Arkhipov’s work 
is a resistance to the rules, an unwillingness to conform to the world of appearances, 
signalling ‘a sort of victory over the mass-produced, materialistic modern world’ 
(Grasso 2012).  

 

De Certeau’s work refined the Situationist drive towards a revolution of everyday life 
and with his notion of tactical resistance, built on the idea that the everyday provides 
the means with which we might repudiate systems of control, like capitalism or 
patriarchy. Developing this notion of resistance has led some artists, like Wentworth 
and Peter Fischli & David Weiss, to focus on adaptability and creativity in the 
mundane. Lefebvre argues that there is a dynamic relationship between play and art, 
in that both have many uses and also none at all. He describes the artwork as 
functioning in the everyday, like a ‘play-generating yeast… an action that suggests 
both the splitting down into simpler substances and the process of fermentation, 
agitation and disruption’ (in Johnstone 2008: 14). Play as a creative strategy fuels 
Yoko Ono’s 1964 book Grapefruit, a manual of instructions which includes 
mischievous directives such as ‘Step in all the puddles in the city’ and a map piece 
recalling Situationist psychogeographical mapping and their use of the ‘wrong’ maps 
to explore the city.  

 

Playfulness, as a tactic of insubordination to habit and authority, was absolutely 
central to the Situationist movement. Its richness also emerges throughout Fischli & 
Weiss’ oeuvre. Using unprepossessing materials and familiar objects and sights, they 
have made artwork that questions the value of art as commodity and of the artist 
as decision maker. Their labour-intensive carved and painted polyurethane replicas 
of ordinary objects represent a misuse of time in the reproduction of worthless, 
useless things. This mischievous ‘pleasure of misuse’ (Fleck, Sontgen & Danto 2011: 
23) appears repeatedly in their work. In the precariously-balanced arrangements of 
their series Quiet Afternoon they found they could leave the decision-making 
process about choosing and placing the components in the hands of equilibrium 
and, in the following work, the film The Way Things Go, chairs and tyres escape their 
usual function to become elements in a chain reaction. The piece Visible World 
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consists of a hundred hours of video footage and thousands of slides depicting 
unedited excursions where nothing seems to happen other than the journeys 
themselves. Having originally set out to photograph places of interest, they realised 
that they took just as many photographs on the way there, and began to question 
this apparent need to make decisions about what is interesting. At the heart of their 
work is both a surrendering to the process and a childlike irreverence for rules and 
conventions. 

 

Everyday aesthetics 

The relatively new study of everyday aesthetics provides criteria with which to 
examine how ‘an experience’, and particularly an ‘art experience’, is constructed in 
relation to the barely discernible mundane continuum. This intersects with 
phenomenology, the study of sensory experience, and with the Japanese aesthetic 
of wabi sabi, (Koren 2008; Richie 2007) both of which align more closely with 
everyday experience than traditional Western aesthetics does. Furthermore, the 
moral issues implicated in our attitudes and experiences of the everyday are far from 
insignificant, and worth examining if we are going to reveal the ordinary as valuable 
and important. Lefebvre’s critique of the rituals and interactions of daily life exposed 
them as signifiers of society and dominant social relations in a wider sense (1991). In 
this way, buying a bag of sugar in a corner shop could reproduce the normally hidden 
chain of capitalist commodity relations and production. Yuriko Saito also warns of 
the moral and environmental ramifications of separating the consumer from the 
means of production, allowing us to ignore child labor, dangerous working conditions 
and unchecked pollution in pursuit of shiny newness (2010: 102). Favoring the 
dramatic, novel, cute or spectacular also affects how endangered species and 
habitats are treated, with those landscapes and species regarded as attractive or 
exciting afforded more protection than ‘boring’ ones (Saito 2010: 59-71). 

 

Uta Barth approaches the mundane by exploiting precisely our disregard for the 
everyday to make perception the central focus in her work. She is interested in our 
relationship to photography as a medium and its association with subject, describing 
the conventional notion of the camera as a ‘sort of pointing device. It makes a picture 
of something, for the most part; therefore it is a picture about something… The 
inescapable choice is what to point the camera at and the meaning that this subject 
matter might suggest.’ (Barth in Higgs 2004: 20) Barth chose to disengage with the 
focus on subject, working in her most everyday setting in order to supply a neutral 
visual environment. She photographs at home because home is ‘so visually familiar 
that it becomes almost invisible. One moves through one’s home without any sense 
of scrutiny or discovery, almost blindly’ (Barth in Higgs 2004: 21). By working in such 
a familiar and uneventful environment she questions the idea of familiarity and 
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boredom as something to be avoided or escaped in favor of more remarkable 
experiences. Instead the work engages with ‘time, stillness, inactivity and non-event, 
not as something threatening or numbing, but as something actually to be embraced’ 
(Higgs 2004: 22). By playing on our oblivion to everyday surroundings in this way, 
Barth is able to render her photographs almost subjectless, making perception 
central to the viewing experience. This use of the everyday as a means to reject 
external subject matter in order to evoke a perceptual experience in the viewer 
echoes Virilio’s notion of the endotic since it is concerned with renewing ‘the very 
conditions of perception’, witnessing that which is within, as opposed to the exotic 
which lies outside. (Virilio in Burgin 1996: 185) 

 

Using the camera to preserve the remains of meals, Laura Letinsky utilizes the 
‘photograph’s transformative qualities, changing what is typically overlooked into 
something beautiful’ (Letinsky in Newton & Rolph 2006: 77). By fixing and retaining 
an overlooked moment of time we are able to study and admire the transience of 
the everyday. In her work, the paradoxical nature of photography’s relationship with 
time becomes unavoidable. The photograph at once attests to our impermanence, 
our ‘mortality, vulnerability, mutability’, and transcends it. ‘All photographs testify to 
time’s relentless melt.’ (Sontag 1979: 15) The images cause us to consider the rapid 
transformation from raw ingredients to occasion for nourishment and social 
interaction, to mess and leftovers waiting to be cleared away and the cycle started 
again. Photographing this stage in the continuum from alluring freshness to repulsive 
decay allows us to expand the moment, extending in imagination back in time to 
envisage the preparation and consumption that went before the image and the 
resumption of cleaning and disposal that follows it. The photographs transform these 
scraps of meals, establishing value through looking at and photographing them.  

 

Letinsky’s series echoes the philosophy of the wabi sabi aesthetic. Arising from 
Taoist and Zen Buddhist ideas about acceptance of reality and non-attachment, 
‘wabi sabi is ambivalent about separating beauty from non-beauty or ugliness. The 
beauty of wabi sabi is... the condition of coming to terms with what you consider 
ugly’ (Koren 2008: 51), of learning to appreciate whatever one faces, and not engaging 
in the hierarchical thinking that deems some things better or worse, more valuable 
or less significant than others. The wabi sabi tea ceremony encompasses a number 
of ideas pivotal to attending to the everyday. It emphasizes an appreciation of 
functional utensils, along with their consequent ageing and degradation. In this way, 
the crude, even chipped accoutrements, minimal decor and meagre portions of food 
in the tea ceremony represent the recognition that insufficiency and difficulty are 
facts of life and enable a view that appreciates value and significance in the ordinary. 
In seeing worth in ageing, wear and damage, wabi sabi also contradicts the Western 
idea that there exists such a thing as an optimal state, as in pristine newness, a clean 
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tidy room, a plant in flower or a sunny day, from which they only deteriorate.  

 

While Western aesthetics demarcates experiences worthy of contemplation through 
recognized conventions like the use of frame, the wabi sabi experience is frameless, 
so that the sounds, smells, feelings and sights, whether of birds, rain, cold or traffic, 
become an integral part of that encounter. John Cage’s piece of blank score 4’33” is 
an example of a frameless aesthetic experience, akin to the wabi tea ceremony, in 
that while it is framed explicitly by a period of time, the duration makes space to 
contemplate the everyday occurrences such as coughs, shifting in seats, physical 
sensations and emotions that are normally external to the art-centered aesthetic 
experience. In his music, the artist’s function shifts ‘from that of the prosecutor of 
meaning to that of the witness of phenomena… waiting, listening and accepting’ 
(Kaprow 2003: xxiv).  

 

The sensible 

Where wabi sabi concerns itself with the aesthetics of function rather than 
spectacle, for the writer and academic Jacques Rancière aesthetics and art are 
more closely associated with politics. For Rancière, aesthetics  

denotes neither art theory in general nor a theory that would consign art to its 
effects on sensibility. Aesthetics refers to a specific regime for identifying and 
reflecting on the arts: a mode of articulation between ways of doing and making, 
their corresponding forms of visibility and possible ways of thinking about their 
relationships. (Rancière 2013: 4) 

 

His analysis of perception, particularly of the systems of divisions that bound what 
is perceptible, led to a number of interesting propositions, the most relevant to this 
study being the ‘distribution of the sensible’. Constituting the fabric of recognizable 
experience, the sensible is that which can be sensed, heard, felt, seen and noticed 
within a particular aesthetic-political system. It is what is discussed in conversation, 
depicted in television programs, heard as music and exhibited in art galleries. 
Controlled, according to De Certeau, by strategy or, as Pierre Bourdieu suggests, by 
complicit social silences (Tett 2010: xii-xiii), it renders marginalized voices as 
unintelligible noise and keeps invisible those activities considered undeserving of 
attention. Rancière proposes that the sensible is distributed - ‘policed’ - by 
organizational systems that implicitly separate the protagonists and the excluded.  

The police is thus first an order of bodies that defines the allocation of ways of doing, 
ways of being and ways of seeing and sees that those bodies are assigned by name 
to a particular place and task; it is an order of the visible and sayable that sees that 
a particular activity is visible and another is not, that this speech is understood as 
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discourse and another is noise. (Rancière 1999: 29)  

 

Ben Highmore gives the example of female hysteria in the nineteenth century, in 
which women’s complaints about marital conditions were defined as senseless 
babble or deranged ravings (2010: 48). However, as that example indicates, 
distribution is not immutable. A ‘dislocation’ in the distribution of the sensible occurs 
when people, things or experiences gain an audience or presence and become 
noticeable.  

The task of political action, therefore, is aesthetic in that it requires a sense 
perception so that the reigning configuration between perception and meaning is 
disrupted by those elements, groups or individuals in society that demand not only 
to exist but indeed to be perceived. (Panagia in Deranty 2010: 96)  

 

Rancière suggests that art has the potential to disrupt the distribution of the sensible. 
He urges erosion of the aesthetic paradigm that partitions ‘pure’ art from the 
decorative and functional arts, following the examples of the Arts and Crafts 
movement and its successors Art Deco, Bauhaus and Constructivism (2013: 10). 
Indeed it is the very nature of partitions that so exercises Rancière: ‘this dividing line 
has been the object of my constant study’ (2004: 225). He rails against hierarchies 
of representation, preferring instead an aesthetic system that is uninterested in a 
hierarchy of significance and which appreciates equally the sounds of, say, the water 
pump and the cathedral organ (Highmore 2010: 46). The redistribution of the sensible 
is therefore a continuing realization of the potential for everything to be significant. 

The aesthetic revolution is the idea that everything is material for art, so that art is 
no longer governed by its subject, by what it speaks of; art can show and speak of 
everything in the same manner. In this sense, the aesthetic revolution is an extension 
to infinity of the realm of language, of poetry. (Rancière 2003: 205) 

 

Paying attention to the ordinary, according to Rancière, is to engage in the political 
action of distributing and redistributing the sensible. He emphasizes the value of 
attending to the insignificant sounds and occurrences of everyday life in effecting a 
‘new education of the senses’ (2009: 6), one made up of ‘sensory micro-events, that 
new privilege of the minute, of the instantaneous and the discontinuous’ (2009: 10). 
For him, everyday artforms such as photography and cinema, as well as art of the 
everyday, most freely permit dislocation of the sensible. Their realism, as well as 
proposing an equality of representation, suggests that there is ‘an inherent splendor 
to the insignificant.’ (Rancière in Highmore 2010: 51) 

 

Both aesthetic and political deeds, whether enacted by artists, politicians or 
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laypeople, redistribute the sensible in ways that reshape sensorial perception. One 
redistribution might be the profound effect photography had on ideas of 
representation, enabling images to be made of factories, ordinary activities and the 
working class; themes which had hitherto been a matter of insignificance to the 
wealthy commissioners and consumers of images and deemed unworthy of the 
effort and time required to record them. Dislocation therefore makes visible what 
had been considered invisible - or unseeable. The development of cameras and film 
allowed the photographic image to be treated without the preciousness of a painting, 
and encouraged a wider range of subject matter to be recorded. Considered a 
popular, democratic medium in contrast with the more rarefied arts of painting and 
sculpture, photography expresses an ‘unpreciousness’ of subject matter and 
resulting artefact. Lewis Hine was ‘a crusader with a camera’ (Badger 2008: 46) who 
turned his attention, and the fidelity of the photograph, to the exploitation of child 
laborers during the early 20th century in order to advocate an end to their abuse. 
Eugène Atget photographed the streets and shops of Paris as it began to change 
rapidly in the face of modernization. Did Atget realize these details were soon to 
disappear, forgotten and otherwise unrecorded? His neglect of the spectacular and 
monumental, such as the Eiffel Tower, in favor of the ordinary streets he knew well, 
suggests that perhaps he did. 

 

Conclusion 

Photography’s innate qualities seem to offer the means of engaging with and 
appreciating the everyday. Its indexicality facilitates the recording of vast quantities 
of detail and, even if that richness of detail is shrouded in familiarity in the moment, 
the photograph’s democratic realism allows us to notice, re-experience and re-
evaluate it through the image. Existing both as art form and as ordinary tool, 
photography is probably the creative medium most embedded in everyday life. It is 
accessible, rapid and almost ubiquitous. A capability of many common devices, it 
offers the possibility of a more immersive experience of representation.  

 

The impact of digital photography on our understanding, production and 
consumption of images is difficult to quantify, given the speed of its evolution. Work 
made by artists and photographers which appropriates the enormous quantity of 
images in the public domain has proliferated in recent years. Writer and editor Fred 
Ritchin underlines the growing need for these ‘"metaphotographers" who can make 
sense of the billions of images being made and can provide context and authenticate 
them. ‘We need curators to filter this overabundance more than we need new legions 
of photographers.’ (in Lybarger 2013) Interested in ways of making sense of the 
panoptic vision of Google Maps and Streetview, Mishka Henner, Michael Wolf, Jon 
Rafman and Doug Rickard use photographic images taken from the internet, 
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developing their own filters with which to sieve out data from the morass. Erik 
Kessels, Penelope Umbrico and Joachim Schmid have all made installations of 
photographs from social and image-sharing networks. For Kessels’ piece 
Photography in Abundance he printed every image uploaded to Facebook, Flickr 
and Google over a 24-hour period – one million in total – producing an avalanche of 
photographs in the gallery to comment on the overwhelming scale of private digital 
photography and its slide into the public domain (see Chapter 3). ‘We’re making more 
than ever, because our resources are limitless and the possibilities endless. We have 
an internet full of inspiration: the profound, the beautiful, the disturbing, the ridiculous, 
the trivial, the vernacular and the intimate.’ (Cheroux, Fontcuberta, Kessels, Parr & 
Schmid 2011) Umbrico’s compilation, 8,799,661 Suns From Flickr, and Schmid’s series 
Other People’s Photographs, both make the point that, despite these boundless 
possibilities for picturemaking, the content and conventions of most digital 
photographs are narrow. This highlights the continuing relevance of Hans-Peter 
Feldmann’s comment: ‘Only five minutes of every day are interesting. I want to show 
the rest’. (in Johnstone 2008: 121)  

 

The growth of digital photography has, however, undoubtedly altered the concept 
of the family album from a domestic image library of special occasions to a fluid, 
much more prolific and substantially more public showcase, distributed through the 
internet on blogs, social networks and online photo-sharing sites like Flickr and 
Instagram (See Chapter 16). This use of digital photography  

signals a shift in the engagement with the everyday image that has more to do with 
a move towards transience and the development of a communal aesthetic that does 
not respect traditional amateur/professional hierarchies. On these sites, 
photography has become less about the special or rarefied moments of 
domestic/family living… and more about an immediate, fleeting display of one’s 
discovery of the small and mundane. (Murray 2008: 151)  

 

I have touched upon what Johnstone calls the ‘thorny issue’ (2008: 17) of making art 
of and about the everyday without eroding its everydayness. Some writers, including 
the everyday aesthetician Saito, believe that ‘presenting a slice of everyday life as a 
work of art does seem to pose an unbridgeable gap between art and life’ (2010: 251). 
Nonetheless, I hope my argument of the close link between photography and the 
quotidian has demonstrated the medium’s potential to overcome that rift. The works 
of the theorists discussed here suggest ideas that might help develop an art that 
retains its quotidienneté: by being mindful of the conventions of aesthetics, such as 
permanence, framing, context and their consequences, by integrating function and 
resourcefulness, and by attending to the rhythms and habits of ordinary life.  
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3. The Elephant in the Room: Using Photography to Research the 
Domestic Everyday – International Conference of Photography and 
Theory (2016) 

Abstract: Held in Nicosia, Cyprus, in December 2016, the 4th International 
Conference of Photography and Theory was convened to critically investigate the 
current meanings, distribution, materiality, impact and affect of vernacular 
photography in relation to our economy of images. I presented an account of 
ongoing research using photography to examine and represent the work of the 
second shift. This research considers the ways photographic directives could 
facilitate a more detailed understanding of apparently simple domestic tasks. I 
proposed that photography’s indexicality and ordinariness, crossing boundaries 
between art and everyday life, make it an effective tool for this study of busy 
working mothers. 

Gallagher, Clare (2016) “The Elephant in the Room: Using Photography to Research the 
Domestic Everyday” International Conference of Photography and Theory Nicosia, Cyprus 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/publications/the-elephant-in-the-room-using-photography-to-
research-the-domest 

 

4. Clare Gallagher in Conversation with Dr Mirjami Schuppert - Book 
launch and talk, Belfast Exposed Gallery (2019) 

Abstract: This public talk with independent curator Dr Mirjami Schuppert addressed 
the subject of the second shift, the background and development of the series, and 
practices of home, housework and motherwork ordinarily hidden from cultural 
discourse and representation. It also covered elements of photographic practice in 
relation to the everyday and domestic and ways in which the ideas had been 
extended in the design of the photobook. 

Gallagher, C. & Schuppert, M. (2019) “Clare Gallagher in Conversation with Dr Mirjami 
Schuppert” Belfast Exposed Gallery Belfast 
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https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/activities/clare-gallagher-in-conversation-with-dr-mirjami-
schuppert-2 

 

5. The Second Shift: A Photographic Investigation into the Work of Home 
– Keynote given at the Visualising the Home Conference, University of 
Cumbria (2017) 

Abstract: Visualising… is a series of biennial academic conferences bringing together 
theorists and practitioners to debate socially and culturally relevant themes as 
visualised through the medium of photography. They tap into a broad sheaf of 
debates with the clear focus on photographic representations of a given theme. The 
Visualising the Home conference, held in July 2017 at the University of Cumbria, 
questioned the meaning of the home within contemporary society as seen through 
photography. My keynote shared my ongoing investigations into the difficulties and 
potential of using photography to research home. I focused on the ‘second shift’: the 
routine domestic practices of housework and care traditionally carried out by 
women outside their paid employment. Hidden in plain sight and veiled by familiarity 
and insignificance, housework is largely absent from photographs of home and 
family. I examined how photography might provide the means to appreciate the 
complexity and value in these domestic practices, as well as offering possibilities for 
resistance to the systems which denigrate them.  

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “The Second Shift: Researching the Work of Home” Visualising the 
Home University of Cumbria, Carlisle 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/publications/the-second-shift-a-photographic-investigation-
into-the-work-of-ho 

 

6. Photographing the Home – Workshop led by Clare Gallagher, Nordic 
Light, Kristiansund, Norway (2018) 

Abstract: I designed and led this workshop exploring ways of making photographic 
work about home. It was aimed at emerging photographers from the Nordic 
countries of Iceland, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark who had begun a 
project connected to ideas and experiences of home, with the objective of 
developing the work towards completion. We examined the rich significance and 
complexity of this seemingly trivial subject, through an in-depth exploration of its 
representation in photography, art, literature and film. It considered ideas about 
home: as a psychological state, as a construct, as a place of close observation and 
connection, as the stage for family ties and intimate relationships, as tranquil or 
unsettling, and as a deeply symbolic site with layers of history and meaning. 
Participants were led through the stages of developing the work, from concept, 
aesthetic considerations, ethics, editing, sequencing, writing a statement and title, to 
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planning the presentation of the work. The workshop resulted in a curated exhibition 
at Nykyaika Photographic centre in Tampere, Finland, Aug-Sept 2018. 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “Photographing the Home” Nordic Light Festival Kristiansund, 
Norway 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/activities/photographing-the-home 

 

7. The Second Shift: You and Me – Off-Site Exhibition for Landskrona 
Foto Festival, Sweden (2018) 

Abstract: Landskrona Foto is the collective name for a Scandanavian centre for the 
photographic image that spans areas such as exhibitions, events, photo history, 
photo book, residency, research and collections. The work of Landskrona Foto is 
celebrated in an annual international festival in the city of Landskrona, Sweden, 
which hosts an international photography festival. For 2017 artists were invited to 
submit work responding to the theme of You and Me. 357 photographers submitted 
1,235 images and I was one of 40 artists selected to have their images hung in 40 
shop windows throughout the city. The jury consisted of the curators of Landskrona 
Foto Festival, Christian Caujolle and Jenny Nordquist, culture journalist Johan 
Malmberg and the Danish photographer Fryd Frydendahl. The exhibition was 
accompanied by a catalogue. 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “The Second Shift: You and Me” Landskrona Foto Festival 
Landskrona, Sweden 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/publications/the-second-shift-you-and-me-landskrona-foto-
festival 

 

8. The Feminist Lens – Panel Talks, Belfast and Letterkenny (2015) 

Abstract: These two public panel talks with Emma Campbell and Laura O’Connor 
discussed feminist practices in visual art related to our areas of PhD research. We 
addressed methodologies for visualising issues around the second shift, 
reproductive justice and abortion activism, and young women’s self-representation 
in social media. 

Gallagher, C., Campbell, E. & O’Connor, L. (2015) “The Feminist Lens” Belfast Exposed 
Gallery, Belfast and Remote Photo Festival, Letterkenny 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/activities/the-feminist-lens 

 

9. Delicate Demons: Do Women Belong in the Home? – Review by Clare 
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Gallagher in British Journal of Photography (2016) 

Abstract: In the British Journal of Photography I reviewed Delicate Demons, a 
collaborative, ongoing project between Finnish photographers Satu Haavisto and 
Aino Kannisto, in which women are meticulously staged in domestic spaces. The 
British Journal of Photography Journal website, BJP-online, publishes new stories 
daily, reaching 200,000 visitors per month, and more than 3.8 million through social 
channels. 

Gallagher, Clare (2015) “Delicate Demons: Do Women Belong in the Home?” British Journal 
of Photography http://www.bjp-online.com/2015/06/delicate-demons-sati-haavisto-aino-
kannisto-the-home-feminine-space/ 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/publications/delicate-demons-do-women-belong-in-the-
home-3 

 

10. Verges - Off-Site Exhibition as part of New Spaces, curated by Dr 
Mirjami Schuppert (2018) 

Abstract: This was an off-site exhibition in Derry of my series Verges, followed an 
exhibition at the Golden Thread Gallery, Belfast. Visual Artists Ireland collaborated 
with Derry City & Strabane District Council on the New Spaces initiative to make 
contemporary art more accessible in the region. Four curators were selected from a 
competitive open call to each produce four exhibitions inside a brewery, a café, a 
thatched cottage and a renovated 19th Century stables. The curators the invited 
artists to show their work in these unconventional spaces, providing new 
opportunities for public engagement with art. The project was made possible thanks 
to the Arts Council of Northern Ireland’s National Lottery Challenge Fund. 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “Verges: Off-site Exhibition as part of New Spaces” Derry 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/publications/verges-off-site-exhibition-as-part-of-new-spaces 

 

11. It Clings to me Like a Leech – PS2 Gallery, Belfast (2019) 

Abstract: This was a short gallery residency and exhibition which provided me with 
the opportunity to experiment with video installation. I used the unusual space on 
Belfast’s busy Royal Avenue to create a five-projection installation of sequences of 
swirling food debris in my kitchen sink. 

Gallagher, Clare (2019) “It Clings to me Like a Leech” PS2 Gallery Belfast 
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12. Beyond View: Celebrating Ten Years of Photography at the Belfast 
School of Art – Belfast Exposed Gallery (2018) 

Abstract: The Second Shift was included in this group exhibition of staff and 
students; as course director I also wrote the text for the exhibition. Since opening in 
2007 the photography department at Belfast School of Art has produced a thriving 
community of alumni across Ireland and beyond and built strong connections with 
institutions and individuals in art and industry. Our international reputation has grown 
and this year has seen the highest number yet of international students coming here 
to learn with us. That reputation is based on a unique sensibility developing out of a 
strong sense of place. 

 
Northern Ireland has a historical and cultural context like few others. Conflict gave 
us a unique perspective on the role of images in giving - or denying - voice and 
representation to our stories and experiences. Part of its legacy has been a 
heightened sense of the significance of our surroundings, everyday lives, histories 
and land. Through this focused attention we have made work that responds to 
questions of home, migration, history, gender, war, family, sexuality, land, trauma, 
community, propaganda and technology. This sensibility informs our foremost aim as 
educators: to develop our students’ own voices and sense of authorship over their 
subject matter. We strive for authenticity and are committed to our ongoing 
evolution to meet the possibilities and challenges of both our changing medium and 
the world around us. 

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “Beyond View: Celebrating Ten Years of Photography at the Belfast 
School of Art” Belfast Exposed Gallery, Belfast 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/publications/beyond-view-celebrating-ten-years-of-
photography-at-belfast-schoo 

 

13. Clare Gallagher in Conversation with Mary Molloy - Book launch and 
talk, Belfast Exposed Gallery (2016) 

Abstract: This was a public talk at Belfast Exposed Gallery for the launch of Belfast 
School of Art graduate Mary Molloy's photobook Semper Augustus. Issues discussed 
included motherhood, body shock, taboos around the female body, making 
challenging work and the means of representation. 

Gallagher, Clare (2016) “In Conversation with Mary Molloy” Belfast Exposed Gallery, Belfast 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/activities/clare-gallagher-in-conversation-with-mary-molloy 
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14. Domestic Drift billboard, Belfast: Part of the Temporary Places project 
with PS2 Gallery 

Abstract: Temporary Places is a PS2 Gallery project curating a series of artworks 
with the aim of putting contemporary art into contested public spaces. The Peas 
Park community gardens and allotments at the interface area of Skegoneill hosted 
an image from Domestic Drift on a billboard. This raises engaging questions about 
where art should be shown and what form should public art take. Does it need to be 
permanent? Who is an appropriate audience? Does installing art in a tense and 
politically-charged interface area in Belfast have the potential to create a 
productively disruptive relationship between the conventionally separate spheres of 
art and politics?  

Gallagher, Clare (2018) “Domestic Drift billboard in Peas Park, Belfast: Part of the Temporary 
Places project with PS2 Gallery” Belfast 

https://pure.ulster.ac.uk/en/publications/domestic-drift-billboard-in-peas-park-belfast-
part-of-the-tempora 

 

15. Women Photographers from the Belfast School of Art – Talk as part of 
Panel Photography: Ireland’s Eyes at IMMA (2018) 

Abstract: I was a panellist along with Anna-Kaisa Rastenberger (Fine Art Academy, 
Helsinki), Fiona Kearney (Glucksman Gallery, Cork), Tanya Kiang (Gallery of 
Photography, Dublin) and John Duncan (Source Photographic Review). The panel’s 
theme was national and regional photographic culture and education. My talk was 
concerned with the work of the female students and graduates from the BA (Hons) 
and MFA Photography at the Belfast School of Art, Ulster University. Despite a 
widespread lack of confidence among female students I noted a sophisticated and 
significant level of enquiry into subjects arising from home, family and identity which 
was at odds with the dominant photographic culture of Northern Ireland. I discussed 
the need for a greater pedagogic space for this type of work. 

Gallagher, Rastenberger, Kearney, Kiang & Duncan (2018) “Photography: Ireland’s Eyes” VAI 
Get Together Irish Museum of Modern Art Dublin 
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APPENDIX 2: REVIEWS 

 

The Second Shift - Jörg Colberg Conscientious 

“The Second Shift is the term given to the hidden shift of housework and childcare 
primarily carried out by women on top of their paid employment.” This is the first 
sentence of a short text right at the beginning of Clare Gallagher‘s The Second Shift. 
The text continues: “It is physical, mental and emotional labour which demands 
effort, skill and time but is unpaid, unaccounted for, unequally distributed and largely 
unrecognised.” Here, there’s a pivot towards photography, with an implication of what 
an attentive viewer might pick up on: a deep injustice, a feeling of what it might feel 
like to be at the receiving end of this deep injustice. 

 

More photography in the next paragraph: “Hidden in plain sight and veiled from 
familiarity and insignificance, the second shift is largely absent from photographs of 
home and family.” With many of the famous and all-too-often discussed examples 
of family photography made by men, this might not come as a surprise (my take here 
is US-centric, given I’ve been teaching entirely in this context so far; realistically, I do 
not expect the situation elsewhere to be much better, if better at all). And then 
there’s the sentence: the project “is a call for resistance to the capitalist, patriarchal 
and aesthetic systems” that ignore this type of work. 

This is a timely book. 

You cannot photograph an injustice, you can only make photographs and convey 
the sense of injustice. The same basic fact is true for any other abstract concept 
such as, say, love — anything really that exists in our minds and is communicated 
using words for which there are no physical embodiments. 

 

It’s a coincidence that I’m writing these words on Martin Luther King Jr Day, a day 
that like no other in theory should serve as a reminder of what can be gained from 
personal and political integrity and a sense of justice, more abstract concepts that 
these times make a mockery of: in Anglo-Saxon politics, integrity is in very, very 
short supply, as is justice. 
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Again: this is a timely book. 

Looking through The Second Shift, I was struck by its somber tone. I hadn’t expected 
to run into it, and I’m sure my reaction was based on having seen a lot of other family 
photography before. Family, after all, is something joyful even when it is not: it’s 
supposed to be presented as such, and even the most celebrated examples obey 
that rule. There might be conflicts, but they are presented within strictly defined and, 
we might add, previously agreed-upon parameters so that a viewer might feel 
somewhat uncomfortable — but not too much. Even seemingly harsh work such 
as Richard Billingham’s Ray’s a Laugh follows conventions: we know how and where 
to file the pictures (alcoholic father? check! poverty? check!). 

 

It is this get-out-of-jail card for the viewer that’s missing here, this way of allowing 
her or him to ultimately disassociate from what is on view. I don’t know if as a viewer 
you’re going to remember individual pictures as much as the overall experience of 
looking through the book (which is, after all, what a good photobook should do). You 
might remember piles of things depicted here or there, whether books or laundry, 
there’s plenty of detritus lying around, waiting to be picked up by someone (now who 
might that be?). And there are pictures of children, but even when they’re depicted 
at their most playful, that feeling comes with one of dread: oh boy, there will be some 
more mess that has to be sorted out (now who might do that?). 

 

Interestingly, the photographs all strike me as tender. One could have gone about 
this idea using a flash, but then we’d be in an entirely different visual universe. 
Instead, these pictures here are observed (but not necessarily elaborately made, 
which, yet again, would have resulted in a different visual universe). I’d like to think 
that I can tell how their maker cares as much about what was in front of her camera’s 
lens (in particular the children) as she dreaded all the inevitable, mind-numbing work 
associated with it, with all of it. (Full disclosure: I don’t have any children, so I have 
no first-hand knowledge of any that.) 

 

Smart design and production choices help transport the book’s overall feeling. Many 
of the photographs are reproduced full bleed (without any borders around them), 
making the overall experience very immersive for the viewer. At times, a photograph 
might be shown with a border; in that case, it’s relatively small on the page, which 
results in it feeling precious (even when what’s on display is merely a stil life of 
vegetable shavings). With the exception of the colophon, all text is reproduced on 
smaller pages (there also are a few pictures on such pages), which makes for neat 
breaks for the viewer. What’s more, what the text might be talking about always ends 
up peeking in: a viewer can always see fragments of pictures along with the text. 
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Now, whether or not the book will indeed do what it set out to do — that’s ultimately 
up to its viewers. Do we want to treat it like Martin Luther King Jr Day, where, let’s 
face it, most of us merely pay lip service to the ideas Dr King stood for? Or do we 
want something better? And if we want something better, what could that better look 
like? Given that the book focuses on home and on the second shift, a viewer might 
as well start there. After all, larger change will only arrive if it first occurs at a personal 
level. 

Colberg, Jörg (2020) “The Second Shift” Conscientious Photography Magazine 20th January 
2020 https://cphmag.com/second-shift/ (accessed 20th January 2020) 

 

 

Top 15 Photography Books of 2019 - Sean O’Hagan The Guardian 

5. The Second Shift by Clare Gallagher (self-published) 

“The Second Shift is the term given to the hidden shift of housework and childcare 
primarily carried out by women on top of their paid employment,” writes Irish artist 
Clare Gallagher in her short introduction to a beautifully designed book of deftly 
observed images. They evoke the quotidian work rituals of home and family, and her 
own anger at what is taken for granted. For all that, Gallagher is a quiet photographer, 
a creator of intimately observed details that can often approach the dreamlike: 
unwashed laundry overflowing from a basket, a tangle of electrical wires emanating 
from an extension socket, vegetable peelings, eggshells, food residue soaking in an 
oven dish. Her images illuminate a domestic grind so familiar and habitual that it all 
but goes unseen. 

O’Hagan, Sean (2019) “Top 15 photography books of 2019” The Guardian sec. Culture 17th 
December 2019 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/dec/17/top-15-
photography-books-of-2019 (accessed 17th December 2019)  

 

 

Interview: “’Even dust can be interesting’: the woman who photographs 
housework” - Sean O’Hagan The Guardian 

 

“I hate housework!” the American comedian Joan Rivers quipped. “You make the 
beds, you do the dishes and six months later you have to start all over again.” In her 
intriguing photobook, The Second Shift, Clare Gallagher places that quote next to an 
altogether more serious one by the French writer and philosopher Simone de 
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Beauvoir, who famously compared the repetitive grind of housework to “the torture 
of Sisyphus”. 

 

Several years in the making and self-published in a limited edition of 500, The 
Second Shift is an artist’s book that, despite its apparently mundane subject matter, 
often approaches the sublime. Gallagher captures the familiar workload of family life 
(piles of laundry, baskets of unironed clothes) as well as the constant creeping chaos 
that attends it (dirty dishes, food scraps, sinks blocked with slimy domestic detritus). 

 

Throughout, these quotidian still lifes are punctuated with tender portraits of her 
young sons at rest, at play and asleep. All human life is here, the menial and the 
transcendent. “I want to draw attention to what is not shown about home,” she says, 
“the everyday things that are right in front of our eyes but go almost unnoticed and 
uncommented on.” 

 

The book’s title refers to “the second shift of housework and childcare carried out 
mainly by women on top of their paid employment”. In 2016, a report by the Office 
for National Statistics estimated the value of unpaid housework at a staggering £1.24 
trillion each year. 

 

“Our economic system would simply not function without all this hidden, unpaid 
labour,” says Gallagher, who also teaches photography at Ulster University. “If you 
work full-time, as I do, you come home to this other job that is mind-numbingly 
repetitive and utterly unacknowledged. As a feminist, I find myself wondering, why 
are we still doing this and why are we still annoyed with ourselves for doing it?” 

 

She describes The Second Shift as “a quietly angry book”. Amid the flow of poetic 
imagery, though, it is a poem by the Irish writer Leontia Flynn that speaks most 
angrily about the gender inequality that underpins housework; her words blaze off 
the page with an accusatory charge. In contrast, Gallagher’s photographs are almost 
dreamlike in their evocation of the domestic everyday, her discontents rendered in 
a deft visual poetry of small, telling details, muted colours and soft shadows. It is as 
if, in the very act of photographing, she has imposed a degree of calmness and order 
on the relentless domestic rituals that so unsettle her. 
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Housework takes up an inordinate amount of Gallagher’s time, not just the doing of 
it, but photographing it and thinking deeply about it (her ongoing PhD addresses “the 
hidden work of home and family”). Even before her gaze shifted to the overlooked 
rituals of life, she was an artist preoccupied with the everyday in all its unkempt and 
often overlooked beauty. For her first series, Verges, she photographed weed-
covered waste grounds, those liminal spaces where our relatively ordered urban 
environment gives way to natural disorder. 

 

It was followed by Domestic Drift, a more tentative precursor to The Second Shift in 
which home was evoked as a kind of heightened meditative state: sunlight falling on 
an unmade bed, a child’s hand silhouetted against a windowpane, a mound of newly 
mown grass. Here and there, her images recalled the daydream intensity of the 
Japanese photographer Rinko Kawauchi, who is similarly drawn to the everyday 
sublime. 

 

“Domestic Drift was the first time I felt compelled to look at what was in front of me,” 
Gallagher recalls. “Back then, I had two young kids, and what was in front of me was 
pretty messy and chaotic. There was a tension between addressing the stuff that 
constantly needed to be done and finding the space to just observe the overlooked 
beauty of things as they are.” Since then, her work has been informed by that 
dynamic to some degree. 

 

Her unconventional approach to photography, which is still predominantly a male 
medium, is an act of creative rebellion. “I started off by being wilfully amateurish and 
lo-fi,” she says, laughing. “I’m not into all the masculine stuff of big, expensive toys. I 
could as easily make work on a phone with a camera. Essentially, I want a tool that 
doesn’t get in the way. I’m really not interested in the status of the camera.” 

 

Gallagher’s creative process is slow and she often spends hours making big scans of 
negatives and searching meticulously for dust spots that she can correct with a 
brush and ink. “It’s an exercise in patience and attentiveness that takes up so much 
time but is absolutely necessary. I can’t not do it. It’s about getting to know the image 
intimately. You realise,” she says, relishing the irony, “that even the dust is interesting.” 

 

Revealingly, her influences tend to be literary and theoretical rather than 
photographic. In 2012, when one of her photographs from Domestic Drift was 
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featured in the Guardian’s My Best Shot series, she explained how she had 
“repurposed French thinker Guy Debord’s theory of the dérive or drift” and, in doing 
so, “challenged myself to break out of the routine of home: cleaning, cooking, 
charging around. I wanted to photograph the things I struggled with.” 

 

She cites Junichiro Tanizaki’s classic essay on Japanese aesthetics, In Praise of 
Shadows, as a touchstone. Her work also draws on the long history of feminist 
explorations of the tyranny of the domestic, from artist Martha Rosler’s conceptual 
explorations of women’s prescribed roles to Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s 19th-century 
novella The Yellow Wallpaper, in which a woman goes mad from being confined to 
her room without work or social stimulus. 

 

“Although there has been progress, women still resent the day-to-day reality of 
housework, its draining repetition and the anxieties it breeds,” Gallagher says. “The 
more I research the subject, the more I think it is tied to the relentless drive of 
capitalism, and informed by deeply embedded notions of female duty and 
respectability. What’s really annoying is that you become good at it – cooking dinner, 
cleaning, coaxing the kids, doing the laundry and making sure it dries fast. And then 
you go to your actual paid job. In both contexts, you are constantly being measured 
up and judged.” 

 

For a moment, Gallagher’s calm demeanour gives way to a palpable sense of 
exasperation. “I grew up in the 1970s. My generation were told that we were equal 
and that, if we worked hard enough, we would be as good as anyone, so we applied 
ourselves. Instead, we have the illusion of equality. There is a silence about that still 
– not least because it suits half the population to help prop up a system that 
maintains that illusion.” 

O’Hagan, Sean (2020) “’Even dust can be interesting’: the woman who photographs 
housework” The Guardian sec. Arts 6th January 2020 

 

 

Love conquers all. And that is the problem. - Colin Pantall Blog 

The Second Shift by Clare Gallagher is a book about 'the invisible domestic labour 
of housework and childcare carried out by women on top of their paid employment. 
It is physical, mental and emotional labour which demands effort, skill, and time but 
is unpaid, unaccounted for, unequally distributed and largely unrecognised.' 
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It's a homage to the domestic, with small details coming out that flicker between the 
quiet moments of the small drudgeries of everyday life and the love for one's child 
that is expressed through those domestic labours. The two aren't separate and even 
the small comforts of cutting a child's hair or comforting them on your lap come 
with an afterlife of fatigue, mess, and more labour. It's a vicious circle where one 
cannot be separated from the other, where the costs of love, affection and caring 
are a myriad sources of unpaid, and unrecognised labours. 

 

It's a great subject, one which has been present since, ooh, however long you care 
to imagine, and is expressed in brilliant domestic works by loads of people including 
Jo Spence, half of the feminist avant-garde exhibition from a few years back, and 
the American artist whose name escapes me who had an exhibition at the Arnolfini 
a few years ago on maintenance art - that's art that you can do while you're clearing 
up the house basically. Google it, you'll find it, I've decided that it's more fun to try 
to describe stuff I don't remember rather than googling everything. 

 

It's a quiet book with images that resonate. The mess looks like a mess, it feels like a 
mess, it lies there inert waiting to be cleaned. And it's very likely that Gallagher is the 
one who will be doing the cleaning. 

 

There's text in there, statements that pinpoint the mindsets that create and uphold 
this labour by women, this mental load of motherhood (I'm running a series of images 
on Instagram). Here's a little example from de Beauvoir and Sartre who manage to 
crystallise the dilemma perfectly. 

 

And you can bet your bottom sou that Sartre left the toilet seat up, probably pissed 
up against the wall, and flicked ash all over the floor and didn't give a shit. But then 
nor did Simone I guess. But then maybe she did, I don't know. I could look for that - 
google Sartre and messy fucker and de Beauvoir and housework and see where it 
takes me, but mmm, that's just like reaffirming the problem in digital form. And 
sometimes it's more fun to imagine. 

 

... Anyway this is what they said. 

‘Few tasks are more like the torture of Sisyphus than housework, with its endless 
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repetition. The clean becomes soiled, the soiled is made clean, over and over, day 
after day.’   
          Simone de Beauvoir 
 
‘I understand the snare of the slimy: it is a fluidity which holds me and which 
compromises me; I cannot slide on this slime, all its suction cups hold me back; it 
cannot slide over me, it clings to me like a leech.’ 
          Jean-Paul Sartre 

 

It's a thoughtful book, a book with a soul and with a little tinge of anger and 
frustration that is kept mostly under wraps. Because love conquers all. And that, 
essentially, is the problem.. 

Pantall, Colin (2019) “Love conquers all. And that is the problem” Colin Pantall’s Blog 
http://colinpantall.blogspot.com/2019/10/love-conquers-all-and-that-is-problem.html 
(accessed 9th January 2020) 

 

 

The Second Shift by Clare Gallagher - Rosita Sweetman The Irish Times 

No sooner has Clare Gallagher’s quietly furious photobook, The Second Shift, landed 
when Oxfam Ireland announce women here contribute 38 million hours of unpaid 
care work every week, and that “sexist economies are enabling a wealthy elite to 
accumulate vast fortunes at the expense of ordinary people particularly women and 
girls”. This, 50 years after Second Wave Feminism? Sweet Jesus. A photography 
lecturer at Belfast School of Art, Gallagher’s third book, named by The Guardian as 
one of 15 best of 2019, worries away at an on-going dilemma: getting the domestics 
done, while calling out for resistance to capitalism’s neatest trick – getting us ladies 
to work for free. Her photos focus tightly on the unacknowledged banal – baskets of 
overflowing laundry, overstuffed bins, food detritus in the sink, fogged up windows, 
as well as beautifully tender portraits of her three young sons. There’s a savage poem 
by Leonita Flynn and Joan Rivers’s fabulous quote: “I hate housework! You make the 
beds, you do the dishes – and six months later you have to start all over again.” Back 
to the barricades sisters.  

Sweetman, Rosita (2020) “The Second Shift by Clare Gallagher” The Irish Times sec. Culture 
8th February 2020 
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Clare Gallagher, The Second Shift - Olga Yatskevich Collector Daily 

Clare Gallagher is a photographer, a lecturer, and a mother of two boys. As an artist, 
she explores simple moments and banal activities, making the ordinary rhythms of 
home and family life her main subject. Her series Domestic Drift played with Guy 
Debord’s theory of the dérive – the idea of unplanned walking, in which one playfully 
responds to the surroundings, looking for new experiences in the ordinary. Gallagher 
applied that concept to her own life, as a way to break out of the routine. She 
focused on the things that she struggled with, and the parts of our lives that often 
go unnoticed or unappreciated, like cooking, cleaning, and raising kids. She says she 
“wanted a revolution of everyday life!” 

Clare Gallagher’s new photobook, The Second Shift, looks at the hidden (and not-
so-hidden) domestic labor women do every day in addition to having a full time job 
and raising children, and it’s a project she has been working on for the past ten years. 
The book has a greenish cloth bound cover with a dust jacket that covers roughly 
eighty percent of it. The image on the dust jacket is out of focus and blurry, turning 
a close up of food scraps in a sink into an impressionistic swirl. The book has brown 
end papers and the page edges are colored brown too. The images inside vary 
between full spreads and smaller square photographs; there are also a number of 
smaller pages throughout the book, breaking up the flow of the page turns.  

A short introductory text opens the book, and is placed on a smaller brown page. 
There, Gallagher explains that “The Second Shift is the term given to the hidden shift 
of housework and childcare primarily carried out by women on top of their paid 
employment. It is physical, mental and emotional labour which demands effort, skill 
and time but is unpaid, unaccounted for, unequally distributed and largely 
unrecognised.” Gallagher starts her book with this declaration, and then goes on to 
look more closely at the invisible work which is typically absent from the depiction 
of family and home. The Second Shift realigns our attention, and shows the subtlety 
and value of these tasks.  

The opening photograph is placed next to the text and depicts the close-to-the-
chest crossed arms of the artist’s son, gently dappled by shadows and sun rays. This 
image, dreamlike and tender, sets the mood for the visual narrative. Throughout the 
book, there are delicate photographs of her two sons as they play (in makeshift 
costumes), cuddle, or sleep, their arms and hands often intertwined or overlapped. 
These images are mixed with pictures turning never ending housework into found 
still lifes and quiet formal studies: dirty dishwater, dust, baskets of laundry, vegetable 
peels, egg shells, and paper towels. With muted colors and soft shadows, Gallagher 
finds the serenity and even beauty in this domestic daily routine, where the 
repetitive and unrecognized become something surprisingly special.  

A full bleed photograph captures an open book on the ground as two pairs of 
children’s hands point and touch the page lit by sunlight, creating a tangle of limbs; 
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right next to it is a smaller, slightly out of focus, square shot of onion and Brussels 
sprouts peels on a white paper towel, almost like a nest. Another spreads pairs a 
white crumpled napkin covered with drops of blood and a close up of a sink with 
floating food leftovers. The moments and details Gallagher has patiently captured 
look familiar, but her close attention to them transforms them into something more 
engaging.   

Documenting these fragments of life helped Gallagher to appreciate their transience, 
and to respond to her surroundings differently – observing her kids in this way 
showed her how to become fascinated with ordinary moments. But these pictures 
also have a sharper side – she uses poetic images to bring attention to the hidden 
labor women do every day, exposing its ties to capitalism and how it is “informed by 
deeply embedded notions of female duty and respectability.” As a result, she 
describes The Second Shift as “a quietly angry book.” And while Gallagher’s 
discomfort is present through her meticulous documentation of various elements of 
domestic life, her dreamlike images are amplified by a poem written by Leontia Flynn; 
spread across several smaller pages throughout the book, it takes the form of a 
conversation between a woman and a man, the gender inequality brusquely 
exposed.  

The Second Shift is a beautifully produced photobook, thoughtful and elegant 
throughout. It brings to light the moments of mundane life that are constantly 
present but go unnoticed, or are considered too unimportant to capture. But don’t 
let its formal lyricism distract you from its incisive message – this is a protest book 
in disguise.  

Yatskevich, Olga (2020) “Clare Gallagher, The Second Shift” Collector Daily 
https://collectordaily.com/clare-gallagher-the-second-shift/ (accessed 21st February 2020) 

 

 


